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Factors Influencing Young Peoples’
Perceptions of Personal Safety on
Public Transport
Graham Currie and Alexa Delbosc, Monash University
Sarah Mahmoud, Royal Automobile Club of Victoria

Abstract
This paper explores factors influencing perceptions of safety on public transport using
an empirical analysis of a survey of young people in Melbourne, Australia. In the
literature, some studies disagree as to the extent to which perceptions of safety are
affected by actual experience of crime. Some suggest perceptions of personal safety
are not justified by actual crime rates, whereas others find that direct experience of
unsafe incidents results in greater safety concerns. Related research suggests that
psychological factors can make some people feel uncomfortable on public transport
and that this may increase perceptions of poor personal safety. However, these links
have not yet been tested empirically in the public transport context. In this study,
three statistically reliable MANOVA models demonstrated that psychological influences, i.e., “feeling comfortable with people you don’t know on public transport,” had
the largest individual influence on perceptions of safety with a medium-size effect.
Gender and actual experiences of a personal safety incident also influenced perceptions of personal safety but with a small effect size. Overall, the research suggests
that feelings of anxiety and discomfort associated with traveling with people you do
not know is the most influential factor driving negative feelings of personal safety
on public transport. Gender and actual experience of unsafe incidents were not as
important. Areas for further research are identified.
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Introduction
Fear of crime is now widely recognized as a barrier to public transport use (Crime
Concern 2002; Booz Allen Hamilton 2007). For example, research in the UK has
identified that an additional 10.5 percent of rail trips would be generated if people
felt more secure when traveling and waiting at stations (Crime Concern 2002). A
majority of car drivers in inner Los Angeles claimed they would use transit if public
buses were perceived as safe and clean (Loukaitou-Sideris 1997). Concerns about
personal safety on public transport are frequently mirrored in media coverage (e.g.,
Sexton 2009; van den Berg 2009).
Although fear of crime on public transport is clearly an important issue, some studies disagree as to the extent to which perceptions of safety are affected by actual
experience of crime. Some researchers suggest perceptions are not related to experience (Box, Hale, and Andrews 1988; Feltes 2003; Toseland 1982), whereas others
demonstrate a direct relationship (Crime Concern 2002, 2004; Reed, Wallace, and
Rodriguez 2000; Mawby and Gill 1987). A range of related research shows that psychological influences, notably personal stress and anxiety associated with traveling
in confined spaces with others, is important to travelers (Thomas 2009). However,
links between these influences and perceptions of crime on public transport have
not been established in published research to date.
There is clearly a role for research that can isolate which factors influence user perceptions of safety on public transport. This paper explores these influences using a
survey of young people using public transport in Melbourne, Australia.
The paper starts with a short review of the research literature in this field. This is
followed by a description the methodology adopted to collate and analyze survey
evidence. The results are then described. The paper concludes by summarizing key
findings and a discussion of their implications for research and policy.

Research Context
In Melbourne, traveling on public transport is, statistically speaking, a relatively safe
undertaking. In 2010/2011, there were 1,284 assaults recorded on public transport
(Victoria Police 2011); far more assaults are committed in homes, on public footpaths, and even in places of business. With over 500 million trips taken annually
on public transport (Public Transport Victoria 2012), the statistical chance of being
assaulted is extremely low.

2
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There is some degree of disagreement within the research literature regarding links
between the fear of crime and actual risk of crime. In some cases, those who have
direct experience of crime (as a victim or as an observer) have greater concerns
about personal safety. Studies in both the UK and the U.S. have found that people
who experienced or observed crime on public transport were more likely to rate
their personal safety as poor or very poor (Crime Concern 2002, 2004; Reed, Wallace, and Rodriguez 2000; Mawby and Gill 1987). Other studies have found that
people who had been victims of crime were generally no more fearful than people
who were not victims and that fears are unrelated to risk (Feltes 2003; Toseland
1982; Box, Hale, and Andrews 1988). One study of crime surveys and empirical
studies suggests that fear of crime and victimization is not well justified when
compared to crime rates that show low rates of reported crime against groups such
as women in public spaces (Loukaitou-Sideris et al. 2009). Another study found
that although personal experience had little influence on fears, people who knew
somebody who had been a victim exhibited far higher levels of fear and anxiety,
suggesting a sense of “victimization through hearsay” (Feltes 2003). The media has
also been identified as over-emphasising the relative risk of travel on public transport (Crime Concern 2002).
Psychological research suggests that fear is related to unpredictability and lack of
control of exposure to potential crime. Fears of darkness, disorderly spaces, and
strangers are all powerful psychological triggers (Feltes 2003). There is a rich design
literature that demonstrates that lighting, sight lines, and other design features of
rail and bus stations can have real impacts on fear of crime (e.g., Wallace et al. 1999;
Cozens et al. 2003). Unfamiliar strangers behaving in an unusual way are particularly likely to trigger distrust and fear (Feltes 2003). To date, however, no literature
in transport has empirically measured the influence of psychological fear of strangers on fear of crime on public transport.
The invasion of personal space when traveling on public transport vehicles has also
been linked to general feelings of anxiety (Thomas 2009). Humans generally prefer
to limit access to personal space, but traveling on public transport forces strangers
into intimate social distances that are commonly reserved for those with stronger
personal relationships (Hall 1966). The invasion of personal space in general has
been shown to lead to greater self-reported anxiety (Greenberg and Firestone
1977) and physiological stress (Nicosia et al. 1979).
Certain demographic groups are more likely to fear crime in public spaces, even if
they are less likely to be victims themselves. Older people are more likely to fear
3
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crime, and this anxiety can lead to social isolation (Crime Concern 2004; Feltes
2003). Women, people with disabilities, and people born overseas also demonstrate
higher-than-average concerns for personal safety (Crime Concern 2002; LoukaitouSideris et al. 2009; Toseland 1982; Wasfi and Levinson 2007). One study found that
demographic variables were more important than crime-related or psycho-social
variables in predicting feelings of fear (Toseland 1982). However, specific research in
this area related to public transport users has not been published to date.
Overall, previous research suggests a need to directly compare the influence of
actual experience of crime, demographics, and psychological influences on perceptions of safety on public transport.

Methodology
The aim of the research was to empirically test factors linked to negative perceptions of personal safety on public transport, including experience of crime and
psychological factors.
The focus for the analysis is a survey of young people in Melbourne undertaken
in May 2009. The survey targeted young people between ages 18–25 and was
promoted through a local university newsletter (Monash Memo), Facebook, and
also through word of mouth promotion within a range of transport planning and
support groups in Melbourne.
Unfortunately, this age range limits the ability to explore the influence of age on
perceptions of safety. Several studies have noted particularly high ratings of safety
concerns in older adult riders (Booz Allen Hamilton 2003; Crime Concern 2002).
Nevertheless, young people have also been found to be concerned about safety
issues, and they represent a significant market group in transit ridership. They also
represent potential riders of the future (Charles River Associates Inc 1997) and
have been shown to be a good target market for ridership growth initiatives (Yoh,
Haas, and Taylor 2003). From a personal safety research perspective, they are also
an under-researched market group.
An online survey approach was adopted with a short five-minute questionnaire
aimed to increase response rates. The survey was not marketed with a “personal
safety” emphasis; rather, general questions on public transport were said to be the
focus. This was to avoid self-selection bias in the returns. The survey was designed
to understand general usage characteristics of public transport and to assess personal safety factors and respondent views on improvements to personal safety.
4
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Results of the survey are reported in full in a separate paper (Mahmoud and Currie
2010). This analysis concerns the survey results in relation to factors influencing
personal safety perceptions.
Particular questions that were the focus of this analysis included:
• Perceptions of Personal Safety – respondents were asked to rate how easy
or difficult they found feeling safe on public transport (in general), feeling
safe on public transport at night, and feeling safe on public transport during the day. Responses were categorized into five groups—Very Easy, Easy,
Neutral, Difficult and Very Difficult.
• A separate more direct question asked, “How safe do you feel using public
transport?” in various contexts such as at night, during the day, waiting at
a bus stop, or walking to a train station. Again, there were five response
categories, including Very Unsafe, Unsafe, Neutral, Safe and Very Safe.
• Public Transport Safety Experience – Respondents were asked if (on public
transport) they had ever been attacked, threatened, observed an attack,
observed someone being threatened, or felt threatened.
The analysis explored the results of the above variables but also sought to understand links between them and a series of dependent or explanatory variables,
including:
• Frequency of public transport use – Increased familiarity with public transport may increase or even decrease feelings of safety.
• Gender – A range of previous research demonstrates that young women
tend to feel more unsafe on public transport than young men (LoukaitouSideris et al. 2009)
• Country of birth – Previous research and more recent media coverage suggests that overseas students and immigrants may have worse perceptions
and more experience of safety issues on public transport (Crime Concern
2002; Booz Allen Hamilton 2007).
• Feeling comfortable with people you do not know on public transport –
This is essentially a psychological personality variable; people who are not
comfortable around strangers may feel unsafe in a shared environment
such as public transport. Inclusion of this variable tested the influence of
psychological factors in feelings of safety about public transport.
5
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Because this analysis involves several dependent variables, a Multivariate Analysis
of Variance (MANOVA) was chosen as the analysis method. In addition, analysis
explored the distribution of survey responses to better inform the analysis of influences on personal safety perceptions.

Analysis and Results
General Sample Demographics
Overall, 239 respondents undertook the survey. Table 1 shows some key summary
statistics regarding the survey sample. The majority of the sample were women
(71%), and most were students (76%). A total of 80 percent were born in Australia, 13 percent were migrants, and 7 percent were classified as overseas students
because they migrated to Australia one or two years before and gave “student” as
their main occupation. The average age of the sample was 21. Around half of the
sample owned a car.
Table 1. Sample Demographics

6

Gender

Male
Female

29%
71%

Employment

Study
Employed full-time
Employed part-time or casual
Other
Unemployed

76%
10%
8%
5%
1%

Country of birth

Australian
Migrant
Overseas student

80%
13%
7%

Age

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
No age given
Average age

15%
13%
16%
13%
10%
11%
9%
9%
5%
21

Do you own a car?

Yes
No

54%
46%

Factors Influencing Young Peoples’ Perceptions of Personal Safety on Public Transport

Perceptions of Safety on Public Transport
Figure 1 shows the responses to the question “How easy or difficult do you find
feeling safe traveling on public transport at night,” “in general,” and “during the
day.” It also considers the response to the question “How easy or difficult do you
find feeling comfortable traveling with people you don’t know?”

Figure 1. How easy or difficult do you find ...
Nearly 40 percent of the sample found it difficult or very difficult to feel safe traveling on public transport at night. This compares to 14 percent during the day and
12 percent in general. Some 14 percent said they found “Feeling comfortable with
people you do not know on public transport” to be difficult or very difficult.
Figure 2 shows responses to the more direct safety question “How safe do you
feel?” in various contexts of public transport usage. This suggests that over 40
percent of young people felt unsafe or very unsafe using public transport at night.
Waiting at or traveling to/from train stops were the next most common concerns,
followed by waiting at bus stops. Using public transport during the day was the
least common concern, with 90 percent of respondents feeling safe or very safe. In
7
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general, these patterns are fairly typical of those found in previous studies (Crime
Concern 2002; Booz Allen Hamilton 2003).

Figure 2. How safe do you feel ...
Experience of Unsafe Circumstances on Public Transport
Figure 3 shows the responses concerning actual experiences of safety events on
public transport. Very few young people in the sample have ever experienced a
direct attack on themselves (4%), although over one-quarter said they had been
directly threatened at some point. Over 30 percent had seen someone attacked,
and over 60 percent had seen someone threatened. Although experiencing an
actual attack was rare, over 70 percent said they had felt threatened at some time.

8
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Figure 3. Experience of unsafe conditions on public transport
Direct experience is not the only way people learn about safety on public transport. The survey also explored how respondents had found out about safety issues
(Figure 4). Some 98 percent of respondents had heard about attacks on public
transport through the media. This was the most common source of information
about personal safety issues.

Figure 4. Hearing about unsafe conditions on public transport
9
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Exploring Factors Influencing Safety Perceptions
Dependent Variables: Feelings of Safety on Public Transport
Five variables from two different sets of questions directly measured feelings of
safety on public transport:
A. How easy or difficult you find ...
1. Feeling safe traveling on public transport?
2. Feeling safe traveling on public transport at night?
3. Feeling safe traveling on public transport during the day?
B. How safe you feel ...
4. Using public transport at night?
5. Using public transport during the day?
There are a further nine questions measuring feelings of safety on specific modes
and locations, but these five questions measure feelings of safety on public transport more generally.
Because this analysis involves several dependent variables, a Multivariate Analysis
of Variance (MANOVA) was chosen as the analysis method.
Initial modeling of these variables quickly revealed that two variables (“feeling safe
traveling on public transport” and “feeling safe traveling on public transport during the day”) violated a basic assumption of statistical analysis: the error variance
between groups was not equal (shown in Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variance). That is, for these two variables, the random variance of responses was much
greater in some groups than others.
There are very few options available to MANOVA when this assumption is not met.
Because there were five variables from which to choose, it was decided that these
two variables would be excluded from the analyses.
Independent Variables: Predictors of Feelings of Safety
The survey contains a range of questions that may influence feelings of safety. The
primary explanatory variables of interest are the five variables measuring actual
experience of safety issues on public transport. For the sake of parsimony, two
variables were combined into a measure of whether they had been attacked or
threatened. Similarly, another two were combined into whether they had seen
someone attacked or threatened. The final explanatory variable set examining the
issue of actual experience were:
10
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1. Ever been attacked or threatened?
2. Ever seen someone attacked or threatened?
3. Ever felt threatened?
In addition to these variables, the following explanatory variables were also considered:
•
•
•
•

Frequency of public transport use
Gender
Country of birth
Feeling comfortable with people you do not know on public transport

Table 2 shows the average ratings of feelings of safety on public transport crosstabulated with different categories of the dependent variables. The score of each
safety variable can range between 1 to 5, with a 5 being high and 1 being a low
score. Feelings of safety are considerably higher when people travel during the day
(average rating 4.2) than when they travel at night (average rating 2.9 and 2.8).
Table 2. Feelings of Safety by Dependent Variables
Easy/Difficult

Overall Average Rating

How Safe You Feel?

Feeling safe on
PT at night

Using PT
at night

Using PT
during the day

2.9

2.8

4.2

Ever been threatened/
attacked?

Yes

2.7

2.5

4.1

No

3.0

2.9

4.3

Ever seen someone
threatened/attacked?

Yes

2.7

2.7

4.2

No

3.2

2.9

4.4

Ever felt threatened?

Yes

2.7

2.6

4.2

No

3.4

3.2

4.5

PT trips in last 3 days
(average = 3.6)

Below avg.

2.9

2.8

4.2

Above avg.

3.0

2.8

4.2

Frequency of PT use

< weekly

2.9

2.8

4.2

> weekly

2.9

2.8

4.2

Female

2.8

2.7

4.2

Male

3.3

3.0

4.4

Australia

2.9

2.7

4.3

Overseas

2.9

2.9

4.2

2.5

2.4

4.0

3.3

3.1

4.5

Gender
Country of birth

Comfortable with people you
Below avg.
don’t know on PT (average = 3.5) Above avg.

11
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From this simple table, several patterns are already clear. Feelings of safety are
slightly lower among those who have experienced unsafe behaviors, although the
MANOVA analysis will show if these differences are significant. Gender and being
comfortable with people you do not know also appear to have an influence on
feelings of safety with the latter having the larger effect. Interestingly, another variable that may have an effect is ‘”Ever felt threatened?” This is a related psychological influence variable since it considers the respondents’ feelings, not their direct
experience of events.
Use of public transport does not appear to have any effect on feelings of safety. For
this reason and for the sake of parsimony, public transport use was not included
in the MANOVA.
Interestingly, country of birth did not appear to have an effect on feelings of safety.
This contrasts considerably with the findings of previous research and the view
suggested by media reports. Due to the sample size, it would be impractical to
include both country of birth and gender into a single analysis. For example, there
were only nine participants who were male and born overseas, and of those, only
one or two had ever experienced, witnessed, or felt threatened or attacked. In this
context, country of birth was also excluded from MANOVA analysis.
This analysis also demonstrated fairly consistent findings across the explanatory
variables for each of the three dependent variables. Feeling safe on public transport
during the day had higher ratings of safety compared to the others, but the relative
ratings of individual explanatory variables were fairly consistent between the two
safety at night factors.
The Final Models: What Predicts Feelings of Safety?
Based on initial explorations in the previous sections, three MANOVA models were
run (Table 3). All three models had the same three dependent variables and the
independent variables “gender” and “feeling comfortable with strangers.” But each
model contained only one of the following independent variables:
• Ever been attacked or threatened?
• Ever seen someone attacked or threatened?
• Ever felt threatened?

12
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Table 3. Variables included in the Three MANOVA Analyses Models
Independent Variables

Model 1

Ever been attacked or threatened?

Model 2

Model 3

*

Ever seen someone attacked or threatened?

*

Ever felt threatened?

*

Gender

*

*

*

*

*

*

Feeling safe while traveling on public transport at night

*

*

*

[How safe you feel] using public transport at night?

*

*

*

[How safe you feel] using public transport during the day?

*

*

*

Feel comfortable around people you do not know on PT ?
a

Dependent Variables

a

As a continuous variable, this was included as a covariate.

All three models met Box’s Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices and Levene’s
Test of Equality of Error Variances.
Table 4 shows the results from the multivariate tests. In general, the results of
three models are very similar. Factors influencing perceptions of safety are equally
influential if safety is measured as having been attacked/threatened (Model 1), ever
witnessed an attack/threat (Model 2), or ever felt threatened (Model 3).
The partial η2 shows the effect size of the influence variable on perceptions of
safety. As with other measures of effect size, values below 0.3 are considered
“small,” values between 0.3 and 0.5 are “medium,” and values over 0.5 are generally
considered “large” effects. Overall, these results suggest that the psychological
variable “feeling comfortable with people you do not know” was of medium size
across all three models. It is, by far, the largest influence on feelings of safety on
public transport: the more comfortable people felt being with strangers, the safer
they felt on public transport. By comparison, gender and experiences of unsafe
behavior had only a small effect size (all less than .10).

13
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Table 4. Multivariate MANOVA Tests
Model 1
Intercept

Partial η

F

Multivariate tests (df = 3, 210)

Model 2
2

148.3

Partial η

F
152.2

Ever attacked/threatened?

3.4b

.04

-

Ever witness attack/threat?

-

-

5.0

Ever felt threatened?

-

-

-

Gender

3.5

b

Gender*attack/threat interaction

0.7c

Comfortable with people you don't
know?

36.7a

Model 3
2

153.5
-

a

Partial η2

F
-

-

.06

--

-

4.0

.05

4.9

a

n/a

0.8 c

.33

34.7a

a

.05

.06

7.0

a

.09

n/a

0.9 c

n/a

.32

35.4a

.33

Significant at p < .01
Significant at p < .05
c
Not significant
Note: effect size (η2) values below .3 are “small.” between .3 and .5 are “medium” and over .5 “large”
effects.
a

b

Discussion and Conclusions
This paper explores the factors influencing negative perceptions of personal safety
on public transport using an empirical analysis of a survey of young people. The
research literature demonstrates contrasting findings; some studies find that experiences with crime decrease feelings of safety (Mawby and Gill 1987; Reed, Wallace,
and Rodriguez 2000; Crime Concern 2002, 2004), whereas others have found fears
to be unrelated to risk (Box, Hale, and Andrews 1988; Toseland 1982; Feltes 2003).
Other research suggests that feelings of anxiety and psychological factors make
some people feel uncomfortable on public transport and that this discomfort
increases perceptions of safety risks (Feltes 2003; Thomas 2009). However, no direct
link between psychological factors and perceptions of personal safety has been
established in published empirical research.
The survey results reinforced many already-established patterns of perceptions of
safety from previous research. Traveling at night and on trains were considered
more unsafe behaviors, whereas bus travel and travel during the day were less of
a concern. In examining experience with personal safety incidents, four percent
said they had actually been attacked, whereas over one-quarter said they had been
threatened. Some 70 percent said they had felt threatened at some time. Of the
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potential sources where individuals had learned about personal safety incidents,
the most common was media reports.
Factors influencing personal safety perceptions were explored using a series of
three MANOVA models to predict personal feelings of safety on public transport.
In each model, psychological influences, i.e., “feeling comfortable with people you
do not know,” had the largest individual influence on perceptions of safety (partial
η2 were over 0.30, representing a medium-size effect). Gender and actual experiences of a personal safety incident also influenced perceptions of personal safety.
However, the size of these effects was small relative to the influence of feeling comfortable with people you do not know (partial η2 were under 0.10, representing a
small effect size).
Overall, the research suggests that feelings of anxiety and discomfort associated
with traveling with people you do not know is the most influential factor driving
negative feelings of personal safety on public transport. Gender and actual experience of unsafe incidents were not as important. And interestingly, the effect of
being attacked or threatened on feelings of safety was quite small (partial η2 = .04)
and no larger than the effect of witnessing an attack/threat or feeling threatened.
No link was found in the modeling between frequency of use of public transport
and perceptions of personal safety.
An important implication of these findings from a policy perspective is the need
to consider psychological factors in addressing safety concerns among existing and
potential public transport users. Although only around 14 percent of the survey
sample had difficulties feeling comfortable traveling with other people on public
transport, and these feelings appear to be important in influencing safety barriers
to travel. Design measures to engender feelings of space on public transport vehicles and measures to promote more positive social interaction and understanding
about other passengers should have a positive impact on feeling comfortable with
others and, thus, perceptions of safety. It seems likely the targeting of these measures to women would be worthwhile, as they are slightly more likely to feel unsafe
on public transport.
There is also a role for additional research exploring the links between perceptions
and experience of personal safety concerns in greater depth. This research was
based on a modest sample of young people and, hence, could not explore influences at a high degree of disaggregation. A large sample in future research may
remove this barrier.
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Furthermore it may be that negative psychological feelings, feelings of anxiety, and
stress will also influence interpretation of events that are observed. There is much
scope for misinterpretation of events when these contexts are mixed with an individual’s personal beliefs, mores, and social standards and how these contrast with
those of other races, ages, and genders. Measures to enhance understanding and
consideration of others who are different have been suggested in recent research
(Moore 2011). There is much room to explore these concepts further through an
expansion of research considering psychological influences on the perceptions of
public transport users.
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Abstract
Population growth can lead to public school capacity issues as well as increased
school bus utilization, which, in turn, can result in longer school bus transport times
for regular and special needs students. Special needs or medically fragile students are
children with special health care needs who are at increased health and safety risk. It
is common practice to provide special needs students with specially-equipped buses
and/or special classroom environments with specific facilities or services. However,
the assignment of student services to schools is regularly made without regard to bus
transportation considerations for special needs students. Considering the potentially
negative impact of long school bus rides on these students, we present the first systematic, integrated analyses of special needs student busing and classroom assignments. We provide models and algorithms for maintaining administration-based
transportation financial performance measures while simultaneously designing
smarter transportation networks considering both student geographical location
and service needs.

Introduction
As urban areas grow in population, some people choose to relocate to the suburbs,
often for “more space”—to be more spread out across suburban neighborhood
areas. One of the main public services that is impacted by these city-to-suburb
moves is rural public education systems. When a school district grows both in
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terms of its number of schools and its geographic area, school capacity limitations
and student bus transportation can become important challenges. Ineffectively
making student-to-school assignments and/or inefficient bus routing plans can
result in longer school bus rides for students. The magnitude of these inefficiencies is further magnified when one considers the transportation of special needs
students.
According to McPherson et al. (1998), special needs or medically fragile students
are “children with special health care needs who have or are at increased risk for a
chronic physical, developmental, behavioral, or emotional condition and who also
require health and related services of a type or amount beyond that required by
children generally.” Given this characterization, it follows that longer school bus
rides caused by the planning inefficiencies described above can adversely impact
special needs students.
Special needs students typically require special buses and/or special classroom
environments with specific facilities or services. Based on the severity of their
needs, special needs students are placed into a class containing a specific teacherto-student ratio, such as a 1:6 class containing a maximum of 6 students and 1
teacher. Additionally, 1:10 and 1:15 classrooms are typically found in practice. Students in the latter classroom type typically have less or fewer needs for services.
In terms of busing, not all buses in a school district can be used for special needs
student transport since they require special facilities. In terms of service needs, the
special services required are not offered in all schools in a school district—often,
they are offered in less than one half of the district’s schools. These special services do not necessarily refer to lifts and physical equipment; they could refer to a
trained teacher for special needs students, for example. It follows that these limited
busing and services options can result in one or more special needs students being
assigned to a school that is not necessarily close to his/her home, resulting in longer
bus transportation times.
Interviews with school district officials suggest that current practice is for school
administrators to assign special needs services to district schools based on either
experience and/or requests from a principal, often with little or no consideration of
where the special needs students reside. In one extreme case, the authors learned
about a special needs student who rides her bus two hours each way to and from
school every day. Since the assignment process is somewhat subjective and currently is not supported by any type of analytical models in the school districts we
investigated, it is quite possible that model-supported assignment decisions can
22
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help impact current special needs student transportation practices by providing
better transportation and special needs service assignments for school districts.

Previous Research
A number of previous research studies investigated both assignment and transportation models. Unfortunately, only a small portion of the existing literature focuses
on special needs students. Further, most special needs student-focused studies
either present case study results or do not examine transportation-related issues.
However, it is important to understand the current body of knowledge in order to
effectively address the problem under study in this paper.
The assignment problem for special needs students is similar to the generalized assignment problem in many ways. Generally, assignment problems can be
thought of as having a number of agents and a number of tasks. Each agent should
be assigned to one task under some conditions in order to accomplish some total
job with minimal cost/maximal value. In the research problem of interest, the
agents are special needs students and the tasks are available seats or positions in
special needs classrooms at district schools of the previously defined types (i.e., 1:6,
1:10, or 1:15 teacher-to-student ratios).
Among the different assignment models, the semi-assignment problem has the
greatest similarity to the problem under study, because each agent should be
assigned to exactly one task and, also, there are a limited numbers of task groups,
each of which requires some number of agents (Pentico 2007). These problems can
be solved very quickly for large-scale problems.
Lee and Schniederjans (1983) developed a multi-criteria assignment model for
assigning teachers to schools using goal programming with two objectives: cost
minimization and maximization of preference goals. They solved the model under
different priority ranking schemes and were able to find some solution combinations that satisfy a range of stated goals. Ferland and Guenette (1990) developed
a decision support system for school districts to assign groups of students to a
school. They developed a student network and used heuristic procedures to assign
the network’s edges (i.e., students) to schools such that the total distance cost is
minimized.
There exists some previous transportation literature related to the general school
bus routing problem, such as the Vehicle Routing Problem with Pickups and
Deliveries (VRPPD) and the Dial-A-Ride Problem (DARP). However, the bus rout23
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ing problem for special needs students is different from the general student bus
routing problem, as special needs students often require door-to-door service. It
is possible to consider each special needs student’s home as an individual bus stop
containing a single student.
While the classical Vehicle Routing Problem considers only pickups or deliveries,
the VRPPD assumes both pickups and deliveries can be performed on the same
vehicle tour. Nagy and Salhi (2005) developed a heuristic transportation model
for VRPPD. The main objective of their model was minimizing the total distance
traveled using a four-step method that allows for weak feasibility/infeasibility of
starting solutions.
The VRPPD can be extended to include time constraints. In a student transportation application, the Vehicle Routing Problem with Pickups and Deliveries and
Time Windows (VRPPDTW) examines the case in which students from different
schools with different starting times are on the same school bus. There are some
heuristic approaches developed to tackle VRPPDTW such as variable-depth algorithm, which has two steps of finding an initial solution and improving the solution
(Bruggen et al. 1993). Ioachim et al. (1995) developed a clustering approach for the
VRPPDTW problem. Their approach divides all requests into mini-clusters and
then solves the problem for these mini-clusters using a column generation-based
approach to improve upon an initial, existing solution. The authors also present a
heuristic for minimizing the size of the mini-cluster network.
DARP is defined as requests for transportation that are submitted by users. This is
a typical problem that applies to the transportation of older adults or persons with
disabilities in urban areas. Requests are for transportation from a specific origin to
a specific destination, and vehicles based at a common depot perform transportation. Since service is shared, typical objectives are to minimize user inconveniences
and to minimize operation costs (Cordeau 2006).
Cordeau and Laporte (2003) develop a Tabu search metaheuristic for the DARP.
Their algorithm begins with an initial, feasible solution, and then moves to the
best solution within the current solution’s neighborhood. Attanasio et al. (2004)
proposed a more comprehensive version of a Tabu search for DARP that accommodates dynamic model data. The authors suggest that their problem can be
solved using parallel computing techniques for real-time vehicle routing problems.
Cordeau (2006) introduced a branch-and-cut algorithm and presents valid inequalities for the DARP. Although his algorithm is fast and efficient in comparison to
other techniques, it cannot be used for large-scale problems.
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Russell and Morrel (1986) presented one of the only papers to address special
needs student bus routing. They developed a shuttle system to reduce bus rides
and number of school visits. They identified two schools with the most students
and visited them after picking up all the students; then they rerouted and dropped
other students. Ripplinger (2005) focused on rural school vehicle routing and provides models and analysis for separating special needs student transportation from
general students and generating single routes for both types of students. Braca et
al. (1997) briefly mentions special needs students in one part of their research. The
authors describe the difference between special needs students and general students, but did not develop any pertinent or applicable transportation models for
the research problem under study.
Our review of the published literature to date reveals very little previous research on
special needs student transportation. As our research problem contains many important decisions to be made, we employed a phased research approach as described
above that contains two important subproblems: the student-to-school assignment
problem and the student transportation/bus routing problem. We investigated these
problems by developing assignment models and vehicle routing models to minimize
the total amount of time students travel. Given the complexity of the problem under
study, we also present heuristic approaches for analyzing this challenging problem.

Student-to-School Assignment
In the student-to-school assignment problem, students are assigned to district
schools having some known classroom services and capacities such that total
student-to-school distance is minimized. For this purpose, we use existing service/
classroom assignments in a local school district. We use distance as a surrogate
measure for student bus riding time, because in this phase, the direct distance
between each student’s home and his/her school is used in the model without any
consideration of bus routing. Even though vehicle routing is not included in this
model, the result of this phase can estimate how much improvement may be possible under “smarter” assignment decisions.
The assignment model developed is a mixed-integer model formulated to minimize the total direct distance that all students would travel in a straight line (without any regard to routing) from each of their houses to reach their school. First, we
introduce the following set notation:
S

Set of schools, indexed by i

T

Set of students, indexed by j
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C

Set of class (service) types, indexed by k

L

Set of school levels, indexed by l

In addition, we define six parameters for use in our model:
nk

Maximum number of students that can attend class type k

di,j

Distance from student j place of residence to school i (miles)

g j,k

1 if student j requires class/service type k, otherwise 0

ai,k

Number of classes of type k available in school i

ej,l

1 if student i should go to school level of l, otherwise 0

bi,l

1 if level of school i is l, otherwise 0

The assignment model determines the student-to-school assignments that minimize the total direct distance between student homes and their schools. This decision is captured via the decision variable xi,j which equals 1 if student j is assigned
to school i, otherwise, xi,j = 0. Since it is possible that all currently-available classes
at a given school may not be used in any given assignment scheme recommended
by the model, we define an additional integer bookkeeping variable to count the
number of students assigned to a specific class (and its associated service type) at
each school. Let yi,k denote the number of students assigned to class/service type
k in school i.
Given this notation, we now present our model. We seek to minimize total direct
distance (in miles) that students travel to their school.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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The objective function (1) minimizes total direct distances and ensures that
bookkeeping variable yi,k does not become unnecessarily inflated. The very small
coefficient of the second term makes sure the primary objective function term
of interest is not adversely affected. Constraint set (2) requires that each student
be assigned to exactly one school. Constraint set (3) verifies that each student is
assigned to a school that offers his/her needed class/service type. Constraint set (4)
guarantees that the number of students assigned to each class type at any school
does not exceed the class’s available capacity. Constraint set (5) ensures that each
student is assigned to a school of his/her appropriate level (e.g., elementary school
students should be assigned only to elementary schools). Finally, constraint set (6)
is a valid inequality we introduced to update the bookkeeping variable yi,k according to the values of our primary decision variable of interest, xi,j.

Bus Routing Problem
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) model developed is a mixed-integer programming model that minimizes the total travel distance driven by all the buses when
picking up all special needs students and delivering them to their intended school
destinations. In this model, students and schools are considered to be nodes, and
the different routes between students and schools are captured via arcs. Buses start
their travel in the network from an origin node, which represents a depot. Similarly,
each bus’s travel is deemed complete once it returns to the depot after marking all
of its appropriate student drop-offs.
As mentioned earlier, the assignment model presented in the previous section
recommends the optimal assignment of students to schools based on their service
needs, and its output will, in turn, be used as an input parameter in the routing
model. Using assignment model output as an input of the routing model makes
these two problems dependent. For example, in low-density networks, the quality
of the routes becomes more dependent on the network shape. Based on the given
description, we define five sets for our routing model:
S

Set of schools, indexed by i and j

T

Set of students, indexed by i and j

D

Set of depots, indexed by i and j

N

Set of nodes, which is union of S, T, and D, indexed by i and j

B

Set of buses, indexed by k
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In addition, the following parameters are defined for use in our routing model:
dij

Distance from node i to node j

ck

Capacity of bus k

aij

1 if student i is assigned to school j, 0 otherwise

The primary decision variable in this model is xijk, which equals 1 if node i is immediately followed by node j on bus route k, otherwise xijk = 0. To formulate the
model, some bookkeeping variables are required. First, we introduce bookkeeping
variable yik to record which student is served by which bus: yik = 1 if student i is
served by bus k; otherwise, yik = 0. Bookkeeping variable zik is similar to yik , but
keeps track of which school is visited by which bus: zik = 1 if school i is visited by bus
k; otherwise, zik = 0. Finally, bookkeeping variable wik shows the position of each
node on each bus route. For example, if student A is the third student visited by bus
Z and bus Z has not visited any schools yet, then waz = 4, as the bus depot is always
the first node to be visited by any bus. In addition to keeping track of the position
of the nodes visited by each bus, bookkeeping variable wik also serves the purpose
of eliminating any possible sub-tours traveled by each bus. We now formally state
our routing model:
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
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(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
Objective function (7) has two terms. The first term models the primary objective
of minimizing the total distance traveled by all buses, while the second term makes
sure that bookkeeping variable wik is not unnecessarily inflated. We use a very small
constant multiplier on our second objective function term so as to not adversely
impact the value of the overall objective function.
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Constraint set (8) forces each bus to visit exactly one node immediately after
visiting a student node. This is necessary to make sure all picked up students are
delivered. Constraint set (9) makes sure that exactly one node is visited before
each student visit. Constraint set (10) guarantees that there is at least one student
visited before any school is visited. Constraint set (11) ensures that, at most, one
node is visited immediately after each school visit by any bus. The visited node can
be a student node, another school node, or the final depot destination node when
all the students are dropped off. Constraint set (12) makes sure that the capacity
of each bus is not exceeded. Constraints sets (13) and (14) are valid equalities that
update bookkeeping variable yik by relating it to the main decision variable, xijk.
Constraint set (15) forces all buses to start their daily trips from the origin depot
node. Constraint set (16) ensures that all buses end their daily trips at the depot.
Constraint set (17) guarantees that no bus goes directly from the depot to a school.
Constraint set (18) verifies that no bus goes directly from a student node to the
depot. Constraint sets (19) and (20) update bookkeeping variable zik by relating it
to the main decision variable xijk.
Next, constraint set (21) makes sure that each student is picked up by a bus that
visits his/her assigned school. This is one of the constraint sets that makes use of
the results from our assignment model. Constraint set (22) ensures that there is
no return travel from a node back to itself. Constraint set (23) sets bookkeeping
variable wik for the origin depot node = 1, thereby forcing the depot to be the first
node visited by each bus. Constraint sets (24) and (25) update bookkeeping variable wik and together disallow sub-tours in the routing model. Constraint set (25)
guarantees that a bus picks up students before that same bus visits their destination school. Finally, constraint set (26) is another valid inequality that ensures no
student is on a bus that does not visit his/her destination school.
Given the complexity of the problem under study, it was necessary to develop and
test heuristic solution approaches for the research problem under study.

Heuristics
Given the well-established NP-hard complexity of vehicle routing models containing only a single vehicle (Nagy and Salhi 2005), large, practically-motivated, realworld problem instances for the research problem under study are unsolvable in
any practical amount of computation time. Therefore, we turn our focus to the
development of (hopefully) practically-implementable heuristic solution methods.
First, we present a constructive heuristic based on a greedy approach that gener30
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ates feasible solutions quickly. Next, we introduce two local search-based post-processing techniques designed to improve the constructive heuristic’s initial solution.
Greedy Heuristic
We employed the greedy procedure InitialSolution below to construct an initial,
feasible solution to the problem under study in our heuristic Greedy. This procedure requires the following a group of input parameters: 1) number of students, 2)
number of schools, 3) number of buses, 4) bus capacities, 5) from/to straight line
distance matrix between all pairs of students and schools, and 6) existing list of
student-to-school assignments. By assuming that all buses start their respective
trips from the depot, following the procedure below guarantees the creation of a
feasible solution, as first, all students are assigned to buses, and then each bus is
required to visit all required schools for student drop-off.
Procedure InitialSolution
1. Main Student Assignment Loop:
a. Let S denote the set of all current students assigned to a school. Initially,
S is empty.
b. Let S’ denote all current students not yet assigned to a school. Initially,
S’ contains all students.
c. Let Nb denote the last visited network node of bus b. Initially, Nb is set
to the depot for all buses.
d. If S’ is empty, go to Step 2. Otherwise,
i. Find the student s in S’ that lives closest to any node Nb (the current
location of each bus b) for each bus b that has remaining capacity to
take on more students.
ii. Assign student s to bus b. Update Nb to reflect the network node
associated with student s’s house. Remove s from S’. Add s to S. Go
to Step 1d.
2. Main Bus Assignment Loop:
a. For each bus, determine the schools, which need to be visited for dropping off each student assigned to the bus. Let Db denote the set of destination schools to be visited by bus b. Initially, Db contains all schools
attended by the students on bus b.
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b. If Db is empty for all buses, STOP. Otherwise,
i. Find the school e in Db that is closest to any node Nb (the current
location of each bus b) for each bus b.
ii. Assign bus b to travel to school e by updating Nb to reflect the network
node associated with school e. Remove e from Db. Go to Step 2b.
Procedure InitialSolution produces two main outputs: the total distance traveled
by all buses and the order in which nodes are visited by each bus. It is quite possible
that procedure InitialSolution might produce inefficient solutions in terms of minimum total student distances to the assigned schools, given its greedy approach. It
is this reality that led us to the following improvement methods in our heuristic
development.
Improving the Greedy Solution
Next, we sought to improve our initial, greedy solution by focusing on 1) the way
students are assigned to buses from the unassigned student pool S’ and 2) the
placement of school visits in the bus route. In procedure InitialSolution, a student
is added to each bus during every iteration of (d) in the main student assignment
loop. Now, instead of simultaneously assigning students to every bus during the
main assignment loop, we assign students to only one single bus at a time. When
the number of students on the bus reaches capacity, the bus is removed from further consideration and the next empty bus is used for student assignment.
Considering the main bus assignment loop in procedure InitialSolution, we also
sought to improve the placement of school visits on each bus’s route. In the greedy
heuristic, schools are visited at the end of each bus’s route, regardless of when and
where the last student is picked up; this could lead to a missed opportunity for
earlier student drop-off. To identify this opportunity, we performed an additional
step after assigning all students to schools that identifies the earliest position that
each school can be assigned in each bus’s route. Then, when performing the main
bus assignment loop, we could assess school placement in each bus route from
this earliest point to the end of the bus’s route. The two improvement steps were
included in our first improvement heuristic, IH1.

A Potential Issue with IH1
Preliminary experiments uncovered a potential issue with IH1. Consider a problem
instance of 21 students and 2 buses, each with capacity for 20 students. Our IH1
would assign the first 20 students to the first bus and then, as this bus is at capacity,
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it would put the last remaining student on the second bus. While, logically, there
is no problem with this assignment, it is not practically attractive or reasonable. To
address this potential problem, we considered different combinations of assigning
students to buses by establishing and analyzing temporary bus capacities. Consider
a problem instance containing n students and b buses. While we keep the upper
bound on bus capacity at 20 (its true value), we set a lower bound bus capacity
value of n ⁄ b and analyze the same problem for all bus capacity values from n ⁄ b
up to 20. For example, in the case n = 21 students and b = 2 buses, we now examine temporary bus capacities from 11 to 20 in our second improvement heuristic,
IH2. In IH2, we solved each problem for all valid temporary bus capacity values and
selected the solution with the lowest objective function value.
Finally, we performed a local search operation in IH1 after the best heuristic solution was found. We post-processed this “best” IH1 solution via adjacent pairwise
interchanges within each bus’s route to see if an improved (i.e., less distance),
feasible solution exists. The interchanges are made starting from the head of each
bus’s route, after the depot visit. We ensured that feasibility was maintained such
that all students can still be delivered to their proper destination school. Finally, the
“best” overall routing plan identified was reported once heuristic IH2 terminated.

Experimental Results and Analysis
All mathematical models developed in this research were coded in AMPL and
solved using CPLEX’s mixed-integer programming solver. CPLEX was run on a 2.93
GHz quad core, quad processor server with 128 GB of RAM. We first validated
each mathematical model with a variety of small, trivial sample problems that are
easily solved by hand. Once model functionality was verified, we used real-world
information furnished by our project sponsor, the Fort Smith Public School (FSPS)
District, as a means of analyzing each model’s computational performance and
solution quality under real-world school district conditions. In addition, the heuristic solution methods developed in this paper were all verified and validated in
similar manner. To validate and analyze performance of the model, the following
set of experimental factors were used:
•
•
•
•
•

Number of buses (3 levels): 2, 3, 4
Number of special needs students (3 levels): 20, 40, 60
Number of special needs schools (3 levels): 2, 4, 6
School district area (2 levels): 10 miles x 10 miles, 20 miles x 20 miles
Bus capacity (1 level): 20 students
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Our research sponsor verified these values to be valid in terms of typical school
district size and complexity with regards to special needs student busing. In each
problem instance, student home and school locations were randomly generated
within the corresponding school district area. Given this random component of
our experimental design, we generated 10 problem instances for each of the factor combinations, resulting in a total of 540 problem instances. However, close
inspection revealed that 60 of these instances were infeasible: the cases wherein 60
students were to be bused with only 2 buses of capacity 20. As we focused only on
feasible problem instances, a total of 480 feasible instances remained for analysis by
our optimization models and heuristic solution methods.
As mentioned previously, our assignment model solves quickly and optimally for
all cases, due to its structure. Therefore, we present results below pertaining to the
more complex vehicle routing model. This is appropriate in that the assignment
model’s outputs are used as input in the routing model, and it is the routing model
that lends itself to direct comparison with our heuristic solution methodologies.
Vehicle Routing Model Results
We set a maximum model run time limit of 1 hour and analyzed each of the 480
test instances. In terms of required solution time, while some instances solved to
optimality in less than 1 minute, CPLEX could not find any solution to some other
instances in 1 hour. Table 1 shows a summary of the overall CPLEX results.
Table 1. Overall Status of CPLEX Results
CPLEX Solution Type
Number
Percentage

Optimal Time Limit No Solution
121

241

118

25.21%

50.21%

24.58%

Results from Table 1 confirm the need for a reliable, fast heuristic. Almost 75 percent of the problem instances were not solved to optimality within the 60-minute
time limit. In addition, CPLEX could not produce any solution for almost 25 percent
of the instances. However, for the cases in which CPLEX could find a solution, the
average gap between CPLEX’s best solution and the problem’s lower bound (i.e.,
the optimality gap) was 23.6 percent. The summary results in Table 1 are further
broken down by experimental factor level in Table 2.
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Table 2. Analysis of the Solutions of the Test Problem using CPLEX
Instance

Number of Buses

Number of Students

Number of Schools

District Area

CPLEX
Optimal

Time Limit

No Solution

2

46

74

0

3

41

90

49

4

34

77

69

20

121

59

0

40

0

154

26

60

0

28

92

2

57

90

13

4

43

72

45

6

21

79

60

10x10

67

116

57

20x20

54

125

61

Table 2 confirms that increasing either the number of buses, students, and/or
schools makes the problem under study more difficult to solve. It appears that the
number of students has the biggest effect on CPLEX’s ability to achieve optimal
solutions. While 67 percent of the solutions are optimal in the 20-student case,
CPLEX found no optimal solutions for the 40- and 60-student cases. In fact, 77 percent of the 60-student cases resulted in no solution after the 1-hour time limit had
elapsed. However, school district area has little to no effect on solution optimality.
Again, these results confirmed the need for our heuristic solution methodology,
given the complexity of the problem under study.

Heuristic Solution Results
All three heuristics (Greedy, IH1, and IH2) were coded in C# using Microsoft Visual
Studio. Each heuristic easily solved every one of the 480 test instances in less than
5 seconds, which compares favorably to the optimization model’s 60-minute maximum solution time. We assessed the quality of our heuristic solutions as compared
to the optimization model in order to determine whether their implementation in
practice was justifiable.
Let PR(H,I) be the performance ratio computed by dividing the problem instance
solution produced by heuristic H for problem instance I by the solution produced
by the routing model for the same problem instance. Table 3 displays both the
average and standard deviation of the PR ratios for each heuristic across the experi35
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mental design space. The results are separated according to whether or not the
optimization model was able to produce the optimal solution or if the one-hour
time limit was reached.
Table 3. Comparison of Performance Ratios for Heuristic Methods
Greedy
Optimal

IH1

Time Limit

AVG

STD

AVG

STD

Optimal
AVG

STD

IH2

Time Limit
AVG

Optimal

Time Limit

STD

AVG

STD

AVG

STD

2 buses

1.68

0.26

1.37

0.19

1.27

0.10

1.07

0.16

1.20

0.09

1.01

0.14

3 buses

1.91

0.33

1.51

0.33

1.58

0.15

1.22

0.27

1.43

0.13

1.14

0.23

4 buses

2.08

0.40

1.78

0.42

1.67

0.23

1.43

0.33

1.53

0.16

1.29

0.27

20 stds

1.87

0.37

1.95

0.31

1.49

0.24

1.59

0.25

1.37

0.19

1.41

0.19

40 stds

-

-

1.49

0.25

-

-

1.18

0.18

-

-

1.11

0.18

60 stds

-

-

1.07

0.13

-

-

0.82

0.10

-

-

0.80

0.09

2 schools

1.71

0.32

1.44

0.33

1.42

0.19

1.15

0.25

1.35

0.16

1.11

0.24

4 schools

1.99

0.37

1.57

0.30

1.55

0.27

1.25

0.27

1.40

0.20

1.16

0.22

6 schools

2.05

0.29

1.67

0.42

1.54

0.25

1.34

0.34

1.38

0.22

1.19

0.26

100 sq mi

1.82

0.32

1.53

0.37

1.48

0.23

1.22

0.29

1.37

0.18

1.14

0.25

400 sq mi

1.93

0.41

1.57

0.37

1.50

0.25

1.25

0.30

1.38

0.19

1.16

0.25

Overall

1.87

0.37

1.55

0.37

1.49

0.24

1.24

0.30

1.37

0.19

1.15

0.25

The overall performance ratio of the original Greedy constructive heuristic was 1.87
for the cases in which the vehicle routing model gave optimal solution. This ratio
improved to 1.49 for IH1 and 1.37 for IH2. This trend confirmed that the proposed
improvements to the original constructive heuristic helped to produce better solutions. In the cases where CPLEX found a solution but not the optimal solution, all
three heuristics again showed superior performance as expected. Table 4 presents
the 95% confidence intervals for each of the sets of heuristic results described in
Table 3.
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Table 4. Performance Ratio 95% Confidence Intervals
Greedy
Optimal

IH1

Time Limit

Optimal

IH2

Time Limit

Optimal

Time Limit

5%

95%

5%

95%

5%

95%

5%

95%

5%

95%

5%

95%

2 buses

1.25

2.11

1.06

1.68

1.11

1.43

0.81

1.33

1.05

1.35

0.78

1.24

3 buses

1.37

2.45

0.97

2.05

1.33

1.83

0.78

1.66

1.22

1.64

0.76

1.52

4 buses

1.42

2.74

1.09

2.47

1.29

2.05

0.89

1.97

1.27

1.79

0.85

1.73

20 stds

1.26

2.48

1.44

2.46

1.10

1.88

1.18

2.00

1.06

1.68

1.10

1.72

40 stds

-

-

1.08

1.90

-

-

0.88

1.48

-

-

0.81

1.41

60 stds

-

-

0.86

1.28

-

-

0.66

0.98

-

-

0.65

0.95

2 schools

1.18

2.24

0.90

1.98

1.11

1.73

0.74

1.56

1.09

1.61

0.72

1.50

4 schools

1.38

2.60

1.08

2.06

1.11

1.99

0.81

1.69

1.07

1.73

0.80

1.52

6 schools

1.57

2.53

0.98

2.36

1.13

1.95

0.78

1.90

1.02

1.74

0.76

1.62

100 sq mi

1.29

2.35

0.92

2.14

1.10

1.86

0.74

1.70

1.07

1.67

0.73

1.55

400 sq mi

1.26

2.60

0.96

2.18

1.09

1.91

0.76

1.74

1.07

1.69

0.75

1.57

Overall

1.26

2.48

0.94

2.16

1.10

1.88

0.75

1.73

1.06

1.68

0.74

1.56

It is interesting to observe how increasing the number of students affects heuristic
solution performance. While this increase negatively impacted our vehicle routing
model’s performance, it improves the performance of each heuristic. However,
increasing the number of buses or the number of schools slightly decreased heuristic performance. Finally, as was the case with the optimization model, school
district area had no noticeable effect on our performance ratios. Overall, our
results tables confirm that IH2 produced the best overall performance. Based on
these findings, we now turn our final research efforts to investigating a real-world
case study of a local school district to assess the ability of our heuristics to perform
well in practice.

Case Study
Fort Smith is the second largest city in Arkansas and has a population of approximately 100,000 people. It is approximately 53 square miles in area and is located
on the border of Arkansas and Oklahoma. Currently, 9 Fort Smith schools serve
111 special needs students. There are 3 types of classes/service levels with different capacities offered for special needs students in Fort Smith: 1:6, 1:10, and 1:15
teacher-to-student ratios. Further, there exist three levels of schools that offer ser37
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vices to special needs students in Fort Smith: elementary, junior high, and senior
high. After gathering all pertinent data from FSPS personnel for our models, we
converted the data into an appropriate format for each of our solution methodologies.
Assignment Model Results
Our assignment model was used to ascertain the total distance between special
needs student homes and their currently assigned schools in Fort Smith in order
to make future comparisons to some known, existing baseline. This calculation
resulted in a total of 467.2 miles of direct distance for the current FSPS solution of
today. Again, this distance does not account for bus routing. To further describe
the current conditions, Table 5 shows the number of students currently assigned
to each class type in each FSPS school today (i.e., our baseline case). School names
have been changed to numbers for ease of reference.
Table 5. Current Special Needs Student Assignments in FSPS by Class Type
School

1:6

1:10

1

3

2

1

3

9

4

6

34

3

5

3

8

6

6

24

7

1

8

1

9

5

Total

1:15

18

52

7

41

In solving the assignment model, the current baseline conditions in FSPS were
kept the same with respect to the number of available classes of each type in each
school. Table 6 displays the results from assignment model.
Using the assignment model to make student-to-school assignments, the total
directed distance between student residences and their school was reduced by
13.2 percent, from 467.2 to 405.7 miles. If a similar amount of mileage savings (in
terms of percentage) can be realized from our bus routing analysis, this would
prove to be a significant savings for FSPS.
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Table 6. Optimal FSPS Student Assignment for Directed Student Distance
School

1:6

1

3
9

4

4

34

10

5

3

6

6

6

17

7

1

8

2

9

8

Total

1:15

1

2
3

1:10

18

52

7

41

Upon comparing the results in Table 6 to the original Table 5 baseline case, the only
changes that occurred were for the 1:10 classes. Therefore, it appears that under the
current service assignment and capacities, FSPS has optimally assigned both 1:6
and 1:15 classes in terms of directed student distance to their respective schools.
However, student assignments for the 1:10 classes change in 8 out of the possible 9
schools with no need to increase the number of teachers or classes.
Vehicle Routing Model Results
We now sought to produce a practical solution for implementation in practice
by creating a bus routing strategy to accompany our assignment decisions. Based
on FSPS’s stated bus capacity of 20 special needs students per bus on average, we
assumed this value for all buses. Student-to-school assignment data was obtained
from the results of our assignment model. One important consideration was that
because our vehicle routing model forces all available buses to be used in its solution, we chose to examine each problem instance with varying numbers of available buses. For this case study, no maximum CPLEX solution time limit was specified. Therefore, the solution process finished either by finding the optimal solution
or by exceeding the memory resources available to CPLEX. Results of the vehicle
routing model for our FSPS case study are shown in Table 7 by type of school in
terms of distance traveled, optimality gap, and model computation time.
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Table 7. Vehicle Routing Model Results for FSPS Case Study
Level
Junior High
School

Senior High
School

Elementary
School

# of Buses

Distance Traveled (mi)

Optimality / Gap

Solve Time (s)

1

36.9

Optimal

3.6

2

33.3

Optimal

2.1

3

33.0

Optimal

6.0

4

34.0

Optimal

114.7

2

50.5

22.7%

6,036.2

3

44.2

13.7%

10,697.0

4

45.8

15.7%

8,149.4

5

50.5

24.7%

13,758.3

3

100.6

53.6%

11,596.3

4

127.0

67.7%

15,379.8

5

-

-

-

6

-

-

-

As expected, the cases with fewer buses were solved optimally in a short amount
of time. But as instance size grows, more time was required to solve the problem—
this results in even poorer solution quality. This is evident when one considers that
all junior high instances were solved optimally. In the junior high cases, 19 students
were assigned to two schools. Although increasing the number of buses increases
model solution time, all results for the junior high cases were optimal.
None of the senior high cases, which each contain 33 students and 2 schools, were
solved to optimality. Although the average optimality gap was approximately 20
percent, the required model solve time was much larger than that of the junior
high instances. This example demonstrates how a small increase in problem size
can affect solution times exponentially in NP-hard problems. Finally, the elementary school cases with 59 students and 5 schools were not easily analyzed by the
vehicle routing model.
Table 7 results suggest the optimal busing strategy for different school levels.
However, practical considerations such as the available number of buses and bus
drivers must be assessed in practice to see if these solutions can be implemented.
Often, a small difference in total miles can be taken on in order to save requiring
an additional bus. For example, while junior high results suggest 3 buses is best, an
entire bus can be saved for the cost of only 0.3 additional miles each morning and
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afternoon. However, length of bus ride should also be analyzed for these recommended solutions, as clear tradeoffs may exist between the available options.
Heuristic Results
As was the case previously, all three heuristic approaches can solve the FSPS case
study models very quickly (e.g., in less than two seconds). As expected, Table 8
confirms that IH2 generates the best solutions in all test cases when comparing
the three heuristic approaches. The amount of improvement achievable by using
IH2 instead of the other two heuristic methods is much larger for the elementary
school case that has the largest number of students. Table 9 displays the ratio of
each heuristic’s results to the vehicle routing model for the FSPS case study problems. Again, improving performance is evident for IH2, especially in the cases where
there is a larger number of available buses for student transport.
Table 8. Heuristics Results in Total Miles for FSPS Case Study
Level

Junior High School

Senior High School

Elementary School

Buses

Greedy

IH1

IH2

1

50.6

50.6

47.0

2

65.3

42.4

40.4

3

60.7

45.9

44.0

4

76.7

51.0

44.3

2

72.8

50.7

48.2

3

83.7

53.8

50.4

4

86.0

68.6

64.6

5

100.3

55.0

51.8

3

95.2

94.5

70.6

4

115.8

95.4

74.9

5

134.6

90.5

74.7

6

154.4

94.9

80.1
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Table 9. Comparison of Heuristics to Vehicle Routing Model
for FSPS Case Study
Level

Junior High School

Senior High School

Elementary School

Buses

Greedy

IH1

IH2

1

1.37

1.37

1.27

2

1.96

1.27

1.21

3

1.84

1.39

1.33

4

2.26

1.50

1.30

2

1.44

1.00

0.95

3

1.89

1.22

1.14

4

1.88

1.50

1.41

5

1.99

1.09

1.03

3

0.95

0.94

0.70

4

0.91

0.75

0.59

5

-

-

-

6

-

-

-

Conclusion and Future Research
In this research, we conducted what we believe to be the first systematic, analytical study of special needs student busing and produced models and algorithms to
aid decision makers with this challenging, practically-motivated problem. We
developed the first monolithic solution approach for helping public school systems to effectively 1) assign special needs students and their associated services to
schools and 2) route transportation resources. We investigated the special needs
student busing problem using a phased approach to assess both optimization- and
heuristic-based solution approaches’ ability to produce effective solutions to this
challenging problem in a practically-acceptable amount of time. The approach
developed in this study can also be applied to other problems containing both
assignment and vehicle routing phases.
Experimental results demonstrated our proposed methods’ abilities to develop
transportation plans for both our experimental design dataset as well as for the
data supplied by our research partner, the Fort Smith (Arkansas) Public School system. In the future, we hope to obtain the necessary permission/clearance to verify
our case study results with current FSPS practice, as the school district’s concerns
for student privacy currently are precluding us from doing so. Also, as our heuristics
shows promising results for problem instances with a large number of students and
a few number of schools, further modifications can be made to IH2 in the future to
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improve its performance over a wider range of school district scenarios. As a future
step, we can also include administrative costs such as labor costs and bus financing
costs in our analysis as shown in Ibeas et al. (2006, 2009). Finally, school district flexibility in terms of the offering of special needs services at different district schools
should be investigated, as our Phase 1 model sensitivity cases suggest that some
minor reassignments of special needs teachers and/or classrooms may result in a
non-trivial decrease in transportation costs.
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Abstract
The impact of proximity to transit on property values has become a key question
in the debate on the relationships between public infrastructure investment and
economic development. The focus has been on value captured by residential properties, with far fewer studies examining non-residential properties. Furthermore, few
studies differentiate the effect of rail access and the effect of access to major interactions that later become station sites, and even fewer addressed the gradient of the
accessibility effect. Based on the economic theory of firm location choice, this study
develops hedonic pricing models to assess the value-added of the Hiawatha LRT
on commercial and industrial properties, using data on properties sold before and
after its completion. The results show that the LRT has induced a significant price
premium for properties nearby and that the impact extends to almost 0.9 miles
away from LRT stations.

Introduction
As evidenced by the recent rounds of Transportation Investment Generating
Economic Recovery (TIGER I–IV) Grants, economic development spurred by
transit has been deemed as one of the key drivers for many awarded projects. In
particular, policy makers and planners are interested in knowing the return on
transit investment, which is often captured in the accessibility effect of rail transit
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on property values. If the willingness to pay for the access is positive, among others social benefits, it counters the claim that rail investments “almost always waste
taxpayer dollars” (O'Toole 2010, p.18). Further, due to inadequate capital funding,
tax incremental financing (TIF) has increasingly became a potential funding strategy for transit investment (Zhao, Das, and Larson 2010). Empirical studies related
to value-capturing of transit investment in property prices are able to provide
essential evidence for the adoption and implementation of transit finance strategies (that can also include special assessment, joint development, and other tools,
aside from TIF) (Iacono et al. 2009). Thus, it has become a common practice in the
transportation economics and planning literature to investigate the impact of rail
transit on property values.
Rail transit has been touted as an effective way to promote economic development
(Litman 2011). Transportation investment on a corridor increases its accessibility
relative to the whole transportation network. According to urban economics, the
increase is likely to be capitalized in properties nearby because the demand for highlyaccessible locations drives up the bid for lands in those locations (Mills and Hamilton
1994). It is the monetized amount of the change in demand, or willingness to pay, that
can be inferred as the amount of value-capturing of transportation investment. On
the other hand, property values may not increase if the investment on a single corridor does not significantly reduce travel costs of households and firms, due to unpredictable travel patterns associated with a polycentric urban structure (Ryan 1999).
In this case, the quantifiable benefits for accessing such locations may be negligible.
Using the Hiawatha light rail transit (LRT) as a case study, we explored the impact of
accessing rail transit on commercial and industrial property sales prices. In particular,
we develop two hedonic models—one for subregion and the other for station area—
to capture firms’ willingness to pay for proximity to rail transit, also defined in this
study as accessibility effect of rail transit. The selection of explanatory variables in the
models is guided by the theory of firm location choice. Using longitudinal data, the
study examines properties sold before and after the opening of the LRT. This allows
us to disentangle the extents to which the observed effect is attributable to accessing
rail stations or major intersections/activity centers (which later become LRT stations).
Moreover, by our definition of accessibility effect, the willingness to pay for proximity
to rail transit reduces as the distance to rail station increase. This study employs a
nonlinear function and determines the boundary of the accessibility effect.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the accessibility effect of rail
transit on commercial property values; the next section describes the background of
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the Hiawatha LRT and associated economic development since its opening; Section
4 presents methodology, data, and variables; Section 5 discusses hedonic models; and
the last section replicates the key findings and discusses their implications.

Literature Review
In this section, we provide a review of studies to examine the current state of
research in evaluating the impact of transit investment on non-residential properties and to demonstrate the need for such an assessment.
Limited Efforts on Non-Residential Properties
Many recent studies have examined the impact of rail transit on residential property values (Debrezion, Pels, and Rietveld 2011; Duncan 2011; Hess and Almeida
2007) with analytical rigor. Previous studies measured residential property values in
terms of sales price, assessed market value, or rental rates. Although the results are
mixed, most studies concluded positive associations between access to rail transit
and residential property values. This offers supportive evidence for the accessibility
benefits of rail transit.
However, less effort has been made for non-residential properties. The data are
the major barrier. Previous studies usually use either sales prices or rental rates to
measure property values. Compared to non-residential properties, it is relatively
easier to obtain the rental and sales data on residential properties. Specifically,
researchers often use assessor’s data, parcel data, or multiple listing service (MLS)
data for residential properties (Iacono and Levinson 2011; Hess and Almeida 2007),
and rental rates can be obtained from self-administered surveys or rental offices of
apartment complex (Bina, Warburg, and Kockelman 2006; Cao and Hough 2008).
However, various challenges arise with the use of different types of non-residential
property value data. In particular, the quality of rental data for non-residential
properties is inferior to that for residential properties for several reasons. First, tenant leases are proprietary in many states and, hence, not obtainable from public
sectors. An assessor for the City of Minneapolis stated that even if lease information could be released, the number of records was rather limited because property
owners were reluctant to report their leases to City assessors (personal communication with Scott A. Lindquist, June 26, 2008). Therefore, a few authors turn
to private database for lease data (Weinberger 2001). However, even if leases are
available, contract rents can be problematic because they may not reflect effective
rents due to non-rent-related incentives, concessions, and rent escalation during
the lifespan of leases (Cervero and Duncan 2002c; Nelson 1999; Fuerst 2007). Due
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to the scarcity of lease data, other authors use asking/advertising/quoted rents to
measure property values (Ryan 2005; Fuerst 2007; Landis and Loutzenheiser 1995;
Bollinger, Ihlanfeldt, and Bowes 1998). However, asking rents are often expressed as
a range rather than a scale, and they do not precisely reflect the real estate market
equilibrium prices. More importantly, the error between asking and actual rents is
often systematic depending on market cycles (Fuerst 2007).
Sales data may also present some challenges to researchers. Many studies are conducted a few years after the opening of rail transit, while the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) requires a before-after study for New Start projects shortly after
their completion. Because non-residential properties are sold not as frequently
as personal homes, the sample size for sold non-residential properties in a short
period tends to be much smaller than that for residential properties. For example,
Nelson (1999) uses only 30 properties in his hedonic model when analyzing the
impact of the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) on property
values. Any statistical analysis (let alone a regression model) with a small sample
size may generate insufficient power of the test (Utts 2003): a statistically insignificant relationship between access to rail transit and property values may not mean
“no effect.” Further, sales prices of non-residential properties in some states are also
proprietary (ten Siethoff and Kockelman 2002).
Empirical Relationships and Research Gaps
Notwithstanding the data challenges, empirical studies have shed light on the
impact of rail transit on non-residential property values. Ryan (1999) provides a
summary of the findings of seven studies, and among them, a positive relationship is found in about half of the location-industry combinations; Landis et al.
(1995) find a negative relationship between rail access and sales prices; and others
conclude no significant effect. Most studies published thereafter demonstrate
a positive impact of rail transit on property values (Cervero and Duncan 2002b;
Fuerst 2007; Nelson 1999; Weinberger 2001; Cervero and Duncan 2002c), whereas
a few others find a negative impact (Bollinger, Ihlanfeldt, and Bowes 1998; Ryan
2005; Cervero and Duncan 2002a). Overall, these studies produce mixed outcomes,
although a positive impact is prevalent in more recent studies. Because the studies
explore different types of rail transit, adopt different regression functions, use data
during different periods, examine different dependent variables, measure access
to rail station differently, and control for different sets of confounding variables,
the extent of the impact varies substantially. Debrezion, Pels, and Rietveld (2007)
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report that the impact ranges from -62 percent to 145 percent between properties within and beyond ¼ mile of rail stations, and the average is about 16 percent.
One factor that contributes to the lack of consensus is that the model specification
of many studies is ad hoc. Specifically, profit maximization is the goal of operating a
business. A number of factors are expected to influence a firm’s profit maximizing
location choice (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade Douglas 1998), although the extent
of their influences varies for different types of firms (Raper and Ihlandfeldt 1993).
These factors include costs of space, access to transportation network, access to
labor pool, access to market, agglomeration economies, amenities of locations,
public services, and taxes. Essentially, location choice will implicitly price these factors as it reflects one’s willingness to pay for a property in a specific location, ceteris
paribus. To isolate the impact of access to rail transit, it is necessary to control for
as many confounding factors as possible. Otherwise, omitted variable bias can be
a concern. The consequence is that the rail access variable may absorb the effect
of omitted variables and the resulting model estimate is biased. For example, Bollinger, Ihlanfeldt, and Bowes (1998) speculate that the unexpected negative connection between rail access and asking rents shown in their model results from
the unsafe environment around MARTA station areas; Ryan (1999) concludes that
once travel times savings are included, the connection tends to be consistently
significant and positive. Due to the lack of data, many studies control for only a limited set of confounding variables; to our knowledge, Cervero and Duncan (2002c)
include the most complete list. Therefore, it is desirable for future studies to investigate the potential influence of most (if not all) confounding factors, especially
when the model produces an unexpected and/or biased result.
Second, many studies rely on longitudinal data after the opening of rail transit or
cross-sectional data to capture its accessibility effect. Because rail stations are often
located at major interactions or activity centers, the properties close to those locations may have already had a higher value than those farther away before any rail
transit investment. That is, the accessibility effect found in previous studies may
not represent the effect of rail transit, but the effect of the locations. Therefore, it
is important to conduct a before-after study to test whether the effect of the locations exists before the opening of rail transit, and to identify the extent to which
the premium being close to station is attributable to rail transit itself.
Third, the size of the accessibility impact is influenced by the measurement of
access to rail station. Some studies measure distance to rail station using dummy
variables (such as within ½ mile) rather than continuous variables. An implicit
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assumption is that the impact within the buffer is constant. This simplifying
assumption is unrealistic because the impact has been found to diminish as the
distance increases (Weinberger 2001). More importantly, the use of station area
dummy variables hinders the ability to precisely estimate the boundary of the
accessibility impact. Cervero and Duncan (2002c) conclude a premium for a property located within ¼ mile of light rail station, yet planners believe that people are
willing to walk more than ¼ mile to reach rail stations. Weinberger (2001) includes
several dummy variables in her models. She finds that dummy variables indicating
within ¼ mile and ¼–½ mile are significant, whereas the variable indicating ½–¾
mile is insignificant. It suggests no effect when a property is located within ½–¾
mile of a station. However, it is unclear whether the accessibility impact disappears
at ½ mile, ¾ mile, or somewhere in between. Due to the insufficient information,
Weinberger conducts a further analysis to determine distance gradient.
An accurate estimate for distance gradient is important for policy concerning the
boundary for TIF districts, special assessment, and joint development. Therefore,
the research question should go beyond “does rail transit impact property value?”
to “how far does the impact extend?” To answer the latter question, we can use
a continuous variable to measure distance to rail station and employ a nonlinear
function of the variable to capture the accessibility effect, as was done by Chen,
Rufolo, and Dueker (1998).
As indicated, the purpose of this study is to address the gaps and further shed light
on the impact of rail transit on non-residential property values.

Background
The Hiawatha LRT in Minneapolis was completed in 2004. The 12-mile line has 19
stations and runs north to south between downtown Minneapolis and the Mall of
America in Bloomington, Minnesota, through the Minneapolis–Saint Paul International Airport (MSP). There are five stations located in the northernmost downtown Minneapolis area, and six stations located at the southernmost part of the
line, starting at the MSP, the Bloomington corporate center, and ending at the Mall
of America. The station areas at either end of the line are dominated by commercial
developments or institutional land uses, while the station areas in the middle of
the line are dominated by industrial land uses and residential properties (Figure 1).
The Hiawatha LRT is the first line in a network of transitways proposed by the
Metropolitan Council (Metropolitan Planning Organization, MPO). NorthStar
Commuter Rail, running between downtown Minneapolis and the north suburbs,
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Figure 1. Land use pattern in station and subregion areas
opened in 2009. The Central Corridor, connecting downtown Minneapolis and
downtown St. Paul, has started construction and will open in 2014. The Southwest
LRT has entered the stage of preliminary engineering, and a few other transitways
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are in various planning stages. Given the immense interest in rail transit in the
Twin Cities, the experience of the Hiawatha LRT can offer valuable input for other
transitways. It is evident that the completion of the LRT has affected economic
development nearby; it has attracted and/or sustained a steady growth of several
corporate commercial and retail developments at both ends of the line, as well as
other smaller retailers and restaurants in neighborhoods along the line (Metropolitan Council 2006). In addition, the positive premium induced by the LRT has been
capitalized in residential property prices (Goetz et al. 2010).

Methodology and Data
To evaluate the impact of the LRT, we specified treatment study areas as onemile buffers from all station areas. Also, we identified a subregion (defined by the
boundary intersections of one mile west of I-35W [Lyndale Avenue], one mile north
of the last downtown Minneapolis station, the Mississippi River, and one mile south
of the Mall of America [see Figure 1]) of Minneapolis and Bloomington so we could
compare the overall price fluctuations in the real estate market in the region.
Although previous studies employed various techniques (such as meta-analysis
of transit premium, benefit-cost analysis, and production function) to investigate
the economic impact of transportation investment, a hedonic pricing model is the
most prevalent in capturing its impact on property values (Iacono and Levinson
2009). Specifically, the model assumes that goods are characterized as a package of
inherent attributes, and the observed prices of goods reflect the utility (or implicit
prices) of the attributes (Rosen 1974). Therefore, the value of a property is the summation of implicit prices for the characteristics associated with the property, such
as location and structural attributes.
We employed hedonic models to capture the effect of access to the Hiawatha LRT
on commercial and industrial properties while controlling for other factors. Based
on a theoretical framework of firm location choice (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade
Douglas 1998), the model specification is as follows:
pi = f (Li ,Ti ,Ei ,Si ,Ni )
where,
Li is the set of structural characteristics for the ith property
Ti is the set of transportation network accessibility characteristics for the ith
property
Ei is the set of agglomeration economies characteristics for the ith property
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Si is the set of socioeconomic characteristics for the ith property
Ni is the set of labor poor accessibility characteristics for the ith property
In this specification, the transaction price of a property is a function of five sets of
explanatory variables, and the key variables are transportation network accessibility characteristics. In this study, we used a network analysis of ArcGIS to measure
the transportation network distance from a property to the closest LRT station
and the distance to the closest highway on-ramp. We did not include variables
pertaining to access to specific markets because of the diverse industries in the
study area, and we did not include variables related to public services and taxes
due to their limited variation.
In this study, we used the sales price of commercial (including retail sales, offices,
services, hotels, motels, health care facilities, and recreational services that are
privately owned and operated for profit) and industrial (manufacturing, transportation, construction, communications, utilities, and wholesale trade) properties
(defined by the Metropolitan Council) as the dependent variable. The property
data set was the individual parcel data from the Metropolitan Council, and structural characteristics were from the City of Minneapolis. Since the research focused
on the impact of access to the LRT before and after its opening, we included properties sold between 2000 and 2008. All monetary values were adjusted to constant
year 2000 dollars, using Gross Domestic Product deflators from the Nation Income
and Product Account. Table 1 summarizes the number of observations in the
dataset, and Figure 2 shows that the majority of sales occurred near downtown
Minneapolis and the Mall of America in Bloomington. We took the most recent
sales into consideration (as opposed to repeat sales). Taking data inconsistency and
structural information availability into account, the number of observations used
in the models is smaller than what is available in the parcel data.
Table 1. Property Sales Volume
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Figure 2. Sales activity in station and subregion areas
Table 2 summarizes the data within the subregion. Socioeconomic variables were
derived from the 2000 Census (at the block group level), and the number of jobs
and labor pool are from 2002–2006 Census Longitudinal Employment Household
Dynamics (at the block group level). On average, the parcels were 83 percent
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commercial, less than 2 stories, and built around 1939. The properties are located
around 2,000 meters from LRT stations (which are located at major traffic intersections of Hiawatha Avenue–State Highway 55) and highway on-ramps and are much
closer to downtown Minneapolis than to the Mall of America. Within a one-mile
buffer of a typical property, about 41 percent are single-family homes, 25 percent
are multi-family homes, 13 percent are commercial properties, and 10 percent are
industrial properties.
Table 2. Summary of Variables

Results
When we developed models in Stata 10, both the distance to the LRT station
and its quadratic term were included to capture the boundary of the accessibility
effect. To isolate the effect of the Hiawatha LRT, we used a dummy variable, post
LRT, to indicate a parcel sold after 2004. Some of the variables listed in Table 2 were
removed. Specifically, using a variation inflation factor (VIF) to eliminate variables
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with large variances due to the dependency of other variables, we examined multicollinearity among independent variables. This required examining the VIF of the
model and then one by one eliminating variables that were not statistically significant. In the final model, we manually removed the following variables: building age,
distance to downtown Minneapolis, distance to Mall of America, distance to LRT
track (to capture nuisance effect), interaction between commercial property and
distance to LRT station, single-family housing area, and multi-family housing area.
We included a downtown dummy variable. After examining preliminary regression
results, we discarded properties that were sold for more than $50 million as they
were distorting some of the regression coefficients in counterintuitive manners in
both magnitudes and signs. The removal of the 10 outliners produced more intuitive results and increased the explanatory power of several variables.
Subregion Area
Table 3 presents the hedonic model for the subregion. As expected, the value of
commercial properties was, on average, $801,821 more than industrial properties. The estimated coefficients for the structural characteristics were statistically
significant (except for number of stories) with expected signs. The coefficient for
building size increased substantially after the opening of the LRT, as shown by its
interaction term with the post LRT dummy.
Property values tended to increase as the number of jobs within a one-mile buffer
increased. This substantiates the effect of economic agglomeration on property
values. Further, the proportion of African Americans had a negative association
with property values. The areas with a higher share of African Americans were
more likely to be neighborhoods with a high level of diversity. It is hard for businesses to get established in these areas because of the diverse tastes and purchasing power of their residents.
The coefficients for network distance to LRT stations and its quadratic term were
not significant in the model. Neither were their interaction terms with the post
LRT dummy. In other words, we did not find any significant impact of the LRT on
property values in the subregion before and after the opening of the LRT. Thus,
the accessibility impact of the LRT, if any, seems to be localized. Access to highway
ramps also was not significant.
Access to labor tended to increase property values; however, it was statistically
insignificant. All other variables were also insignificant in explaining changes in a
firm’s willingness to pay for non-residential properties.
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Table 3. Hedonic Model for Subregion

Station Areas
We now turn to the model for stations that are within a one-mile radius from LRT
stations. The adjusted R-square increased from 0.605 to 0.800. Thus, independent
variables carried more explanatory power for prices in station areas than for the
subregion. As shown in Table 4, the dummy variable for property type was not
statistically significant, and lot size was negatively associated with sales prices. We
attribute these to the distorting impact of the high concentration of industrial
properties (mainly grain elevators and storage facilities). Since taller buildings
occupy a smaller amount of land, it is not surprising to find that property values
were inversely related to the number of stories, after controlling for building size.
All other variables significant in the model for the subregion were significant in
this model.
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Table 4. Hedonic Model for Station Area

We compared the coefficients for building size in Tables 3 and 4 and found that, in
terms of sales prices per square foot, the properties in the station areas are more
expensive than those in the subregion. After the opening of the LRT, the increase in
sales prices per square foot in the subregion ($24.60) was larger than that in station
areas ($19.86). The difference was statistically insignificant, however.
The regression coefficient on the interaction term between the post LRT dummy
and distance to LRT station (post LRT x network dist. LRT stn) suggests a significant
accessibility effect of the LRT on sales prices after its opening. Since this coefficient
for the distance to LRT station and its quadratic term were significant, proximity to
LRT station increases property values and does so in a nonlinear fashion. Figure 3
illustrates that the premium of the LRT extends to about 1,400 meters (0.875 miles)
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away from stations and substantiates the need for including properties within a
one-mile radius for this study. The finding suggests that the benefits associated
with access to LRT declines with distance. For example, the price gradient (defined
as the first derivative of the price function with respect to distance away from station) is approximately $6,000 per meter for a typical property located 400 meters
(¼ mile) away from LRT station, while it drops to about $4,000 for a property 800
meters (½ mile) away.

Left figure: accessibility effect; Right figure: price gradient. Unit $ million
Left vertical axis is for post LRT and right axis is for pre LRT.

Figure 3. Price Premium and Access to LRT Station
Table 4 also reports the accessibility effect of the major intersections of Hiawatha
55 (which later became the sites of LRT stations) on property values (network dist.
LRT stn). Although, graphically, we illustrated a negative price gradient associated
with access to these intersections in Figure 3, the coefficients for distance to the
intersections that later became sites of LRT stations and their quadratic terms were
not statistically significant. In other words, we did not observe the effect of being
close to major interactions. Therefore, the accessibility effect on property values
after opening solely results from the Hiawatha LRT.
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Conclusion
Given the recent rounds of applications and awards of TIGER Grants, the impact of
access to rail transit on property values has become a centerpiece in the discussion
on the relationships between rail investment and economic development. Based
on firm location choice theory, this study explores three aspects of the value-added
effect of the Hiawatha LRT on commercial and industrial properties: when, where,
and how much.
After controlling for multiple structural and location factors, the model for station areas generated a continuous price function that suggests property prices
decrease with distance away from LRT stations since the line became operational.
The results demonstrate how much and how far the LRT may have increased property prices in Minneapolis. Further, before the opening of the LRT, the distance to
station sites and its quadratic term are not significant. That is, the proximity to
major interactions does not significantly add values for properties nearby. Thus, the
observed effect after its opening results from access to the LRT.
The size of the effect boundary has implications on value-capture and, ultimately,
project financing. In general, the value-capture districts should not include areas
where development would have happened, regardless of the transportation investment or other reasons. In this case study, which accounted for demographic and
socioeconomic factors, distance to LRT station and related variables are insignificant
in the model for the subregion, but they are significant in the model for station areas.
These confirm the localized impact of the LRT. Based on previous research, Ryan
(1999) states that “property [including both residential and commercial properties]
value effects occur close to a facility, within 1 mile for highways and 0.33 of a mile for
rail transit” (p.423). Weinberger (2001) concludes that rail transit has no effect on the
rental of properties beyond ¾ mile of stations. This study adopts a quadratic function and found that the effect on sales prices extends to almost 0.9 mile away from
stations. This suggests that future studies that assess property value effects should
go beyond the traditional ¼-mile and ½-mile buffers while imposing some form of
boundary limitations. Such a refinement on the study area of transportation investment can help reconcile the differences in the size of impact area of transit voiced by
various stakeholders, especially in applications for federal and state funding such as
TIGER or in developing financing instruments such as TIF.
Other potential benefits related to the LRT investment were not quantified and
monetized in this study. Besides the accessibility effect of the Hiawatha LRT itself,
proactive planning and policies associated with the LRT play a key role in creating a
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sustainable community for both residents and businesses: the City of Minneapolis
encourages redeveloping surface parking lots for efficient use of downtown lands
served by mixed transportation options; the Minneapolis Planning Department
recommends a maximum parking requirement in downtown areas; the City created pedestrian overlay districts and changed zoning regulations in the neighborhoods along the line and finished station area planning for most stations (Curtner
2009). In Bloomington, because of the LRT, the development plan for the Central
Station areas, which previously were vacant lands, was completely overhauled to
take advantage of the LRT. Accordingly, one station on American Boulevard was
added to meet the demand of riders in 2009.
Overall, the Hiawatha LRT has increased commercial and industrial property values nearby, and, to some extent, revitalized the neighborhoods and stimulated
economic development along the corridor. However, this may not represent a net
increase of economic activities in the region. Transportation investment may shift
business activities from one area to the other within a region (Giuliano 2004; Handy
2005). On the other hand, the increase in property values and, hence, taxes may
create challenges for small businesses, especially those serving low-income people.
Some business owners along the Central Corridor LRT have longstanding concerns
about its potential impacts on their businesses. To alleviate the accessibility impact,
governments can provide tax relief for long-term small businesses and establish a
loan fund to support the transition of small businesses.
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State and Federal BRT Project
Development Procedures:
Managing Differences and Project
Implementation Delays
Mark A. Miller

Abstract
Implementing a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system that is on a State Highway System
and is part of the federal New Starts Project Planning and Development Program
brings together two traditionally-separate types of transportation implementation
projects: the traditional highway construction project and a public transportation
project. The project development procedures (PDPs) for each of these types of projects—both of which must at times be followed—sometimes differ and can result
in conflicts arising, can contribute to the use of resources that might not otherwise
be used, and can create project implementation delays. An investigation was conducted of site-specific BRT projects, initially focusing on California and then extending nationwide, which led to the development of recommendations that, when put
into practice, can help BRT project implementers mitigate the impact of having to
follow multiple sets of PDPs and help implement the project more efficiently.

Project Development Procedures for Bus Rapid Transit
Running ways are the key element of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) systems around which
other BRT components (stations, vehicles, fare collection, service patterns, and
identity and branding) revolve because running ways serve as the infrastructural
foundation on which these other elements are based. Moreover, it is the running
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ways that allow for rapid and reliable movement of buses with minimal traffic
interference to provide a definite sense of presence and permanence for BRT. BRT
vehicles can operate on various types of running ways such as arterial streets, freeway lanes, and busways. Arterial streets include mixed traffic flow, a median bus
lane, a curb bus lane, and a contraflow bus lane. Freeway lanes include reserved
concurrent and contraflow lanes and bus-only lanes. Busways include tunnels as
well as at-grade or grade-separated running ways (Levinson et al. 2003; Diaz and
Hinebaugh 2009; Kittelson & Associates, Inc., et al. 2007).
When BRT is implemented on arterial streets or freeway lanes, such running ways
may also be part of a State Highway System (SHS). In such a setting, two customarily-distinct types of transportation implementation projects—a traditional State
highway construction project and a public transportation project—converge in a
single undertaking. This situation becomes even more complex if the BRT system
is also part of the federal New Starts Project Planning and Development Program.
The added complexity derives from the fact that two sets of sometimes differing
Project Development Procedures (PDPs)—State or highway-based and federal or
transit-based—may both have to be observed and, because of such differences in
the PDPs, conflicts can arise and contribute to the use of resources that might not
otherwise be used, and may also create implementation delays.
This paper presents an assessment of implementation delay for BRT systems resulting from having to follow either or both State-based and federally-based PDPs and
is organized as follows: First, the methodology used in analyzing the differences
between State-based and federally-based PDPs and the occurrence of project
implementation delay is discussed. This is followed by an analysis and findings of
a site-specific analysis of implementation delay and a discussion of recommendations developed to help mitigate the issues and implementation delays associated
with having to follow both sets of PDPs. Last, conclusions and next steps for followon research are presented.

Methodology
Reviewing the Literature for Project Development Procedures
To investigate both State and federal PDPs used to implement BRT systems, pertinent documents dealing with both federal and State PDPs were reviewed, the latter
focusing on California at the request of the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), the sponsor of this research. For California PDPs, we reviewed the
California PDP Manual (Caltrans 2009); a Caltrans booklet entitled “How Caltrans
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Builds Projects,” which provides an overview of the Caltrans project delivery process (Caltrans 2011); and an online PDP tutorial available at www.dot.ca.gov/hq/
oppd/pdp/index.htm, developed by the Caltrans Division of Design, Office of Project Development Procedures. “How Caltrans Builds Projects” and the online tutorial are simplified versions of the complete and lengthy PDP Manual. To understand
the set of procedures for the construction of a transit project—in particular, a BRT
project—when federal funding has been applied for and/or approved under the
Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA’s) New Starts Project Planning and Development Program, we examined numerous capital transit investment fact sheets that
deal with different stages of project development, including Alternatives Analysis,
Preliminary Engineering, and Final Design, and that also deal with Small Starts and
Very Small Starts (Federal Transit Administration 2011). Studies by Levinson et al.
(2003), Diaz and Hinebaugh (2009), and Kittelson & Associates, Inc., et al. (2007)
also assisted in understanding the BRT project development process with, respectively, planning and implementation guidelines for BRT, a reference tool that provides information on BRT systems including its seven major elements together with
their respective features and attributes, and information on the costs, impacts, and
effectiveness of implementing BRT.
Comparing Transit- and Highway-Based PDPs
After reviewing the PDP literature, we arranged side-by-side the stepwise flowcharts that Caltrans and FTA produced to describe the process of developing
California-based highway projects and transit projects, respectively, as shown in
Table 1. Each step within each PDP flow-chart, whether functionally simple or complex, was individually identified by either Caltrans or FTA as sufficiently important
to have been included in their respective PDP. Accordingly, we maintained these
flowcharts unchanged. The side-by-side nature of the flowcharts facilitated their
comparison in order to more readily note similarities and differences.
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Table 1. Stepwise Flowcharts for California (Highway-Based) and
Federal (Transit-Based) Project Development Procedures
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Assessing Project Implementation Delays
We examined the specific PDPs used by BRT projects both within and outside
California by conducting site-specific assessments of these projects. Initially, we
identified 12 applicable BRT projects in California and initial points of contact
based on input from this study’s Project Advisory Group. Final and appropriate
points of contact at the relevant implementing agencies were subsequently identified, contacted, and interviewed by phone. Areas of the state with BRT projects
that were investigated include:
•
•
•
•
•

Sacramento metropolitan area (2 projects)
San Francisco Bay Area (4 projects)
San Diego metropolitan area (4 projects)
Los Angeles metropolitan area (1 project)
Monterey-San Luis Obispo area (1 project)
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For BRT projects outside California, initially, we focused on identifying projects
that have either applied for and/or already received federal funding through FTA’s
New Starts Program. We reviewed each annual report on New Starts ranging
from FY 2012 back through FY 2000, each of which contain a list of the projects
recommended for funding in the President’s budget for that specific year (Federal
Transit Administration 2011). Many of the recent reports (2004 and later) include
a “project profile” that identified the project sponsor and a project description.
In some cases, Google Maps was used, which helped to accurately identify actual
State Routes. We then determined the following four locations and associated
transit agencies that either have already implemented or are in the process of
implementing a BRT project within their operational boundaries and that have
been recommended for or already received federal funding and are on the SHS in
their respective state:
• Roaring Fork Valley, Colorado (Roaring Fork Valley Transit)
• Cleveland, Ohio (Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority)
• Eugene-Springfield, Oregon (Lane Transit District)
• Austin, Texas (Capital Metro Transit)
Similarly, appropriate points of contact were subsequently identified, contacted,
and questioned by means of phone interviews.

Analysis and Findings
Similarities and Differences between Transit- and Highway-Based Project
Development Procedures
From Table 1, we observe that both sets of procedural steps begin and end at the
same phase, that is, Systems and Regional Planning and Construction, respectively.
There is also a high overall level of similarities contained within each procedural
step, with instances in which the same individual action occurs in the same procedural step. For example, “Identify & prioritize local, regional, and statewide
transportation objectives” is included in System and Regional Planning for both
flowcharts and “Contractor carries out construction activities” is included in Construction for each of the flowcharts. However, there are also instances in which
the same individual action occurs in different procedural steps. Table 1 shows (by
means of arrows) several examples connecting the same individual action between
each set of PDPs. For example, “Identify the transportation problem(s) and project need to address problem(s)” is included in Systems and Regional Planning for
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highway-based projects, while it is included in Alternatives Analysis for transitbased projects (indicated by the top arrow connecting these two steps in Table 1).
There are also Caltrans-specific and FTA-specific individual actions. For example,
there are steps within the FTA-based PDP where FTA approval is required to
authorize transition of the project sponsor or implementer from the Alternatives
Analysis phase to the Preliminary Engineering step and from Preliminary Engineering to the Final Design step.
There are also rules or practices established by usage that govern the order of
implementing individual steps. For example, according to the FTA-based PDP, the
Alternatives Analysis and resulting selection of the Locally Preferred Alternative
(LPA) are conducted immediately after the Systems and Regional Planning phase
near the start of its PDP, whereas for the Caltrans-based PDP, the Alternatives
Analysis and subsequent LPA selection are conducted later during the Project
Approval & Environmental Document step.
Finally, the two sets of PDPs sometime use the same term that may not be associated with the exact same meaning or interpretation; this can also contribute to
delay in the implementation of a BRT project. For example, preliminary engineering
is conducted during the Project Approval & Environmental Document phase of
the highway-based PDP, and its activities include the Alternatives Analysis as well
as “surveys and mapping, traffic forecasts and modeling, value analysis, hydraulic
studies, right-of-way and utilities need/impact assessments, railroad issues, materials/geotechnical information studies, and multimodal alternatives” (Caltrans 2011).
For transit-focused projects, the preliminary engineering phase consists of “identification of all environmental impacts and making adequate provision for their
mitigation in accordance with NEPA” and the “design of all major or critical project
elements to the level that no significant unknown impacts relative to their costs or
schedule will result” (Federal Transit Administration 2011).
Project Implementation Delays: General and Site-Specific
There are two primary criteria that determine which PDPs are followed:
• Whether the BRT project is located along the SHS.
• Whether the agency implementing the BRT project (transit agency, metropolitan planning organization [MPO], transportation authority) has applied
and been approved for federal financial support for at least partial funding
of its project.
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Each of these criteria may be satisfied or not, producing a total of four possible
outcome combinations to consider. The qualitative likelihood of implementation
delay for a BRT system for each of these four outcomes is described in Table 2.
Clearly, delays are more likely when a BRT project is both on an SHS and receiving
federal funding and least likely when a BRT project is neither on an SHS nor receiving federal funding. When a BRT project is not on an SHS, yet it is receiving federal
funding, the implementing agency such as the relevant transit agency or MPO has
to follow only the FTA set of project development procedures, and process-related
delays are not likely. Similarly, when a BRT project is on an SHS but receives no
federal funding, the implementing agency has to follow only the State’s PDP, and,
again, process-related delays are unlikely. However, in the latter case, the implementing agency could require assistance to ensure that it is sufficiently familiar
with the State’s PDP to preclude further delay.
Table 2. BRT Project Implementation Delay Resulting from Following PDPs
On State
Highway
System?

Yes

No

Applied/Approved for Federal Financial Support?
Yes

No

Can and sometimes do experience
process-related delays because transit
agency must conform to two project
development processes that have differences in content and order of steps, and/
or timing for completion of steps.

Implementing agency has to follow
only State highway-based PDP and
so process-related delays are unlikely.
However, implementing agency could
require assistance to ensure that it is
sufficiently familiar with State’s PDP to
preclude further delay.

Implementing agency has to conform
only to FTA transit-related PDP. Level
of detail and how streamlined the PDP
depends on whether project is part of
New Starts, Small Starts, or Very Small
Starts Program. Process-related delays are
unlikely.

Transit agencies will still use some
form of generic PDP and likely base
it on known FTA PDP (as opposed to
Caltrans highway-based PDP), yet they
do not have to worry about being compliant with FTA’s rules and guidelines.
Delays are unlikely.

In total, there were 16 site-specific assessments conducted by phone interviews
with appropriate points of contact. Four of the 16 BRT projects investigated have
experienced implementation delays, while the remaining 12 have not; each is on
the SHS in their respective state and has either applied for or already received
federal funding:
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•
•
•
•

East Bay BRT, San Francisco Bay Area/AC Transit
VelociRFTA/Roaring Fork Valley Transportation Authority (RFTA), Colorado
Euclid Avenue BRT/Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (GCRTA)
Monterey Peninsula BRT/Monterey Salinas Transit (MST) District

Factors Contributing to BRT Project Implementation Delays
Numerous factors have played an influential role in the type of issues and extent of
time delays that were experienced by the four BRT implementing agencies in the
context of following both State and federal PDPs for these projects. Such factors
include:
• Relationships among organizational and agency stakeholders and the level
of coordination among them.
• Specific agency (and its type) with project approval and implementation
authority.
• Degree of common language used in the PDPs and potential for multiple
interpretation of terms because of potentially differing transit and highway
contexts.
• Extent of impact of BRT project on the SHS, e.g., queue lane or traffic signal
only; full or partial removal of a travel lane or parking lane.
• Type and level of financial commitment, especially extent of State funding
that can serve as an incentive to participate and see the project to a successful conclusion because of such a financial investment.
• Experience and familiarity of state DOT and implementing agency (transit
agency or local/regional transportation authority) with each other’s culture
and way of conducting business.
• Federal view of the State’s role, i.e., whether seen as equal partner or just
one of the locals.
• Issues and potential implementation delays are more likely to occur in certain
PDP steps than others, e.g., early in the PDP, there is less likelihood of delays.
Implementing BRT Projects with No Time Delays
In the other 12 projects, there were no implementation delays. Four of these
projects consist of routes that are both on the SHS and have either applied for or
already received federal funding. For two of these four projects, it is important to
note that the relevant state DOTs are sufficiently flexible in their project oversight
to permit the FTA-based set of PDPs to have priority over their own set of State
procedures. For another one of these four projects, it is currently too early in the
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implementation to have experienced delays, according to the project implementation agency. The fourth project has not experienced delays because of current very
limited involvement in the project by the state DOT due to resource constraints
and uncertainty of continued involvement.
For the 5 of 12 BRT projects that are on the SHS but without federal funding, 1
project is currently not actively moving forward; another is at an extremely early
stage of development, having not yet applied for federal funding; another essentially does not have state DOT involvement because it is in mixed-flow traffic, not
a bus-only lane. The implementing agency for another project is negotiating with
the state DOT over State relinquishment of control over the BRT route, and for the
fifth of these 12 projects, which is actively moving forward toward implementation, there is some unfamiliarity with the state DOT’s PDP, but this is not an issue
contributing to any process-related delay.
For the three remaining BRT projects that are not on the California SHS—all of
which are in the San Diego metropolitan area—two are not receiving federal funding and the third, which is receiving federal funding, strictly follows the FTA-based
PDP and so is not experiencing any delay thus far.
Summary of Findings
Table 3 summarizes the findings of the 16 site-specific case studies in terms of which
sets of PDPs each implementing agency must adhere to and whether there have
been project implementation delays. The table also provides a brief description
of each project’s capital improvements (where data are available) to understand
the potential influence that capital intensity may have on project implementation
delay. Capital improvement data were available for 14 of the 16 case study projects.
Only 3 of the 14 projects are minor (Monterey Peninsula, Rapid 3, and Escondido
Breeze), while the remaining 11 are capital-intensive.
Three of the 4 projects that have experienced implementation delay and that follow both federal and State PDPs are capital-intensive, while 8 of the 10 projects
without implementation delay are also capital-intensive. In particular, all four of
the projects without implementation delay that follow both federal and State PDPs
are capital-intensive. Thus, based on the available data for this limited case study
sample, the degree to which capital intensity may contribute to implementation
delay, if at all, is uncertain.
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Y

Greater Cleveland
Regional Transit
Authority
SF County Transportation
Authority (SFCTA)
Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority
(SCVTA) (SF Bay Area)
Capital Metropolitan
Transit Authority
(CapMetro) (Austin, TX)

Euclid Avenue BRT – Exclusive center median busway, TSP, lowfloor & multi-door articulated buses, off-board fare collection,
passenger shelters at stations.

Van Ness Ave. BRT – Exclusive guideway facility, traffic signalpreemption, pedestrian crossings, and new vehicles.

El Camino Real BRT – Exclusive dedicated bus lane, upgraded/
enhanced stations including real-time bus arrival information
and shelters, TSP, special “green” vehicles, wireless capabilities.

Metro Rapid BRT – New stations with real-time passenger
information system, TSP, 40 new low-floor, multi-door, branded
vehicles.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Monterey Salinas Transit
District (SF Bay Area)

Monterey Peninsula BRT – Queue jump lanes, TSP, customdesigned shelters with electronic passenger information signage.

VelociRFTA BRT – Low-floor buses, 14 stations, Intelligent Trans- Roaring Fork Valley
Transportation
portation Systems (ITS) technology on buses and at stations,
Authority (Colorado)
additional new parking spaces; limited roadway improvements
and TSP.

Y

On State Highway
System?

AC Transit (SF Bay Area)

Implementing Agency

East Bay BRT – Exclusive bus lanes over approximately ¾ of its
alignment, transit signal priority (TSP), real-time information at
stations, barrier free proof-of-payment fare collection.

BRT Project Features/
Capital Improvements

Table 3. Summary of BRT Project Implementation Delays

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y
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Delays?
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Y

Y

N

N
N

San Diego Association of
Governments (SANDAG)
Santa Monica Municipal
Bus Lines (Big Blue Bus)
Placer County Transportation Planning Agency
Sacramento Area Council
of Governments–City of
Sacramento
SCVTA

SANDAG

SANDAG

SANDAG

South Bay BRT – Dedicated transit-only lanes/guideway, new
vehicles, station amenities.

Rapid 3 BRT – New lower-floor buses running on cleaner
burning liquefied natural gas, TSP, improved signage, new logo/
branding on buses and bus shelters.

I-80/ Placer County-Watt Ave. to SR65 – N/A

Jackson Highway (SR16) – N/A

Alum Rock BRT – Exclusive dedicated median busway,
enhanced stations including real-time bus arrival information,
shelters, special “green vehicles, and wireless capabilities.

Mid-City Rapid Bus – Dedicated median lane and transit-only
lane along portions of route, TSP and real-time arrival
information at key stations, enhanced stations with amenities.

Escondido Breeze BRT – Queue jump lanes, TSP, enhanced bus
stops (with shelters, benches, and amenities), customized brand
logo.

I-15 Corridor BRT – New vehicles, new BRT stations.

Y

Y

Y

Y

On State Highway
System?

Lane Transit District
(Eugene-Springfield, OR)

Implementing Agency

EmX BRT – Exclusive single and dual bus lanes over 60% of route
with TSP and queue jump lanes, six new articulated buses, ITS
technology including GPS-based automatic vehicle location,
computer automated dispatching, and automatic passenger
counting systems.

BRT Project Features/
Capital Improvements

Table 3. Summary of BRT Project Implementation Delays (cont'd.)
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Recommendations
Based on our investigative case studies of agencies implementing BRT projects, we
developed general recommendations that, when converted into practice, can help
mitigate the issues and implementation delays associated with having to follow
both State and federal PDPs. However, it should still be noted that every project
is different, with its own set of jurisdictional, institutional, and operational characteristics, and that a period of adjustment and trial-and-error may be necessary to
determine which recommendations work best for each project. The recommendations are as follows:
1. There should be more direct and improved communications among project
partners, especially between the relevant state DOT and federal partners
(FTA representatives), throughout the course of the project; this may be
converted into practice by having direct meetings—teleconference, video
conference, or face-to-face—among project partners but especially between
the state DOT and FTA. It is important for State officials to understand
that the federal perception of the State project role may at times be that
the State is “just one of the locals” instead of a co-equal project partner. It
is also important to get federal recognition of the existence of and need to
sometimes adhere to the State PDPs as well as the federal PDPs and that
conflicts can sometimes arise.
2. The implementing agency (local/regional transit agency) needs to be proactive and assume a leadership role in seeking FTA and state DOT guidance to
help preclude issues from occurring.
3. Each set of PDPs should be examined at the start of the project with state
DOT and FTA representatives to:
a. identify similarities and differences
b. determine where comprises can and cannot be made
c. determine who has priority under what circumstances at what procedural steps and whether one partner is willing to grant priority
status to the other partner
d. recognize and resolve differences among terms and language used
vis-à-vis the transit vs. highway contexts
e. identify steps in the State and federal PDPs where merging of tasks
between them may be allowed as part of a plan to allow more flexibility in carrying them out; this will depend on the unique charac79
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teristics of each individual BRT project and the extent of the impact
of each BRT project on the SHS.
This recommendation may be converted into practice by conducting the start of a
discussion at the project kick-off meeting on both the state DOT’s and FTA’s PDPs
to follow sub-bullets a. through e. above. This task should continue throughout
the project planning, design, and construction phases; a working subgroup of the
Project Team could be tasked with this assignment and with submitting follow-up
progress reports.
4. Agencies should become aware and take advantage of project-specific
opportunities; one way this may be converted into practice is by identifying,
if possible, agency staff who have experience and familiarity with the business culture of both the state DOT and the implementing agency. Having
someone able to “see both sides” of an issue can help smooth out differences
and issues that arise and make forward progress on the project.

Conclusions
This paper documents an investigation of PDPs for the implementation of BRT systems whose routes are on an SHS and are also part of the federal New Starts Project
Planning and Development Program, which brings together two different types
of transportation implementation projects: the traditional highway construction
project and a public transportation project. The focus is on two sometimes differing PDPs—State and federal—both of which must, at times, be followed. Because
of such differences, conflicts can arise and contribute to the use of resources that
might not otherwise be used and to project implementation delays. Initially, a comparison of both State and federal PDPs was made to understand the similarities
and differences between these two sets of procedures, which was followed by sitespecific assessments of BRT projects that formed the basis of recommendations
that, when put into practice, could help mitigate the impact of having to follow
multiple sets of PDPs for a single BRT project and to help implement such a project
more efficiently with fewer delays.
The recommendations involve working within the framework of existing PDPs used
by State and federal agencies—“low hanging fruit” type of recommendations—and
initially targeting what is easier to achieve or solve. The recommendations do not
involve changes to either set of State or federal procedures, which could be challenging to implement. Modifying only federal procedures could be especially problematic because of the potential need for such procedures to be simultaneously
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more aligned and compatible with each set of individual State procedures, which
could be a very difficult logistical task to implement.
Next steps that may be followed in the short-term in the pursuit of reducing BRT
project implementation delays are to carry out these recommendations on specific
BRT projects and test their effectiveness at reducing the conflicts arising together
with associated delays due to the need to adhere to both State and federal PDPs. If
these recommendations prove to be less effective than hoped for, then an alternative strategy would be to modify each individual State PDP to be more in line with
the federal PDP.
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Impacts of the Cedar Avenue
Driver Assist System on
Bus Shoulder Operations
Brian Pessaro, University of South Florida

Abstract
This paper summarizes the first comprehensive evaluation of vehicle assist and
automation (VAA) technology in bus revenue service by a U.S. transit agency. The
technology in question is a GPS-based technology suite used by the Minnesota Valley Transit Authority for vehicle guidance in the shoulder. Called the Driver Assist
System, or DAS, it provides accurate lane position feedback to the driver via a headup display, virtual mirror, vibrating seat, and actuated steering. The evaluation
confirmed that the DAS improved bus operations and reduced driver stress. Drivers stayed in the shoulders 4.3 percent longer, drove 3.5 miles per hour faster, and
reduced their side-to-side movement by 4.7 inches when the DAS was activated. The
changes in speed and side-to-side movement were statistically significant at the 95%
confidence level. In surveys, a majority of the drivers believed the DAS made driving
in the shoulder safer and less stressful.

Literature Review
The Driver Assist System (DAS) installed on the buses of the Minnesota Valley
Transit Authority (MVTA) is a form of vehicle assist and automation (VAA) technology. The purpose behind VAA is to create an “intelligent” vehicle that is capable
of understanding the environment around it. VAA can be categorized into systems
that provide collision warning to the driver, systems that take partial control of the
vehicle, and systems that take full control of the vehicle (Bishop 2000). They can
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be categorized further according to the type of control they provide. Longitudinal
control can take the form of adaptive cruise control and forward collision warning
systems. Lateral control can take the form of warning systems for lane departure,
side obstacles, curve negotiation, and speed (Furukawa 2000).
Two primary uses of VAA in transit service are precision docking and lateral guidance (i.e., lane-keeping). The theoretical benefit of precision docking is that it
improves the amenity value of bus transit by minimizing boarding times and the
gap distance between the bus and station platform (Shladover and Miller 2004).
The theoretical benefit of lateral guidance is that the bus is able to operate in
narrow lanes (such as highway shoulders) that would otherwise be impractical.
This would enable full speed operations in places where the bus would otherwise
have to slow down, and it would reduce construction and right-of-way costs for
new busways (Shladover and Miller 2004). VAA technologies, in general, have the
potential to enhance safety by reducing visual demand on the driver’s attention
and improving reaction times (Griffiths and Gillespie 2004). Surveys of bus drivers in Rouen, France, confirm that the optical guidance system in use there has
resulted in reduced stress (Shladover et al. 2007).
Research on the impacts of VAA to transit service is an emerging, but largely
untapped, field. VAA research to date has relied on computer simulations (Brown,
Moeckli, and Marshall 2009; Griffiths and Gillespie 2004), cost-benefit analyses using
theoretical assumptions (Hardy and Proper 2006; Shladover and Miller 2004), and
fact-finding tours of a few European transit systems that use VAA (Shladover et al.
2007). No empirical studies were found that evaluated the impacts of VAA on bus
transit service. Much of this is due to the fact that there is very limited application of
VAA worldwide. Almost all applications of VAA have been outside the United States.
In Rouen, the TEOR transit system has used an optical guidance system for lanekeeping and precision docking since 2001 (Levinson et al. 2003). Mechanical guidance
has been used on Fulerumer Straße in Essen, Germany, since 1980 (Boegner and Koch
1984), the O-bahn busway in Adelaide, Australia since 1986, and on the Superbus in
Leeds, England, since 1995 (Levinson et al. 2003). Since 2004, the city of Eindhoven in
the Netherlands has used magnetic guidance for precision docking on the Phileas bus
rapid transit (BRT) system (APTS 2011). VAA applications in the United States have
been limited mostly to field testing (Tan 2008). The only revenue service applications
of VAA in the U.S., other than the DAS, was a brief application of an optical guidance
system (OGS) by the MAX BRT transit in Las Vegas (Kim, Darido, and Schneck 2005)
and mechanical guidance used by the HealthLine BRT in Cleveland (Pessaro 2011).
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The mechanical guidance used by the HealthLine is still in operation today. The
optical guidance system on the MAX was discontinued due to the extensive maintenance required to keep pavement markings clean and therefore readable by the OGS
(Kim, Darido, and Schneck, 2005).

Driver Assist System Description
In November 2010, MVTA implemented the Driver Assist System (DAS) for bus
shoulder operations on Cedar Avenue (Trunk Highway 77). The DAS is a GPS-based
technology suite that provides accurate lane position feedback to the bus driver.
It includes a head-up display (HUD) mounted at eye level in front of the driver
that digitally displays the shoulder boundaries under all weather conditions. Other
features include a virtual mirror that digitally displays vehicles in the left adjacent
lane, a vibrating seat that simulates the sensation of a rumble strip, and a steering
activator that provides mild corrective torque to the steering wheel when the bus
drifts over the fog line. Some of the DAS features are illustrated in Figure 1. MVTA’s
primary goal for the DAS was to enhance driver confidence in the shoulders. Secondary goals included reducing travel times and increasing reliability, safety, and
customer satisfaction.

Figure 1. View of MVTA Driver Assist System (DAS)
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Methodology
The evaluation looked at six broad areas: efficiency/productivity, technical performance, bus driver satisfaction, customer satisfaction, safety, and maintenance.
It involved two test periods; the first was from March 5–25, 2011, when the DAS
was set to passive mode. During this time, use of the DAS was not available to the
bus driver. However, the onboard computer was still collecting lane position and
speed data. The second test period was from March 26–April 30 when the DAS
was switched to active mode. The month evaluation period was a compromise
from the original plan to collect six months’ worth of data. This compromise was
necessitated by three events. First, MVTA had to unexpectedly resolve liability issues
with its contracted operator’s insurance agency. While those negotiations were
occurring, MVTA was required to completely disengage the DAS from the buses.
The negotiations were completed around September 2010, and revenue operations
with the DAS began in October. Unfortunately, much of the original baseline data
had been lost after the DAS was disengaged. A second event occurred when it was
discovered that a major driver “pick/shake-up” would take place on March 5, 2011.
Because it was important to use the same drivers throughout the evaluation, MVTA
recommended postponing the evaluation until after March 5. The third event was
securing the permission of the MVTA Board of Directors to switch the DAS to passive mode and collect baseline data. By March 2011, the DAS had been in service
for six months. The MVTA Board was concerned that switching the DAS to passive
mode could negatively impact customer service. In the end, March 5–25 was the
maximum amount of time the Board would allow the DAS to be switched to passive mode.
To develop a sound methodology for the evaluation, several challenges had to be
addressed. The first challenge was making sure the results would not be tainted
by driver inexperience with the DAS. This challenge was addressed through training. MVTA required all drivers who chose routes with DAS-equipped buses to go
through a month of training both in a simulator and on the road. By the time of the
evaluation, all the drivers had adapted to using the DAS. A second challenge was
controlling for individual driving behavior. To address this, the same pool of drivers
was used during both test periods. The third challenge was that use of the shoulder
is restricted to when speeds in the general-purpose lanes drop below 35 mph. Even
then, the decision to use the shoulder is left to the discretion of the bus driver. This
means there is no guarantee that on any given day a bus driver will use the shoulder.
To address this challenge, drivers were included in the analysis only if they used the
shoulder during both test periods. Unfortunately, this reduced the number of driv86
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ers that could be included in the study from 25 to 6. In other words, there were 25
drivers who drove a DAS-equipped bus at some point in the evaluation, but only 6
used the shoulder during both test periods. During the evaluation period with the
DAS in passive mode, 25 trips in the shoulder were recorded, and 44 were reported
during the evaluation period with the DAS in active mode (see Table 1).
Table 1. Number of Trips Recorded
Driver

DAS Off

DAS On

1

4

11

2

3

4

3

4

4

4

6

8

5

3

9

6

5

8

Total

25

44

The evaluation included an independent samples T test on several performance
measures and the calculation of p values. It was not possible to calculate p values
for each individual driver because some of them had very few trips. However, it was
possible to calculate p values for the composite results with the DAS on and off.
The evaluation also included soliciting feedback from bus drivers and passengers
via surveys and focus groups. All 25 DAS-trained bus drivers completed a survey,
and 16 participated in 2 focus groups. A passenger survey was distributed on all
DAS-equipped buses; 135 surveys from 457 recorded passengers were completed,
resulting in a response rate of 29.5 percent. The margin of error was ±7 percentage
points at the 95% confidence level. The DAS’s impacts on safety were measured by
comparing the accident data of the DAS-equipped buses for the first six months
of operations to the same six months of the previous year. Additionally, the drivers
were asked about their perceptions of safety. The level of effort to maintain the
DAS was evaluated by examining the maintenance logs kept by the DAS integrator,
the Intelligent Vehicles Laboratory at the University of Minnesota.

Results
Efficiency and Productivity
This part of the evaluation looked at changes in shoulder usage and bus speeds. For
shoulder usage, the measure of performance was the percentage of total available
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shoulder used. There was 9,055 feet (2,760 m) of available shoulder on the test segment. If a bus stayed in the shoulder for all 9,055 feet on any given trip, it used 100
percent of the shoulder. The logic behind this measure is that the more confident a
driver feels in the shoulder, the greater percentage of the shoulder he/she will use.
Table 2 shows the percentage of the total available shoulder each driver used, on
average, during the two test periods. The results are mixed. Two of the six drivers
used a greater percentage of the shoulder when the DAS was active and did so by
a large percentage. Four of the drivers used less shoulder, but the difference was
mostly minimal. Overall, drivers stayed in the shoulder 4.3 percent longer when the
DAS was active. However, this change was not statistically significant at the 95%
confidence level.
Increased speeds in the shoulder are another corollary of driver confidence. The
maximum allowable shoulder speed for the buses is 35 mph (56.3 km/hr). All six
drivers drove faster in the shoulder when the DAS was in use. As Table 3 shows,
two of the drivers increased their speeds by 6.1 and 7.7 mph (9.8 and 12.4 km/hr).
The average increase was 3.5 mph (5.6 km/hr), and this increase was statistically
significant at the 95% confidence level.
Speed fluctuation also was examined. Large speed fluctuations are a sign of rapid
acceleration and braking. The logic behind this measure was that the DAS would
lead to less speed fluctuation. The measure of performance was the standard deviation from the average speed. As the standard deviation approaches zero, there is
less fluctuation in speed. As shown in Table 4, three of the six drivers had slightly
less standard deviation of speed, and three had slightly more. Overall, the standard
deviation of speed with and without the DAS was roughly the same at about 4 mph
(6.4 km/hr). The change was not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.

Technical Performance
The technical performance component of the evaluation compared how well the
buses stayed inside the shoulder with and without the DAS. This part of the evaluation required considerable thought because the DAS is a vehicle “assist,” not an
“automation” technology. This means the driver can chose to ignore the feedback
from the DAS and drive at the offset he/she prefers. If, for example, a driver chooses
to “hug” the fog line, it should not be counted against the performance of the DAS.
The performance measure that was used was the standard deviation of average
offset from the shoulder middle. This is a measure of the side-to-side movement of
the bus. As the standard deviation approaches zero, there is less side-to-side move88
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Table 2. Percentage of Available Shoulder Used
Driver

DAS Off (%) DAS On (%) Change (%) P Value

1

25.6

24.5

-1.1

n/a

2

18.5

3

21.2

65.8

+47.3

n/a

59.7

+38.5

n/a

4

50.2

48.3

-1.9

n/a

5

49.0

30.6

-18.4

n/a

6

10.4

7.8

-2.6

n/a

Average

29.7

34.0

+4.3

0.548*

*Not statistically significant at 95% confidence level.

Table 3. Average Speeds in the Shoulder
Driver

DAS Off (mph)

DAS On (mph)

Change (mph)

P Value

1

31.0

37.1

+6.1

n/a

2

29.3

32.2

+2.9

n/a

3

31.0

33.1

+2.1

n/a

4

31.3

31.4

+0.1

n/a

5

29.6

37.3

+7.7

n/a

6

33.2

34.0

+0.8

n/a

Average

31.2

34.7

+3.5

0.038*

*Statistically significant at 95% confidence level.

Table 4. Standard Deviation of Speed
Driver

DAS Off (mph)

DAS On (mph)

Change (mph)

P Value

1

3.9

3.3

-0.6

n/a

2

2.4

3.0

+0.6

n/a

3

3.4

1.9

-1.5

n/a

4

5.2

5.3

+0.1

n/a

5

7.2

5.3

-1.9

n/a

6

2.9

3.8

+0.9

n/a

Average

4.2

4.0

-0.2

0.834*

*Not statistically significant at 95% confidence level.
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ment. Reducing side-to-side movement is important because the average shoulder
width is 11 feet (3.35 meters), and the width of the bus is 9.5 feet (2.89 meters) from
mirror to mirror. That leaves an 18-inch (0.46 m) margin of error. As Table 5 shows,
five of the six drivers had less side-to-side movement when using the DAS. Overall,
side-to-side movement was reduced by 4.7 inches, going from 17.6 to 12.9 inches
(44.7 to 32.8 cm), well below the 18-inch margin of error. This change was statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
Table 5. Standard Deviation of Offset from Shoulder Center
Driver

DAS Off (in.)

DAS On (in.)

Change (in.)

P Value

1

17.0

13.9

-3.1

n/a

2

17.3

9.6

-7.7

n/a

3

20.9

9.7

-11.1

n/a

4

13.7

13.9

+0.2

n/a

5

17.2

13.2

-4.0

n/a

6

20.6

13.5

-7.1

n/a

Average

17.6

12.9

-4.7

0.000*

*Statistically significant at 95% confidence level.

Bus Driver Satisfaction
In the bus driver survey, 88 percent agreed or strongly agreed that the DAS was easy
to use, and 64 percent agreed or strongly agreed that the DAS made driving in the
shoulder less stressful. However, there were some negative comments in the focus
groups. Many of the drivers indicated that the HUD was distracting. According to
their testimony, there are too many things going on while driving in the shoulder
to be able to focus on the head-up display (HUD) screen. Similar results were found
from the survey question that asked drivers for their opinion of the various DAS
components. As Table 6 shows, 40 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that the
HUD was helpful, and 48 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that the steering
wheel feedback was valuable. In contrast, the vibrating seat was highly regarded in
both the survey and the focus groups. In the survey, 80 percent agreed or strongly
agreed that the vibrating seat was valuable. In the focus groups, the vibrating seat
was regarded as the best feature of the DAS because, as one driver put it, “It doesn’t
take your eyes off the road.”
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Table 6. Survey Results of Driver Opinions about DAS Components
Strongly
Agree (%)

Agree (%)

Disagree (%)

Strongly
Disagree (%)

Total
Responses

I find the head-up
display helpful.

16

44

20

20

25

I find the steering
wheel helpful.

8

44

32

16

25

I find the vibrating
seat helpful.

24

56

8

12

25

I find the virtual
mirror helpful.

8

56

16

20

25

Note: All 25 DAS-trained drivers responded to the survey. Margin of error is 0 points.

In terms of confidence, 32 percent of the drivers said they were more confident
when driving in the shoulder with a DAS-equipped bus, and 60 percent said their
confidence was the same. Similarly, 32 percent said they were more confident
driving in the shoulder having completed DAS training, and 60 percent said their
confidence was the same. A comment made by several drivers in the focus groups
was that the DAS simulator was an excellent training tool for the newer drivers and
that it helps to instill good driving habits.

Safety
The safety component of the evaluation looked at accident report data and
survey data from the bus drivers. Accident data of the DAS-equipped buses was
compared for the first six months of operations (November 2010 to April 2011) to
the same six months from the previous year. The empirical data confirms that bus
shoulder operations were and continue to be safe. There were zero accidents in the
shoulder during both periods. As of September 2012 (17 months after the evaluation), there still had been no accidents in the shoulder with the DAS-equipped
buses. In the bus driver surveys, 62.5 percent agreed or strongly agreed that the
DAS made driving in the shoulder safer (see Table 7).
Table 7. Impacts of DAS on Perceptions of Safety
Question

Strongly
Agree (%)

Agree (%)

Disagree (%)

The DAS makes driving
in the shoulder safer.

12.5

50.0

20.8

Strongly
Total
Disagree (%) Responses
16.7

24

Note: All 25 DAS-trained drivers responded to the survey. Margin of error is 0 points.
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Customer Satisfaction
This part of the evaluation sought to find out whether the presence of the DAS
influenced any passengers to switch to transit and whether any of the passengers
could detect a change in ride quality when the DAS was used. The survey revealed
that 11.9 percent of the passengers said they were influenced to try transit because
of the presence of the DAS. Most likely, they were influenced by the “Bus 2.0” wrap
that was featured on the outside of the buses, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. “Bus 2.0” Wrap
Riders were asked to rate various aspects of the ride quality of the bus such as
merging in and out of the shoulder, vehicle swaying, accelerating/decelerating, and
overall smoothness of the ride. As shown in Table 8, more than 80 percent of passengers rated these aspects as very good or good.
Table 8. Customer Comments about Ride Quality
How would you rate the quality of each of the following aspects of the ride when the bus
is on the shoulder?
Very
Good (%)

Good
(%)

Fair
(%)

Poor
(%)

Very
Poor (%)

Don’t
Know (%)

Merging in/out of shoulder

52.2

34.3

5.2

1.5

0.0

6.7

Swaying of bus

49.3

35.1

8.2

2.2

0.0

5.2

Accelerating / decelerating

43.6

39.1

9.8

2.3

0.8

4.5

Overall smoothness of ride

49.3

34.3

10.4

0.7

0.7

4.5

Margin of Error: ± 7 percent at the 95 percent confidence level.

Maintenance
The intent of the maintenance portion of the evaluation was to measure the level
of effort required to maintain and repair the DAS. The measure of effectiveness was
the number of hours/days the DAS was down for repair. A maintenance log was
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kept by the system integrator, the Intelligent Vehicles Laboratory at the University
of Minnesota, which includes date/timestamps for each time a problem with the
DAS was reported and for when the repair was completed. Based on a review of the
maintenance log, the 10-vehicle DAS fleet was operative 91.9 percent of the time
during the evaluation period. The most frequently cited malfunction was a lack of
feedback to the vibrating seat.

Conclusion
The Cedar Avenue DAS is the first lane-keeping application of vehicle assist and
automation technology (VAA) in bus revenue service by a U.S. transit system.
MVTA’s primary goal for implementing the DAS was to enhance driver confidence
in the shoulders. Their secondary goals included reducing travel times and increasing reliability, safety, and customer satisfaction. This report is the first comprehensive evaluation of VAA technology in the U.S. and confirms that VAA technologies
such as the DAS can improve bus operations and reduce driver stress. When the
DAS was activated, bus drivers stayed in the shoulders 4.3 percent longer and
drove 3.5 miles per hour faster. Lateral (side-to-side) movement was reduced by
4.7 inches. The increase in speed and the decrease in lateral movement were both
statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. A total of 32 percent of bus
drivers said their level of confidence in driving in the shoulder was greater when
using the DAS, and 60 percent said it was the same. These results suggest that the
DAS may not have influenced the extent to which the drivers used the shoulder,
but it did improve their driving performance when they were in the shoulder. The
majority of drivers believed the DAS made driving in the shoulder safer and less
stressful. During the evaluation, there were zero accidents in the shoulder with
DAS-equipped buses and, as of September 2012 (17 months later), there still had
been no accidents. Nevertheless, many drivers raised concerns about one of the
components—the head-up display—being a distraction. For customer satisfaction,
more than 80 percent of surveyed passengers rated the ride quality in the shoulder
as very good or good. For maintenance, a review of the maintenance logs showed
that the buses were operative 91.9 percent of the time.
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Abstract
The Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM) provides transit agencies with tools for measuring system performance at different levels of operation. Bus
service reliability, one of the key performance measures, has become a major concern of both transit operators and users because it significantly affects user experience and service quality perceptions. The objective of this paper is to assess the existing reliability measures proposed by TCQSM and develop new ones at the bus stop
level. The latter are not suggested as replacements for the existing measures; rather,
they are complementary. Using empirical data from archived Bus Dispatch System
(BDS) data in Portland, Oregon, a number of key characteristics of distributions of
delay (schedule deviation) and headway deviation are identified. In addition, the
proposed reliability measures at the stop level are capable of differentiating between
the costs of being early versus late. The results of this study can be implemented in
transit operations for use in improving schedules and operations strategies. Also,
transit agencies can use the proposed reliability measures to evaluate and prioritize
stops for operational improvement purposes.
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Introduction
Monitoring of the performance measures of public transportation systems has
improved since advanced surveillance, monitoring, and management systems have
been deployed by transit agencies worldwide. In recent years, service reliability, a
key performance measure, has become an important topic for researchers, transit
agencies, and policy makers because it significantly affects user experience and
service level perceptions. Reliability affects the waiting time of passengers at a stop
for a bus to arrive. Reliability also affects total trip time of a passenger. Abkowitz et
al. (1978) suggested that reliability is one of the most important factors influencing
passenger mode choice. Bowman and Turnquist (1981) found that service unreliability increases operating costs. Reliability is influenced by a number of factors. As
listed in the TCQSM (2004), these factors include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

traffic conditions
road construction
vehicle and maintenance quality
vehicle and staff availability
transit preferential treatments
schedule achievability
evenness of passenger demand
differences in operator driving skills, route familiarity, and adherence to
schedule
wheelchair lift and ramp usage (generally dwell time)
route length and number of stops
operations control strategies
weather
incidents

Despite all these, the transportation profession lacked a uniform set of transitcapacity and quality-of-service definitions, principles, practices, and procedures
for planning, designing, and operating vehicles and facilities until the publication
of the Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM 1999), First Edition.
Also the Highway Capacity Manual 2000 (HCM 2000) provides a broad range of
Level-of-Service (LOS) measures for all the modes, including auto, transit, bicycle,
and pedestrian modes. Chapter 27 of the HCM 2000 provides four transit LOS
measures: service frequency, hours of service, passenger load, and service reliabil98
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ity. Most recently, the Highway Capacity Manual 2010 (HCM 2010) defines transit
service reliability as the “unplanned passenger waiting time at the stop.” Also,
chapter 17 of the HCM 2010 suggests that excess wait time reflects transit vehicle
reliability. In 2004, Transportation Research Board’s Transit Cooperative Research
Program (TCRP) released the second edition of the TCQSM (2004), which contains
information about various types of public transportation and provides a framework for measuring transit availability and quality of service from the passenger
point of view. The TCQSM introduces a new approach to measure performance
of transit service using a two-dimensional LOS framework covering two service
quality dimensions (availability and comfort/convenience) for three levels (stops,
route segments, and the whole system). Camus et al. (2005) discussed advantages
and limitations of the TCQSM method for LOS estimation. The TCQSM reliability
measures 1) do not consider the amount of delay but only the number of trips
that are late, 2) do not adequately address the effect of early departures on users,
and 3) introduce a fixed tolerance around the schedule to estimate the on-time
performance.
From different perspectives, it may be of interest to investigate reliability from the
standpoint of changes and adaptations necessary in case of system disturbances
(such as unavailability of service between certain stations, etc.). This is considered
in some publications (see, e.g., Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis, 2009) but usually is not
a topic in transit reliability. Moreover, issues considered in behavioral sciences may
also be investigated in public mass transit. For instance, according to Duarte et al.
(2010), public transport service impacts the quality of travel experience and the
well-being of travelers, as well as their travel behavior leading to the influences of
transportation happiness or satisfaction on transport mode choice.
The objective of this paper is to assess the existing reliability measures proposed
by the TCQSM and develop alternative complementary reliability measures that
account for the interactions among the above-listed factors and capture more
characteristics of transit service unreliability. This paper uses the TCQSM definition of reliability: “Reliability includes both on-time performance and the evenness of headways between transit vehicles” (TCQSM 2004). Using empirical data
from archived Bus Dispatch System (BDS) data in Portland, Oregon, several key
characteristics of distributions of delay and headway deviation are identified, and
alternative measures at the stop level are proposed. Toward this end, the results of
this study can be fed into the transit operations field for use in improving schedules
and operations strategies. Also transit agencies can use the proposed reliability
measures to evaluate and prioritize stops for operational improvement purposes.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The second section provides
a brief background on transit reliability. In the third section, existing reliability
measures in the TCQSM are reviewed. In the fourth section, derivations of the proposed reliability measures are presented. The fifth section presents some empirical
analysis results, and the last section concludes the paper.

Background
Various studies build upon the body of research on bus service reliability by
employing detailed statistical analysis to measure service reliability using archived
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) data. AVL technology has been widely implemented in the transit industry in the past decade. Bertini and El-Geneidy (2003)
demonstrated robust ways that data collected by a BDS can be converted into
potentially valuable transit performance measures.
The Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet) provides transit
service in the three-county Portland metropolitan area. TriMet operates 62 million
annual bus trips, serving a population of 1.2 million in a 592-square-mile area with
700 vehicles on 98 routes. TriMet’s BDS reports detailed operating information in
real time, every 90 seconds. In addition, the BDS archives very detailed stop-level
data from the bus during all trips (Bertini and El-Geneidy 2003). This includes
actual stop time, dwell time, and number of boarding and alighting passengers at
every stop. Each geocoded stop has a predefined 30-m (98-ft) stop circle around
the stop. The BDS records the arrival time when the bus enters the stop circle and
records the departure time when the bus departs the same circle (Bertini and ElGeneidy 2004) (see Figure 1).
Using the archived BDS data, a number of measures can be simply calculated. The
scheduled headway at a particular stop can be computed as the scheduled stop
time for trip i at a stop minus the scheduled stop time for trip i-1 at the same stop:
Scheduled Headway = stop timei ‒ stop timei-1

(1)

Similarly, actual headway, delay (or schedule deviation), and headway deviation can
be computed as follows:
Actual Headway = leave timei ‒ leave timei-1

(2)

Delay (schedule deviation) = leave timei ‒ stop timei

(3)

Headway Deviation = Actual Headway ‒ Scheduled Headway

(4)
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Source: Bertini and El-Geneidy 2003

Figure 1. TriMet BDS system: (a) time distribution, (b) stop circle description
Lin et al. (2008) used AVL data from Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) bus routes to
develop a quality control framework involving Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA).
The framework aggregates different service reliability measures into a comprehensive reliability measure. El-Geneidy et al. (2010) used AVL data from Metro Transit
in Minnesota to analyze bus service reliability of a few routes at the segment and
route levels in Minneapolis. A review of AVL system implementations in the U.S.
can be found in El-Geneidy et al. (2010) and Furth et al. (2003).
Several studies have evaluated existing reliability measures and proposed new metrics at different levels (Camus et al. 2005; Xin et al. 2005; Tumlin et al. 2005; Furth
and Muller 2006; Fu et al. 2007; Ap. Sorratini et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2009). Camus
et al. (2005) discussed advantages and limitations of the TCQSM method for LOS
estimation and proposed a new reliability measure named “weighted delay index.”
Xin et al. (2005) used the TCQSM measures to study several routes and found that
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TCQSM measures are sensitive to planning/design variables and can be simply calculated by transit agencies using available data. Tumlin et al. (2005) developed a
method to evaluate transit performance in the context of different transportation
environments. Furth and Muller (2006) found that traditional transit service measures underestimate the total costs of service unreliability because waiting time and
service reliability are analyzed separately. Fu et al. (2007) developed a Transit Service
Indicator (TSI) that estimates the quality of service results from the interaction of
supply and demand. TSI uses multiple performance measures, including hours of
service and service frequency. Ap. Sorratini et al. (2008) investigated measures to
assess reliability, such as headway, excess waiting time, service regularity, and recovery
time of an urban network, using a dynamic micro-simulation model (DRACULA).
Most recently, Van Oort et al. (2012) studied ways to improve reliability by adjusting
schedule timetables using holding points. To measure reliability, they used punctuality (deviation from the scheduled arrival time) and probability of departing on time.
Reliability measures are important because they can be used to identify bus bunching.
Unreliable routes are more likely to experience bunching. “Bus bunching takes place
when headways between buses are irregular leading to longer waiting times for riders,
overcrowding in some buses, low numbers of passengers in the remaining buses, and
an overall decrease on the level of service and capacity” (Feng and Figliozzi 2011). For
additional information on bus bunching see, e.g., Bellei and Gkoumas (2010).
None of the above-mentioned studies have used empirical cumulative distribution
of delay or headway deviation obtained from detailed AVL data. Chen et al. (2009)
proposed three reliability measures using data from the Beijing transit system: a
Punctuality Index based on routes (PIR), a Deviation Index based on stops (DIS),
and an Evenness Index based on stops (EIS). The EIS and DIS measures proposed by
Chen et al. (2009) require a coefficient of variation of headway, individual headway
deviation at each stop, and boardings at each stop. However, unlike the proposed
measures in this paper, they do not fully take advantage of the characteristics provided by a cumulative distribution.

Existing Reliability Measures
Bus service reliability has been defined in a variety of ways, from the perspective
of both users and transit agencies. Characterizing the user-perceived service reliability is quite complicated due to the heterogeneity of user preferences, views,
and values of time. That is, transit agencies use several different reliability measures.
The most widely used of these are on-time performance and headway adherence.
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Some agencies also use missed trips and distance traveled between mechanical
breakdowns. When buses run at frequent intervals, usually less than 10 minutes,
headway adherence becomes more important from the perspective of a passenger. Poor headway adherence causes bus bunching, overcrowding on the lead bus,
and longer waiting times. For a passenger arriving shortly before a scheduled bus
departure, an early departure is equivalent to a bus being delayed a full headway.
The current reliability LOS proposed by the TCQSM considers on-time performance to be an arrival no more than five minutes after the scheduled time. Early
departures are considered on-time only in locations where no passengers would
typically board. Most transit agencies consider a bus to be late when it is more
than five minutes behind the schedule. Early departures are considered to be as
bad as being late. Some agencies allow buses to depart up to one minute ahead of
the scheduled time. Transit agencies use on-time performance as a key measure of
schedule adherence for evaluating system reliability. Therefore, it is important to
differentiate between buses that are late versus early, because the cost of being late
is different from the cost of being early. Also, it is necessary to know how late and
how early buses are. The on-time performance measure proposed by the TCQSM
does not take these factors into account.
For frequent services, headway adherence is used to determine reliability. As in the
TCQSM, headway adherence can be calculated as follows:
cvh =

standard deviation of headway deviations
mean scheduled headway

(5)

where cvh= coefficient of variation of headways (headway adherence).
Headway adherence is based on standard deviation only and does not capture the
extreme cases of unreliability. Also, similar to the on-time performance measure, it
does not differentiate between the cost of being early versus late.
Figure 2 shows a color counter time-space diagram of a selected bus route in Portland, Oregon (Route 15 westbound), visualizing hourly calculated headway adherence. The color, ranging from gray to light gray, represents low LOS to high LOS.
The white area in the color counter time-space diagram shows that there are no
data for those time intervals and the outlined area represents the high frequency
service time periods and stop locations.
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Source: Feng and Figliozzi 2011

Figure 2. Color counter time-space diagram of headway adherence
Figure 3 illustrates the empirical cumulative distribution of delay at the SE Stark
& 82nd stop (solid curve) from the same bus route shown in Figure 2. The dashed
curve is the same distribution when altered slightly, representing delay distribution
at a hypothetical stop. These two distributions have identical standard deviation
(121.5 sec) and, therefore, identical headway adherences. However, they have considerably different width, defined as the 95th percentile of delay minus the 5th
percentile of delay. The distribution width of the solid curve is 378 sec, and the distribution width of the dashed curve is 442.5 sec. This implies different unreliability
characteristics that cannot be captured by the existing TCQSM metrics and, thus,
calls for a supplementary measure.
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Figure 3. Empirical cumulative distribution of delay at the SE Stark & 82nd
(solid curve) and a hypothetical cumulative distribution curve
(dashed curve)

Derivation of New Measures for Bus Service Reliability
Focusing on service reliability from the perspective of a transit agency, we propose
new reliability measures, using distribution of delays and headway deviations. Here,
we use the term delay for schedule deviation. It should be noted that, in some
cases, reliability measures from the perspective of a transit agency are entirely different from the user-perceived service reliability. Passenger perceptions of service
reliability are partly related to service frequency. Routes with higher frequency may
be considered reliable by passengers even if they have poor service reliability. A
study by TriMet reported in Kimpel (2001) showed that passengers are more likely
to express satisfaction with the performance of bus routes that operate at high
frequencies, although later analysis demonstrated that these same routes were
among the least reliable. This obvious discrepancy exists because passenger waiting
times are still relatively short on high frequency routes with inadequate service reliability, compared to better-performing routes that operate less frequently (Kimpel
2001). Therefore, schedule adherence has been the most important existing reliability measure for infrequent services that operate with headways of more than
10 minutes. For routes characterized by high frequency service, headway variability
has been the most important existing reliability measure.
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In the remainder of this section, three alternative reliability measures are proposed.
For frequent services the distribution of headway deviations and for non-frequent
services the distribution of delays are used to capture unreliability characteristics
of a bus service.

Earliness Index
The Earliness Index (EI) is defined as the percentile rank of delay/headway deviation
of zero. The percentile rank of a particular delay/headway deviation is the percentage of delay/headway deviations in its frequency distribution that are lower or
equal to it. Let X denote the delay (for infrequent services) or headway deviation
(for frequent services) and F(x) denote the cumulative distribution function of x
as follows:
F(x) = P(X ≤ x)

(6)

Therefore, EI can be defined as F(x) when x=0:
EI = F(0)

(7)

Figure 4(a) is a graphical representation of EI on an empirical cumulative distribution function of x. EI ranges between 0 and 1. For frequent services, an EI of 0 represents the “all behind schedule” condition and an EI of 1 represents the “all ahead
of schedule” condition. For not frequent services, an EI of 0 represents the “all late”
condition and an EI of 1 represents the “all early” condition. For infrequent services,
the theoretical ideal distribution lays on the y-axis of the cumulative distribution
function. Buses that are early can be treated as being one headway late, because
passengers who are arriving near the scheduled departure time would have to wait
for the next bus. Therefore, the “all late” condition is expected to be the achievable
ideal distribution for non-frequent services to avoid early departures. Note that the
above statement is true only when the theoretical ideal distribution (all “on-time”
condition) is not achievable. The closer the EI is to 0, the more reliable is the service.
For frequent services, one cannot argue similarly, since maintaining a fixed headway with a small deviation is more important than being ahead of or behind the
schedule. Thus, another measure is required to capture the variation of headways.

Width Index
To capture the width of the distribution of headway deviations in frequent services,
the Width Index (WI) is defined as the 95th percentile of headway deviations minus
the 5th percentile of headway deviations divided by the average scheduled head106
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way. Note that the percentiles used here are based on the level of desired reliability
and can be adjusted:
(8)
where F -1 (p) is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function defined earlier.
Similarly, for frequent services, WI can be defined as the 95th percentile of delays
minus the 5th percentile of delays divided by the average scheduled headway.
Figure 4(a) is a graphical representation of WI on an empirical cumulative distribution function of x. The ideal width of the distribution of delays/headway deviations
is zero (WI = 0) when the 95th percentile and the 5th percentile are equal. Regardless of the frequency of the system, average scheduled headway is used in the
denominator of the WI to keep the measure unitless.
To distinguish between the cost of being early versus being late, some modifications can be made to Equation (8) as follows:
(9)
where F -1 (0.95)>0, F -1 (0.05)<0, α is the weight associated with the cost of being
late, and β is the weight associated with the cost of being early. Note that the
formulation should be adjusted if needed for other shapes of CDF. If the CDF is
completely on the right side of the y axis in Figure 4(a), where F -1 (0.95)>0 and F -1
(0.05)>0, then the WI can be adjusted as follows:
(10)
If the CDF is completely on the left side of the y axis in Fig. 4(a), where F -1 (0.95)<0
and F -1 (0.05)<0, then the WI can be adjusted as follows:
(11)
It is also worth mentioning that the width index is capturing more extreme values
in a distribution compared to the coefficient of variation (headway adherence).
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Figure 4. Graphical representation of (a) EI and WI and (b) SSDI on an
empirical cumulative distribution function of x
(SE Belmont & 60th stop, Route 15, Portland, OR)
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Second Order Stochastic Dominance (SSD) Index
To further capture characteristics of the distribution of delays/headway deviations,
the second-order stochastic dominance (SSD) concept is applied. Assume we have
two cumulative distribution functions of FA and FB. A is considered second-order
stochastically dominant over B if and only if:
(12)
In other words, A is considered second-order stochastically dominant over B if and
only if the area under the curve for A is smaller than B. Let a denote F-1(0) and b
denote F-1(1) for a distribution of delays or headways (see Fig. 4(b)). Therefore, the
SSD Index (SSDI) is defined as the adjusted second-order stochastic dominance of
the distribution of delays/headway deviations as follows:
(13)
where a<0 and b>0. Note that the boundaries of the integrations should be
adjusted if needed for other shapes of CDF—for example, where the CDF is completely on the right or left side of the y axis in Fig. 4(b). SSDI is a unitless measure
that is always equal to or greater than zero. The smaller the SSDI is at a specific stop,
the more reliable is the service at that stop.
Similar to the WI, the SSDI is capable of distinguishing between the cost of being
early and the cost of being late. Following is a modified formulation for SSDI when
distinguishing between these costs:
(14)
where α is the weight associated with the cost of being late, and β is the weight
associated with the cost of being early. The SSDI is particularly useful when two or
more distributions have similar width but different earliness indices. It is also useful
to differentiate between distributions with similar width and similar earliness index
but with a different curvature, which represents different unreliability characteristics. For example, the following two distributions, shown in Figure 5, have identical
width indices and earliness indices. SSDI helps to differentiate between these two
distributions by taking the area under and above the curves as formulated in Eqs.
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(13) and (14) and identify the distribution that is closer to the theoretical ideal distribution. In this case, the bus service associated with the dashed distribution curve
is more reliable than the bus service associated with the solid distribution curve.
The SSDI can also help distinguish between the distributions shown in Figure 3 in
which the standard deviations were the same.

Figure 5. Illustration of usefulness of SSDI when two distributions have
identical earliness and width indices
Therefore, the delays/headway deviations distribution can be characterized by
three characteristics of this distribution, namely, zero percentile rank, width, and
adjusted second-order stochastic dominance. In terms of reliability, the larger EI,
WI, and SSDI are, the less reliable bus service is.

Data Analysis Results
For our numerical analysis, we consider the Portland TriMet transit service. More specifically, Route 15 westbound is chosen for this study. This is a heavily-used route that
runs through southeast Portland toward downtown during the morning commute
period. During the weekday morning and afternoon rush hours, buses on this route
run every 15 minutes or better. Route 15 connects Montgomery Park, NW Portland,
Portland City Center, SE Portland, and Gateway via Vaughn, Burnside, Washington/
Salmon, Belmont/Morrison, Stark/Washington, and 102nd (see Figure 6).
Three major stops were selected for a preliminary analysis: SE Morrison & 12th, SW
Morrison and 17th, and SE Stark & 82nd. These specific stops at different time intervals were selected to cover a broad range of geographical locations (in terms of proximity to downtown Portland), demand, and congestion levels throughout the entire
110
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Figure 6. Route 15 map
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route. Archived BDS data for Route 15 from 11/30/2009 to 5/23/2010 including more
than 115 weekdays were used. For the selected stops, general descriptive statistics
along with the TCQSM reliability measures were computed, as shown in Table 1. The
TCQSM reliability measure, including on-time performance and headway adherence,
were used to determine the LOS at the selected stops. As can be seen, the SW Morrison & 17th (2-3 PM) and SE Stark & 82nd (9–10 AM) stops had an LOS of F for their
infrequent services while the SW Morrison & 17th (9–10 AM) stop had an LOS of E
and the SE Morrison & 12th (6–7 AM) stop had an LOS of A for their frequent services.
Current reliability measures do not tell the whole story of the service reliability.
To improve the service reliability, transit agencies should know more than just the
percentage of buses that are considered “on-time” and the coefficient of variation
of headway deviations. The consequences of late buses may be much different than
those of early buses. More information, such as how late or early buses arrive at
the stop or how much they are ahead or behind the schedule, is needed to effectively improve schedules and operations strategies. Therefore, we recommend that
additional measures, such as those presented in this paper, be used as guidance in
discussions of reliability.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and TCQSM Reliability Measures
for the Selected Stops
Service

Frequent

Stop
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Average
Scheduled
Headway
(sec)

Average
Headway
Deviation
(sec)

Stdv. of
Headway
Deviation
(sec)

Headway
Adherence

LOS

SW
Morrison
& 17th

9–10
AM

917

403

5.27

241.69

0.60

E

SE
Morrison
& 12th

6–7
AM

509

600

-8.76

124.12

0.21

A

Average
Scheduled
Headway
(sec)

Average
Delay
(sec)

Stdv. of
Delay
(sec)

On-time
Performance

LOS

Stop

Not
Frequent

Total
Time Number
of Trips

Number
Time
of Trips

SW
Morrison
& 17th

2-3
PM

404

2100

318.64

264.90

0.53

F

SE Stark
& 82nd

9–10
AM

603

735

80.33

145.98

0.63

F
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We carried out an empirical analysis to assess the proposed reliability measures EI,
WI, and SSDI for the same selected stops and time periods of Route 15, as shown
in Table 1. For frequent services, delay distribution was used and for less frequent
(or infrequent) services, headway deviation distribution was used as described in
the previous sections.
Figure 7 shows the cumulative distributions of delays and headway deviations for
frequent and infrequent service at the selected stops and time periods.

Figure 7. Cumulative distributions of delays and headway deviations
for frequent and not frequent services at selected stops
and time periods of Route 15
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The cumulative distributions of headway deviations shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b)
represent the studied frequent service at SW Morrison and 17th (9–10 AM) and
SW Morrison and 12th (6–7 AM) stops. The cumulative distributions of delays
shown in Figures 7(c) and 7(d) represent the studied less-frequent service at SW
Morrison and 17th (2–3 PM) and SE Stark and 82nd (9–10 AM) stops. Note that
TriMet allows its buses to depart up to one minute ahead of schedule. This may
explain a large portion of the 30 percent that are not on-time due to early departures at the SE Stark and 82nd (9–10 AM) stop.
As an illustration, Table 2 summarizes the computed reliability measures EI, WI, and
SSDI associated with each service at each stop along with its headway adherence and
on-time performance. The EI for the less frequent service at SW Morrison and 17th is
as low as 0.04, while the EI at SE Morrison and 12th is as large as 0.54. In other words,
only four percent of buses at SW Morrison and 17th depart early between 2–3 PM,
while 54 percent of buses depart early at SE Morrison and 12th between 6–7 AM.
Also, the bus service at SW Morrison and 17th has a WI as large as 1.83 between 9–10
AM, while the WI at the same stop between 2–3 PM is only 0.39. This clearly shows
the changing pattern of service reliability in different times of the day. Similarly, the
service at SW Morrison and 17th between 9–10 AM has the largest SSDI compared to
the other studied services. Note that the SSDI at SW Morrison and 17th reduces from
0.8 between 9–10 AM to 0.15 between 2–3 PM. Overall, the service at SE Morrison
and 12th at between 6–7 AM has the worst reliability in terms of EI and SW Morrison
and 17th between 9–10 AM has the worst reliability in terms of WI and SSDI.
Table 2. New Reliability Measures at Stop Level
Service
Frequent
Not
Frequent

Stop

Time

EI

WI

SSDI

SW Morrison & 17th

9–10 AM

0.5

1.83

0.80

On-time
Headway
Performance Adherence
-

0.60

SE Morrison & 12th

6–7 AM

0.54 0.67

0.15

-

0.21

SW Morrison & 17th

2–3 PM

0.04 0.39

0.15

0.63

-

SE Stark & 82nd

9–10 AM

0.32 0.46

0.14

0.53

-

To further explore the applicability of the proposed measures in the real world, a more
comprehensive analysis was carried out using the same archived BDS data for Route
15 westbound including more than 115 weekdays for 11 AM to 12 PM. The new reliability measures are applied to the whole route to highlight stops that are candidates
for operational improvements such as implementing holding strategy, expressing,
schedule adjustment, and re-routing. Figure 8 provides a comparison of the proposed
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reliability measures with headway adherence at each stop, without differentiating
between the cost of being early versus late. Note that travel direction is from Gateway
Transit Center to NW 23rd & Lovejoy stop. The last two stops were removed from our
analysis due to their geometry, which is inconsistent with the rest of the route.

Figure 8. Comparison of (a) Earliness Index; (b) Width Index; and
(c) Second Order Stochastic Dominance Index with headway adherence
for Route 15 westbound (travel direction from right to left)
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The stops with the highest (worst) EI are SE Belmont & 39th and SE Belmont &
60th. Figure 8(a) suggests that there is no correlation between the EI and headway
adherence. Also, as shown in Figure 8(b), the stops with the highest (worst) WI are
NW 23rd & Lovejoy and SW Morrison & 17th. The WI is following a clear trend
throughout the route. As one would expect, the variability of headway adherences
are increasing as they move toward the end of the route. This implies the existence
of a correlation between consecutive stops in a route. Similarly, the stops with the
highest (worst) SSDI are NW 23rd & Love Joy and SW Morrison & 17th. However,
the trend in SSDI is not as clear until the middle of the route, where SSDI starts
increasing constantly as it moves toward the end of the route.
In this study, an overall consistency was observed among the WI, SSDI, and headway adherence, as expected. To eliminate the impacts of the existing correlation
between consecutive stops along the route and quantitatively demonstrate the difference between the proposed measures and headway adherence, a further analysis was performed. Figure 9 shows the percentages of relative difference of selected
measures between consecutive stops. The graph shows that SSDI, WI, and headway
adherence are capturing different levels of unreliability at each stop relative to its
previous stop, despite the general consistency among them. For example, at SE
Morrison and 12th (relative to SE Belmont and 60th), the SSDI captures more unreliability compared to WI and headway adherence, while at SE 102nd & Washington
(relative to SE Belmont and 60th), the SSDI captures less unreliability compared to
WI and headway adherence. To verify this, further research using data from other
routes and time periods is required to study situations where unexpected consistency or inconsistency of the proposed measures arises.
Figure 10 illustrates how the EI and On-Time Performance provide different images
of service reliability. As shown, On-Time Performance decreases as it moves toward
the end of the route, whereas the EI does not follow a specific trend. As explained
earlier, arrivals no more than five minutes after the scheduled time and no more
than one minute early are considered on-time based on the TCQSM definition,
whereas the EI highlights the service unreliability due to the early buses only.
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Figure 9. Percentage of relative difference of selected measures between
consecutive stops; first stop is Gateway Transit Center (travel direction
from right to left)

Figure 10. Earliness Index vs. On-Time Performance for Route 15
westbound (travel direction from right to left)
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Conclusion and Future Research
This paper evaluated current measures of bus service reliability, specifically the
current TCQSM measures, and developed alternative reliability measures at
the stop level. Note that the proposed reliability measures are not suggested as
replacements for the existing measures; rather, they are complementary. We investigated the distribution of delays and headway deviations on the basis of empirical
archived BDS data from Route 15 in Portland, Oregon, for more than 115 weekdays
in 2009–10. Findings are summarized below:
For frequent services, the distribution of headway deviations can be used to measure the percentage of buses that are ahead of the schedule or early. For infrequent
services, the distribution of delays should be used. The Earliness Index is proposed.
The distribution of delays/headway deviations is often wide. Commonly-proposed
reliability measures in the TCQSM only use the standard deviation and do not
take into consideration the full width of this distribution. Also, existing measures
do not differentiate between the cost of being early versus late. The Width Index
is proposed to capture more of the extreme cases of unreliability and differentiate
between the costs of being early versus late.
To further capture characteristics of the distribution of delays/ headway deviations,
the concept of second order stochastic dominance is used. As a result, second
order stochastic dominance index is proposed. This index is particularly useful
when two or more distributions have similar width but different earliness indices.
It is also useful to differentiate between distributions with similar width and similar
earliness index but with a different curvature that represents different unreliability
characteristics.
It was found for the studied route and time period that the Width Index and coefficient of variation (or headway adherence) were fairly consistent, whereas the
second order stochastic dominance index captured more unreliability in some
cases. The Earliness Index provides reliability information that the coefficient of
variation does not capture. Eliminating the impacts of the existing correlation
between consecutive stops along the route, the difference between the proposed
measures and coefficient of variation are quantitatively demonstrated. To further
verify the findings and study the situations where consistency or discrepancy of the
proposed measures arises, more research using data from other routes and time
periods is required.
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Transit agencies can use the proposed reliability measures to evaluate and prioritize stops for operational improvement purposes, such as bus holdings or schedule
adjustments. This paper exhibits how reliability can vary across stops and how
important this variation is in prioritizing stops for improvements. A key topic for
future research is defining LOS thresholds for bus service reliability. Furthermore,
studying the characteristics of the distribution of delays and headway deviations
using more data at stop, route, and network level is required to gain more knowledge of transit service reliability. Causes of service unreliability are also important
to investigate.
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Maintaining Key Services While
Retaining Core Values: NYC Transit’s
Environmental Justice Strategies
Ted Wang, Alex Lu, Alla Reddy
MTA New York City Transit

Abstract
In a recession, transit agencies aim to provide key services while retaining national
core values. When making service changes, federal funding recipients are prohibited
from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin and must not place
undue burden on Environmental Justice (EJ) populations. To ensure compliance, New
York City Transit developed analytical methodologies to identify impacts for the 50
proposed service rationalization initiatives, allowing for proactive mitigation. For
38 routes with span changes, load factor analysis across demographic and income
categories (during periods of service elimination) demonstrated that impacts were
equitably shared. For route changes, impacts were measured using shortest-path
trip time and cost analysis using Census Transportation Planning Package Journeyto-Work data. The “M” and “V” Train modifications and the Co-op City bus restructuring illustrate package analysis of complex service changes, capturing mitigating
effects of adjacent route restructurings. These service changes reduced costs while
ensuring that Title VI/EJ communities were not disproportionately affected. After
extensive EJ work and community outreach, the proposed changes were implemented in June 2010.
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Introduction
Finding millions of dollars worth of savings in a public transit authority requires
shared sacrifice among stakeholders. In 2010, the financial outlook for New York State
was deteriorating. Taxes and levies that subsidize New York City Transit (NYCT) fell
substantially short of projections. State government was cutting service, and transit
needed to do the same to remain solvent. The goal was to keep key public services
functioning while seeking budgetary savings. At the same time, the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) requires that funding recipients to comply with Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act 1964, ensuring level and quality of service without regard to race,
color, and nationality. Executive Order 12898 requires funding recipients to identify
and address, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health and
environmental effects, including social and economic effects of programs and activities on minority populations and low income populations (FTA Circular 4702.1A).
FTA provides guidance to transit operators on methods of compliance and allows
room for flexibility. It is the operator’s responsibility to develop its own Title VI and
Environmental Justice (EJ) programs that comply with FTA and any local standards
set by the agency. At the time of this writing, EJ issues are at the forefront of federal rulemaking, as FTA has released two proposed circulars (Circulars 4702.1B and
4703.1) for public comment. The proposals separate Title VI and EJ considerations
and reiterate the requirements for service and fare change analysis. There are
understandably widespread concerns within the transit practitioner’s community.
This paper demonstrates methods used at NYCT and may serve as an example
for other properties concerned with federal compliance when changing route and
service span. The purpose of these changes is to seek long-term budgetary savings
while minimizing the impact on the community and to safeguard federal funding
by remaining in compliance with Title VI and Executive Order 12898. This was
achieved through analytical methods detailed in this paper. The service changes
discussed in this paper were implemented in June 2010.
Strategic Elements of EJ/Title VI
Title VI analysis is also a useful gauge on community relations. Being a good social
steward brings positive attention to a business during a difficult time. Transportation infrastructure directly affects job access, property values, and livelihoods.
Transit executives need to know the impacts of their decisions.
This information shows its worth when government officials and elected leaders
invite transit executives to address concerns of their constituencies. The Oakland
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Airport Connector project raised concerns of three San Francisco community
groups; they brought the issue to FTA (Thomas and McDaniel 2011), and in 2009,
the operator was found to be in violation of Title VI and lost $50 million in federal
funding. Ensuring that actions taken by the transit operator are non-discriminatory
requires proactive data analysis because outside groups are likely doing this already
to influence the outcome. In 1996, Los Angeles County was required by a federal
court decision to spend more than $1 billion dollars on its bus system when external
groups proved investments on light rail in wealthy neighborhoods were disproportionate compared to the bus network used by the majority of its customers (Garcia
2011). Proactive strategic analysis, therefore, allows operators to take the initiative in
matters of decision making, public relations, funding, and control of finances.
Complying with Title VI and Environmental Justice requirements is the law, as well
as the right thing to do. However, having first and foremost fulfilled the legal and
moral imperatives, taking a proactive approach to Title VI provides the additional
benefit of helping to maintain open channels of communication and a good working relationship with community stakeholders and regulators alike. Having a track
record of going above and beyond builds an understanding that the operator is
well-managed. Satisfying stakeholders consistently indicates that the operator is
on the right track in service delivery.

Literature Review
A literature search for different strategies and analyses yielded a diversity of topics.
Some of these reports are unique, such as the analysis done on American Indian
tribal territories and transportation in relations to housing and demographics
(Ward 2005). One paper described how a transit agency was found to be noncompliant with Title VI and strived to become compliant once again by reviewing
the strategies of other operators (Bender et al. 2007). Another paper profiles a list
of legal complaints pertaining to alleged Title VI violations (Thomas 2007). Others
are more holistic, covering fare analysis, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
compliance, and Civil Rights. Recent papers use statistical significance testing to
analyze Title VI data (Reddy et al. 2010). This is a logical development since it was
already done in many areas: quality control, industrial engineering, and the social
sciences, such as crime data mining. Many agencies at the New York Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (MTA) have adopted this method of analysis. The contribution of NYCT’s experience in 2010 provides focus on a particular case study
where a large transit operator faced a financial situation and navigated itself to a
fiscally-stronger position using detailed internal analysis as a guide.
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Background
In 2005, the MTA reduced fares by half for all riders during the holiday season
to share with the public an unexpected budgetary surplus. Towards the end of
2007, the world economy entered a recession. Unemployment rose close to 10
percent (New York State Department of Labor 2011). Nationally, those numbers
were higher for minority (Holt 2009) and young workers, especially for those with
no college degree and even worse for those without a high school diploma (U.S.
Department of Labor 2011). Gas prices remained historically high and had made
their way past $4 per gallon. Transit provided an alternative means of coping with
the cost of auto operation.
Transit also had funding challenges, due to falling tax revenues and rising costs of
resources such as fuel and labor. In October 2010, the MTA Board approved fare
increases and service reductions for 2011. Title VI analysis found that monthly
MetroCard holders tended to be more affluent than other fare media users (Hickey
et al. 2010). The decision was to minimize impact on customers least able to pay.
An $89 monthly unlimited pass increased to $104; weekly passes increased from
$27 to $29; single rides increased by 25 cents to $2.25. Service changes were made
to reflect ridership and return on investment. Before any route was discontinued,
impact analyses were done to minimize, mitigate, or offset negative effects towards
all transit users, especially minority and low-income riders.
Mass transit plays a vital role to those least able to afford private automobiles. Maintaining private auto ownership can cost close to $15,000 annually in New York City
(APTA 2011). “At or Below Poverty” is defined as a yearly income of $22,350 for a family of four and $10,890 for an individual (U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services
2011). The poverty rate in New York City hovers around 20 percent (Roberts 2010).
Despite fare increases, the average annual cost to use transit is a fraction of automobile ownership and can mean the difference between making ends meet or not.

Selection of Analytical Techniques
There were 50 service rationalization initiatives in 2010. According to guidelines
adopted by the MTA in 1988, analysis was not needed if changes are less than 25 percent of the net route miles or less than 1 hour of the service span. A total of 14 initiatives out of the 50 did not surpass thresholds that would require a Title VI Analysis.
The remaining initiatives needed a change analysis for route or span. Table 1 shows a
selection of initiatives and affected segments and their corresponding analysis types
(Span or Route). It was not applicable (N/A) if Title VI analysis was not required.
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Table 1. Type of Analysis for Sample List of Services to be Modified
Route

Segment

Route
or
Span

% Net Above
Change 25%?

Notes

“Q”
“N”
“W”

Queens Extension
Manhattan Local
All

Route
N/A
Route

+32
0
–100

Yes
No
Yes

Extend to Astoria
Replace “W” in North
Eliminated

“V”
“M”

Queens Elimination
Queens Extension
Brooklyn Elimination

Route
Route
N/A

–100
+71
–62

Yes
Yes
Yes

Eliminated
Rerouted to replace “V”
Discontinued south of Delancey-Essex

“G”

Queens Elimination
Brooklyn Extension

Route
N/A

–51
+14

Yes
No

Discontinued East of Court Sq.
24hr operation South of Court Sq.

SIR

Stadium Service

N/A

–100

Yes

Not a regularly scheduled service

BX25
BX26
BX28
BX30
BX38

Co-op City
Co-op City
Co-op City
Co-op City
Co-op City

Route
Route
Route
Route
Route

–100
–33
–29
–3
+100

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Elimination
Rerouted
Rerouted

BX55
BX15

Bronx
Bronx

N/A
N/A

–23
+8

No
No

BX20

Bronx

Span

–63

Yes

B1
B8
B64
B70

Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Brooklyn

Route
Route
Route
Route

–21
–15
+41
+31

No
No
Yes
Yes

B4

Coney Island Av. East

N/A

–17

No

Modified to operate via Avenue Z

B2
B24

Brooklyn
Brooklyn

Span
Span

–28
–30

Yes
Yes

Weekend discontinued
Weekend discontinued

M22

West of City Hall

N/A

0

No

Changes recinded due to public
hearing

M8
M50

Manhattan
Manhattan

Span
Span

–32
–51

Yes
Yes

Weekend discontinued
Weekend discontinued

S40/90 Staten Island

N/A

–5

No

Discontinued to Howland Hook

S54
S76

Staten Island
Staten Island

Span
Span

–25
0

Yes
No

Q74
Q75
Q79

Queens
Queens
Queens

Span
Span
Span

–100
–100
–100

Yes
Yes
Yes

Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated

X6

Hylan Blvd

Route

–100

Yes

Express Bus X6 eliminated

New route
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Span Change Analysis
It is efficient to reduce bus in-service hours when few people are riding. The following formula is used to determine number of seats occupied:
Load Factor = (Average Riders / Trip) / Bus Seats
Standard buses have 40 seats and articulated buses have 62 seats. A load factor of
20 percent on a standard bus means that, on average, only 8 seats are occupied
at the peak load point during a span of time. A span change analysis is conducted
when proposed cuts to service are considered “major,” defined as exceeding more
than 1 hour.
Three different span reduction actions were proposed in 2010: (a) span reduction
by hour—up to two hours of service at the beginning or end of the day, (b) overnight service elimination (1:00–5:00 AM), and (c) off-peak and weekend service
elimination—service may be reduced to weekdays or to peak hours only.
Equitability of span reduction is determined by comparing load factors during
the period proposed for span reduction on impacted routes classified for Title VI
as Minority or Non-Minority and for EJ as At or Below Poverty (Low Income), or
Above Poverty (High Income). A route is defined as Minority if at least one-third
of its total route mileage is in a Minority Census tract. The ⅓ rule was first promulgated in Urban Mass Transportation Administration Circular C4702.1 (UMTA
1988) and was retained by NYCT despite the current FTA Circular C4702.1A that
allowed each entity to develop local standards. This ⅓ rule is also used to define “At
or Below Poverty” routes. One can conclude from Table 2 that the routes selected
for span reduction are low performing and sensible candidates for rationalization.
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Table 2. Bus Routes Analyzed for Service Span Reduction –
Load Factor Analysis
(a) Span Reduction by Hour
Non-Minority
Route

Day Type

Minority

Loads*/ Trip

Load Factor

Route

Day Type

Loads*/ Trip Load Factor

B64

ALL

4

10%

BX34

ALL

3

8%

B67

ALL

3

7%

BX32

WKD

12

29%

B2

WKD

4

10%

BX33

WKD

4

11%

B9

WKD

4

10%

BX33

SAT

7

18%

B16

WKD

6

15%

BX33

SUN

6

15%

B9

SAT

4

9%

BX17

SUN

5

12%

B9

SUN

3

8%

B7

ALL

6

14%

B16

SUN

3

8%

B31

ALL

3

7%

M8

ALL

1

3%

B45

ALL

4

10%

M16

ALL

3

6%

B57

ALL

6

15%

M50

ALL

2

6%

B65

ALL

5

13%

M66

ALL

2

5%

B11

WKD

4

10%

M11

WKD

7

18%

B13

WKD

4

9%

M20

WKD

6

16%

B24

WKD

10

24%

M21

WKD

8

20%

M1

ALL

2

6%

M20

SAT

6

15%

M22

ALL

1

3%

Q30

ALL

3

9%

M22

SAT

3

8%

S54

WKD

4

11%

M22

SUN

2

6%

S57

WKD

5

13%

M100

SAT

6

14%

S66

WKD

12

29%

M116

SAT

7

16%

Q48

SUN

3

7%

S57

SAT

3

7%

S57

SUN

4

9%
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Table 2 (cont'd.). Bus Routes Analyzed for Service Span Reduction –
Load Factor Analysis
(b) Overnight Service Elimination
Above Poverty

At or Below Poverty

Route

Day Type

Loads*/ Trip

Load Factor

Route Day Type Loads*/ Trip

Load Factor

B2

WKD

4

10%

B9

WKD

4

10%

M8

ALL

1

3%

B16

WKD

6

15%

M50

ALL

2

6%

B9

SAT

4

9%

M66

ALL

2

5%

B9

SUN

3

8%

M20

WKD

6

16%

B16

SUN

3

8%

M20

SAT

6

15%

M16

ALL

3

6%

Q30

ALL

3

9%

M11

WKD

7

18%

S54

WKD

4

11%

M21

WKD

8

20%

S57

WKD

5

13%

BX34

ALL

3

8%

S66

WKD

12

29%

BX32

WKD

12

29%

S57

SAT

3

7%

BX33

WKD

4

11%

S57

SUN

4

9%

BX33

SAT

7

18%

B31

ALL

3

7%

BX33

SUN

6

15%

M1

ALL

2

6%

BX17

SUN

5

12%

Q48

SUN

3

7%

B7

ALL

6

14%

B45

ALL

4

10%
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B57

ALL

6

15%

B65

ALL

5

13%

B11

WKD

4

10%

B13

WKD

4

9%

B24

WKD

10

24%

M22

ALL

1

3%

M22

SAT

3

8%

M22

SUN

2

6%

M100

SAT

6

14%

M116

SAT

7

16%

11

10

SAT

SUN

SAT

SUN

SAT

SUN

SAT

SAT

SUN

SAT

SUN

B2

B2

M8

M8

M50

M50

Q76

S54

S54

S76

S76

24

32

8

11

28

6

8

9

12

Day
Type

Route

AFC
Loads/
Trip

Non-Minority

59%

79%

20%

28%

70%

16%

20%

24%

29%

23%

31%

Load
Factor

Q84

Q84

Q31

Q31

Q26

B24

B24

BX34

BX34

BX20

BX20

Route

SUN

17

SUN

SAT

SUN
16

19

23

31

13

OFF
PEAK
SAT

16

22

SUN

SAT

17

15

SAT

13

SAT
OFF
PEAK

Day
Type

AFC
Loads/
Trip

Minority

41%

48%

57%

78%

31%

41%

55%

43%

43%

38%

32%

Load
Factor

SUN

SAT

Q31
Q31

13

Q26

23

31

24
OFF
PEAK

32

8

11

28

6

8

10

11

9

12

SUN

SAT

SUN

SAT

SAT

SUN

SAT

SUN

SAT

SUN

SAT

Day
Type

S76

S76

S54

S54

Q76

M50

M50

M8

M8

B2

B2

Route

AFC
Loads/
Trip

Above Poverty

(c) Weekend & Off Peak Service Elimination

57%

78%

31%

59%

79%

20%

28%

70%

16%

20%

24%

29%

23%

31%

Load
Factor

Q84

Q84

B24

B24

BX34

BX34

BX20

BX20

Route

SUN

SAT

SUN

SAT

SUN

SAT

OFF
PEAK

SAT

Day
Type

16

19

16

22

17

17

15

13

AFC
Loads/
Trip

41%

48%

41%

55%

43%

43%

38%

32%

Load
Factor

At or Below Poverty

Table 2 (cont'd.). Bus Routes Analyzed for Service Span Reduction –
Load Factor Analysis
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The average load factors shown Table 3 are less than 50 percent any day of the week
for any socio-economic category. That means at least half of the bus seats are empty
on weekends, overnight, and the first few hours of service at the beginning of the day
and the last few hours at the end. When comparing Minority and Non-Minority on a
weekday, the difference in average load factors is 1 percent. The difference between
High and Low Income is 2 percent. The t-test shows “No disparity” among these
groups. Statistically speaking, the differences between groups are not significant.
Table 3. Comparing Load Factors between Community Groups
and Determining Disparity Using t-Tests (Dataset in Table 2)
Title VI

Weekday
Analysis

Weekend
Analysis

Environmental Justice

Minority

NonMinority

At or Below
Poverty

Above
Poverty

Average load factor

12%

11%

12%

10%

Variance

0.0038

0.0036

0.0034

0.0039

t-test

-2.02 < -0.60 < 2.02

-2.04 < -1.32 < 2.04

Comparison results

No disparity

No disparity

Average load factor

46%

36%

43%

40%

Variance

0.018

0.049

0.0046

0.0529

t-test

-2.12 < -1.32 < 2.12

-2.11 < -0.34 < 2.11

Comparison results

No disparity

No disparity

The load factor analysis acts on the systemwide level, with each route being a unit
of analysis. This analysis is applicable when many routes are having their service
spans reduced and essentially tests to see if span reductions are over-represented
among certain routes to detect unintentional discrimination, if any. In contrast,
route change analysis, discussed in the next section, is a route-by-route method that
focuses on equity within the route, with Census tracts being the unit of analysis.

Subway Route Change
Working toward the goal of saving $4 million per annum, planners at NYCT proposed eliminating the “V” Train and replacing it with a rerouted and extended “M”
Train (Figure 1). The “V” Train had relatively low ridership. The neighborhoods that
lost and gained service had parity in demographics; thus, equity was preserved.
Public hearings were held and comments were collected in March 2010. The route
change offered a new Midtown direct service for riders originating from Middle
Village, Ridgewood, and Fresh Pond in Queens and Bushwick and Williamsburg in
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Brooklyn. This modification was considered major because it changed at least 25
percent of the “M” Train route length and, thus, required a Title VI analysis (NYCT
1985). The results from an Equity Analysis using a t-test showed that average travel
times in affected Minority and Non-Minority areas showed no significant difference.

Figure 1. “M” and “V” train service changes: (a) description from 2010
service reduction proposal, (b) schematic map
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Figure 1 (cont'd.). “M” and “V” train service changes: (a) description from
2010 service reduction proposal, (b) schematic map
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Route Analysis Methods
For routes that are being modified (eliminated or extended), or those that have
greater than 25 percent of total revenue miles being changed, NYCT conducts
a travel time and cost analysis. All Census tracts within ¼ mile of the route are
reviewed. According to FTA Circular 4702.1A, a “Predominantly Minority Area” is
a geographic area such as a neighborhood, Census tract, or traffic analysis zone
where the proportion of minority persons residing in that area exceeds the average
proportion of minority persons in the recipient’s service area. The 2000 citywide
average showed minorities to be 65.02 percent of the population of New York City.
Thus, a Census tract in New York City is considered to be “Minority” if the minority population is equal to or greater than 65.02 percent; otherwise, it is defined as
“Non-Minority.” A Census tract is considered to be “At or Below Poverty” if the
population is equal to or greater than the 2000 citywide average of 21.25 percent;
otherwise, it is defined as “Above Poverty.”
Thresholding is a necessary part of binary EJ analysis, where the population is
divided into only two categories. Some observers feel it would be simpler or more
appropriate to set the boundary at 50 percent, such that if more than half the
people in a tract are minority, then the entire tract should be considered minority.
However, this is problematic for New York City where minorities make up more
than half of the population, resulting in most of the city being classified as minority
and giving rise to analysis that would not be sensitive to actual disparities between
heavily-minority areas versus somewhat-minority areas. Using the metro area average as the threshold is an appropriate way of ensuring that there is approximately
same number of tracts in both categories, thereby maximizing the detection power
of the statistical t-tests.
Similarly, defining areas of poverty at 50 percent will dramatically reduce the detection power of the analyses since most tracts will not meet the 50 percent threshold,
and impact analysis may never be triggered. FTA provides guidelines on thresholds,
and NYCT abides by the current standard practice (FTA C 4702.1A, 2007).
An Origin-Destination (O-D) table was created from the 2000 Census Journey-toWork Matrix, separately for Minority- and Non-Minority-originating Census tracts.
The top five tracts in terms of passenger origination within ¼ mile of the route
were selected. From these top five origin tracts, the top three destinations within
NYCT’s service area were selected, making a selection of 15 O-D pairs with heavy
traffic on NYCT’s services, on which travel time and cost analysis were conducted.
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1. The shortest path using the route being proposed for elimination is selected
as the “before” travel time. The shortest path without the use of that route
is the “after” travel time. The shortest path is recommended by a generic
Web-based shortest-path journey planning tool.
2. If the shortest path is to walk between the origin and destination Census
tracts, the walk time is entered and $0 is entered for the fare.
3. In some cases, it is necessary to find the shortest path by forcing a transfer
at an intermediate transfer point, as a trip planner is not always able to pick
a path using the route in question. Paths are rejected for being unreasonable
if they involve circuitous changes of direction (e.g., travel south on a bus in
order to go back north on an express bus.)
4. If there is no way to use the subject route (e.g., the Census tract is at the
northern end of the subject route, and the O-D pair requires the traveler
to travel north; thus, every path involving the subject route results in a “go
south to go north” condition), then the shortest path travel time is used for
both the before and after conditions (i.e., elimination of route will have no
impact for that O-D pair.)
The travel times and costs are found for each O-D pair before and after route modification. The average difference is calculated. A t-test is conducted to determine if
the changes in travel times and cost are equitable.
Application and Results
This method was applied to the “M” Train modification from Lower Manhattan to
South Brooklyn. Prior to the major revamp of the subway map, the “M” Train from
Broad Street in Manhattan to Bay Parkway in Brooklyn was a dotted line, indicating
a part-time extension. It ran only during rush hours Monday through Friday from
6:30–9:30 AM and 3:30–8:00 PM. There was no service available during midday,
evenings, weekends, and late nights. Between Broad Street in Manhattan and 36th
Street in Brooklyn, it shared the Montague Street tubes and 4th Avenue subway
local tracks with “R” Trains. Then, it shared the West End Line tracks with “D” Trains
as far as Bay Parkway. The redundancy reduced the impact of its elimination. Table
4 illustrates the top five origins and top three destinations for the “M” Train. The
results are graphed in Table 5 to show the average difference in travel time and cost
affecting four demographic categories before and after the “M” Train was modified.
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The bar graph shows the differences before and after the “M” Train modification
(“M” Elimination). In terms of average travel times for minorities, there is a fraction of a minute difference. The same is true for non-minorities. The comparison is
between the average difference of minorities and non-minorities. The change was
equitably small. The two-tailed test of hypothesis (t-test) confirms this conclusion
of “No Significant Disparity.” Due to the “One City, One Fare” policy, the average
difference in total cost per trip between minority and non-minority riders are identical; therefore, there was no Title VI disparity. The average difference for Above
Poverty and At or Below Poverty was also insignificant according to t-test results.
The new orange “M” Train (“M” Extension) runs from Broadway/Lafayette Street
in Manhattan to Forest Hills in Queens. This extension completely replaces—and
thus eliminates in name only—the “V” Train. The neighborhoods the “M” now
travels through (all former “V” stops) include a largely non-minority and abovepoverty population in Manhattan. Once the “M” Train crosses underneath the
East River and enters Queens, the population becomes quite diverse in terms of
race and income.
The methodology used to analyze the “M” Extension and the “V” Elimination
is based on the route change analysis done on the “M” modification in Lower
Manhattan to South Brooklyn. There are geographic differences between the
eliminated segment of the “M” Train and the extended portion going into Queens.
Brooklyn has higher transit density, providing more options for transfers.
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Note: O-D centroid pairs come from Census year 2000 journey-to-work matrix. Tracts are adjacent to affected routes. Top 5 origins and top 3 destinations
are selected.

Total Cost per Trip: The average difference in total cost per trip between minority and non-minority riders are equal; therefore there is no Title VI
disparity.

Total Travel Time: Using a two-tailed test of hypothesis with a 5% error (95% confidence), the resulting t-statistic = -1.69. The t-critical values are
+/- 2.05. Since -1.69 > –2.05 and < +2.05, we can therefore conclude that there is no significant difference in the total travel time before and after
eliminating the proposed route between minority and non-minority population.
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Table 5. Travel Time and Cost Analysis:
“M” and “V” Subway Restructuring
Travel Cost Analysis
Group

Before
(Mins.)

After
(Mins.)

Avg.
Diff.

Var.

t-Test

Result

“M” Elim Minority
“M” Elim Non-Minority

5.9
9.1

5.7
9.2

-0.2
0.1

0.3
0.3

-2.05 < -1.69 < 2.05

No disparity

“V” Elim Minority
“V” Elim Non-Minority

15.4
4.7

15.1
4.7

-0.3
-0.1

0.4
0.1

-2.09 < -1.54 < 2.09

No disparity

“M” Ext Minority
“M” Ext Non-Minority

14.9
4.7

14.9
4.7

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Not required
No change

No disparity

“M” Elim Poverty
“M” Elim Non-Poverty

5.7
10.8

5.5
10.9

-0.2
0.1

0.3
0.3

-2.05 < -1.69 < 2.05

No disparity

“V” Elim Poverty
“V” Elim Non-Poverty

14.3
4.7

16.9
4.7

2.7
-0.1

52.8
0.1

-2.14 < 1.46 < 2.14

No disparity

“M” Ext Poverty
“M” Ext Non-Poverty

14.7
4.7

14.7
4.7

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Not required
No change

No disparity
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Table 5 (cont'd.). Travel Time and Cost Analysis:
“M” and “V” Subway Restructuring
Travel Cost Analysis
Avg.
Diff. Var.

Group

Before

After

t-Test

Result

“M” Elim Minority
“M” Elim Non-Minority

$0.60
$1.00

$0.60
$1.00

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

Not Required
No Change

No disparity

“V” Elim Minority
“V” Elim Non-Minority

$1.23
$0.90

$1.33
$0.90

10¢
0¢

15¢
0¢

-2.14 < 1.00 < 2.14

No disparity

“M” Ext Minority
“M” Ext Non-Minority

$1.43
$0.90

$1.43
$0.90

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

Not required
No change

No disparity

“M” Elim Poverty
“M” Elim Non-Poverty

$0.60
$1.00

$0.60
$1.00

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

Not required
No change

No disparity

“V” Elim Poverty
“V” Elim Non-Poverty

$0.90
$0.90

$1.77
$0.90

87¢
0¢

523¢
0¢

-2.14 < 1.47 < 2.14

No disparity

“M” Ext Poverty
“M” Ext Non-Poverty

$2.20
$0.90

$2.20
$0.90

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

Not required
No change

No disparity

Discussion
The methodology takes into account people who walk distances up to a quarter
mile, and there could be several stops in between. The distance between Allen
Street at Delancey Street and Crosby Street at Grand Street is easily 4–5 minutes
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walking but has four separate subway stations within its vicinity. The variances in
these O-D pair comparisons (Table 4) jump to 52.81 when trips between 31 Avenue
at 34th Street in Queens and Stone Street at Broad Street in Manhattan are added.
The distance between these two points is approximately 7 miles and requires, at
minimum, a transfer between two train routes. The difference in travel time could
range from 4 to 44 minutes.
The trip planner method has its limitations, and this could be seen when analysis
was done on total cost per trip for the “V” Train elimination. The journey planner
generates the top 3–5 shortest travel paths for each given O-D pair. On two occasions, it recommended use of the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR)—if no “V” Train were
available—to travel between 35th Avenue at 71st Street, Queens and Midtown
Manhattan, which is a distance of about five miles. The LIRR is a viable, if not more
expensive, mode of transport for that trip. However, the trip planner (at time of
analysis) could not take into account the fact that the new “M” Train would replace
the “V” Train in its entirety and that, in reality, a subway option continued to be
available. The journey planner data cannot be modified until these proposals are
adopted and MTA releases appropriate timetable data. One can make an exception, but in this study, the method was strictly followed to ensure that NYCT has a
consistent and defensible Title VI/EJ analytical method.
As a result of the “V” Train elimination being analyzed separately from the “M”
Train re-route, the methodology makes the data appear that At or Below Poverty
riders are paying almost twice as much as Above Poverty riders. In actuality, the
fare did not change before or after the elimination of the “V” train. Based on new
package analysis methodology submitted for FTA review, NYCT will analyze route
changes such as the “M” Train and the “V” Train together in the future.

Bus Service Change: Co-op City
Co-op City is a middle-income housing development located on the northeast
peninsula of the Bronx, privately built under New York’s Mitchell-Lama limitedprofit housing program. It is not a separate municipal jurisdiction but is the
name of a neighborhood that contains a high density of co-operatively-owned
apartments situated on attractive parkland with easy access to parking and state
parkways but not rail rapid public transit. Nearby amenities include a golf course, a
beach, a shopping mall, and a municipal park. Per Census data, this neighborhood
is Minority and Above Poverty.
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Consider the Title VI analysis of restructuring four bus lines in Co-op City. The
cessation of an entire bus line (BX25) is projected to save $2.8 million per annum.
The other three buses (BX26, BX28, BX38) will be altered to absorb the ridership
of BX25: 1) reroute the BX26 to match the eliminated BX25 path at all times (the
BX25 designation would no longer be used); 2) split the BX28 into two branches,
with one serving the northern section of Co-op City (which would be extended to
Bay Plaza and numbered BX38) and one serving the southern section of Co-op City
(which would be numbered BX28); and 3) BX38 will not enter Asch Loop. These
buses serve as feeders to the “2” and “5” Trains going into Manhattan and Brooklyn;
they also go to the Metro-North Williams Bridge commuter rail station.
BX25, BX26, and BX28 are considered Minority bus routes because at least ⅓ of
their total route mileage is in Minority Census tracts. These Census tracts are
defined as Minority when 65.02 percent or more of their population are minority,
per the 2000 New York City minority population threshold. Even though 34.98
percent or less are Non-Minorities, the entire Census tract is considered Minority.
Thus, non-minorities do exist there even though the methodology treats these
Census tracts as one or the other. Despite the route being predominately minority,
the analysis compares the experience of minorities and non-minorities within the
route by comparing Census tracts. The income levels are also worth mentioning
because Co-op City is well known for being a community of the urban middle class
popular among minorities and émigrés. The income requirements to live in Co-op
City start at $23,160 for up to two people, which is just above poverty.
The method of analysis to determine Title VI compliance in Co-op City is similar to the “M” and “V” Train modification discussed earlier. The difference is the
additional variables of four routes being modified as opposed to just two for the
“M” and “V” trains. The graphs on Table 6 show the changes in travel time and
cost before and after modification. The average differences among the four socioeconomic categories are less than half a minute or zero.
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Table 6. Travel Time and Cost Analysis: Co-op City
Travel Cost Analysis
Before
(Mins.)

After
(Mins.)

t-Test

Result

BX25 Minority
BX25 Non-Minority

25.5
24.1

25.5
24.1

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Not required
No change

No disparity

BX26 Minority
BX26 Non-Minority

34.2
0.0

34.6
0.0

0.4
0.0

0.0
0.0

No comparison
Data

No disparity

BX28 Minority
BX28 Non-Minority

34.2
0.0

34.6
0.0

0.4
0.0

0.0
0.0

No comparison
Data

No disparity

BX38 Minority
BX38 Non-Minority

24.5
26.6

24.5
26.6

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Not required
No change

No disparity

BX25 Poverty
BX25 Non-Poverty

18.4
30.6

18.4
30.6

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Not required
No change

No disparity

BX26 Poverty
BX26 Non-Poverty

0.0
31.9

0.0
32.3

0.0
0.4

0.0
0.0

No comparison
Data

No disparity

BX28 Poverty
BX28 Non-Poverty

0.0
31.9

0.0
32.3

0.4
0.4

0.0
0.0

No comparison
Data

No disparity

BX38 Poverty
BX38 Non-Poverty

16.9
29.5

16.9
29.7

0.0
0.2

0.0
0.6

Not required
No change

No disparity

Group

Avg.
Diff. Var.
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Table 6 (cont'd.). Travel Time and Cost Analysis: Co-op City
Travel Cost Analysis
Group

Avg.
Diff. Var.

Before

After

t-Test

Result

BX25 Minority
BX25 Non-Minority

$1.22
$1.32

$1.22
$1.32

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

Not required
No change

No disparity

BX26 Minority
BX26 Non-Minority

$1.10
$0.00

$1.10
$0.00

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

No comparison
Data

No disparity

BX28 Minority
BX28 Non-Minority

$1.10
$0.00

$1.10
$0.00

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

No comparison
Data

No disparity

BX38 Minority
BX38 Non-Minority

$1.51
$1.20

$1.51
$1.20

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

Not required
No change

No disparity

BX25 Poverty
BX25 Non-Poverty

$1.53
$1.00

$1.53
$1.00

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

Not required
No change

No disparity

BX26 Poverty
BX26 Non-Poverty

$0.00
$1.10

$0.00
$1.10

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

No comparison
Data

No disparity

BX28 Poverty
BX28 Non-Poverty

$0.00
$1.10

$0.00
$1.10

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

No comparison
Data

No disparity

BX38 Poverty
BX38 Non-Poverty

$1.02
$1.19

$1.02
$1.19

0¢
0¢

0¢
0¢

Not required
No change

No disparity
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The top five origination method has a notable effect on the analysis. BX25 and
BX26 travel along a similar path, but the top five origins for each route fall on
different Census tracts. BX25 has data to compare between minorities and nonminorities. BX26 top five origins do not fall on any Non-Minority Census tracts, so
there are no data to compare with Minority. BX26 top five origins do not fall on
any At or Below Poverty Census tracts either, so there are no data to compare with
Above Poverty tracts (Table 6).
Public Reaction
The residents of Co-op City formed a “Coalition to Stop the MTA Cuts” and presented a petition to the MTA and their elected representatives signed by thousands. Nine months of meetings among the stakeholders yielded “the relocating of
a bus stop from under the I-95 overpass to a better lit location closer to Baychester
Avenue. A request to add buses to the BX28 line serving the north section of the
community during the overnight hours was accepted” (Stuttig 2011, 22).
Still, a local city council believed the concessions have not gone far enough. He
called for the MTA to “return to the drawing board and make sure the residents of
Co-op City are not stranded” (Stuttig 2011). Having learned that these cuts saves
millions of dollar per year, he claimed that “Co-op City has received an unfair share
of the cuts made system-wide and as such should be given some consideration for
having some of the previous level of service restored.” FTA auditors may be satisfied and are assured that the reductions have been necessary and fair. However,
NYCT strives to be customer-oriented and has maintained communications and
negotiations with community leaders and their constituents. There may be no legal
requirement to do so, given the exhaustive Title VI and EJ analysis, but it is a matter
of working in good faith with stakeholders. One local media outlet reported that
“ridership data will be reviewed to determine if service adjustments need to be
made. Bronx residents will be given opportunities to speak out at town hall meetings” (News 12 2011).

Package Level Analysis
Route level analysis is cumbersome and can be misleading because it does not
capture the mitigating effects of restructuring other adjacent routes. A segment
of the “M” Train in this study was eliminated in one area of Census tracts that have
route redundancy mitigating any impacts to riders there. The “V” Train was eliminated, but only in the sense that the designation was no longer used. The Queens
Boulevard Line local track that the “V” Train traveled was not physically removed.
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Riders still have access to train service with a different letter (“M”) and, in some
sense, can go further with fewer transfers than before. Yet, analysis of the “V” Elimination absent the “M” makes the result appear to impact one group more (albeit
negligibly). Nevertheless, a route change has occurred and, thus, Title VI route level
analysis must be done. The following formula summarizes when it is important to
conduct an impact analysis as a package of changes.
Above X% Net Route Miles Change =
(New Mileage + Eliminated Mileage) / Σ (Original Route Mileage)
The X% is for each operator to decide. At NYCT, if the X% Net Route Miles Change
is greater than 25 percent, then a package analysis should be conducted; no action
is required if it is under 25 percent. Future NYCT Title VI analysis involving a combination of changes will use the method of package analysis in cases such as Co-op
City. This method has been reviewed by FTA auditors and yields results that better
represent the experiences of the riding public, not to mention making the analysis
process easier.
Figure 2 is a hypothetical package analysis on a series of changes made to four
routes. The focus of change is on Route 4 (or R4) because it is being eliminated.
The original routes are R3, R4, R5, and R6. The gray horizontal line that makes a
right-angle turn is R4 and stretches from segments E, F, G, and H, ending at D. The
adjacent R5 is being extended to segment E, covering a portion of the R4 elimination. Segment F would not be covered by any bus route, and riders will have to walk
to bridge that distance. The adjacent R6 used to run in a straight line but, in order
to cover a little more of the R4 elimination, now has to make a turn to run through
segment G before heading south again to segment J. The distance of segment H
also will not be covered by any bus route. The final segment to cover is D, which
is taken over by extending R3. The modification of bus routes R5, R6, and R3 has
now made bus route R4 no longer necessary. The percent of net route change is
the quotient produced by the above formula. If the percentage is above 25 percent,
then a Title VI analysis will be necessary.
This method of rationalization keeps the network relatively intact, which means
people can still get to where they need to go but with some impact in connectivity.
A rider may be accustomed to riding R5 to the end and transferring to R4 to get
towards G. The transfer would be within the same block. Eliminating R4 means the
rider has to walk distance F to catch R6 in order to complete the journey.
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% Net Route Change = Length (J+F+H+I) / Length (R3+R4+R5+R6)
Figure 2. Net route change example in a package analysis

Conclusion
It is the dynamic communication with the community and the analysis of the customer base that ensures the provision of the best level of service with the resources
available. This effort makes every dollar count. Proving to the public that the impact
on travel time for minorities in Co-op City is minimal frames the grievance they
may have about losing an entire bus line and counters anecdotal experiences of
poor service. Even if the impact can be measured by minutes, it helps to show that,
statistically speaking and as a measure on the whole, the change is equal for minori149
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ties and non-minorities on that route. The effort and methods invested could save
the operator from having to reverse their decisions, which in itself is costly.
Analysis of these issues needs to evolve to meet the needs of the operator and the
community. In the case of the “M” and “V” trains, it may have been appropriate to
analyze them as one route because the two were designed to be complementary
as parts of a package of service changes. Likewise, this method could also be used
to conduct surface analysis in Co-op City. Although the restructuring of routes in
rapid transit is infrequent, the future of these types of service changes will likely
be analyzed as a combined “package” of changes to account for the complex and
interlinked nature of such system modifications.
Despite the scientific methods, there is still a qualitative element that operators
must heed. Title VI analyses are just tools employed in multi-lateral communication, ensuring that the operator, the riding public, and the government are all “on
the same page” in terms of the effects of service changes on the community.
These methods for analyzing service changes are being developed at a time when
the federal government is tightening the Title VI and EJ enforcement machinery
through more thorough and detailed audits, promulgation of new rules, and
requirements of transparency and accountability. FTA has affirmed its position
through its proposed circulars, requiring all transit agencies to consider Title VI
and EJ in service and fare changes that are becoming increasingly commonplace.
Proper application of and further developing the methods discussed in this paper
will allow the transit industry to move forward and maintain the balance between
providing socially necessary services and upholding fiduciary responsibility. Retaining national core values require transit operators to go back to the basics: listening
to the customers that it serves.
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Abstract
Implementation of Metrobüs, the first bus rapid transit (BRT) line in Istanbul, Turkey,
started in 2007. Since then, the line has been extended several times. After opening
of the fourth phase in 2012, the BRT line will extend for 51.3 km. Currently, Metrobüs
carries around 600,000 passengers per day. It is the only intercontinental BRT system
in the world. This paper describes Istanbul’s Metrobüs system features and usage
and its reported benefits and costs. It also gives the reasons that underlie the positive
public reception and the rapid ridership increase.
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Introduction
High levels of traffic congestion in urban areas and constrained resources require
public agencies to fund timely and effective solutions, preferably with low initial
costs. Istanbul’s intercontinental Metrobüs bus rapid transit (BRT) line is one such
solution. The line, first opened in 2007 and progressively expanded, carries a large
number of riders and has dramatically reduced travel times.
This paper describes the Metrobüs system and identifies the reasons underlying
the rapid increase in ridership and public acceptance. It overviews Istanbul’s various public transportation systems, gives the history and physical features of the
Metrobüs project, and sets forth ridership trends, rider demographics, and changes
in accessibility and modal shift. The presented analysis is largely based on the data
provided by the Istanbul Public Transport Authority (IETT), the Metrobüs operator. It also presents the reported benefits of Metrobüs and the passenger attitudes
based on a survey conducted by IETT. The paper then compares Metrobüs features
and performance with major BRT lines elsewhere in the world. It concludes with a
discussion of the role of Metrobüs in Istanbul’s public transportation system and
the reasons underlying its popularity.

Transportation in Istanbul
Istanbul is one of the largest cities in the world, with a population of more than 13
million inhabitants, according to the 2010 census (TurkStat 2010). Similar to New
York City and other megacities similar in size and complexity, Istanbul’s metropolitan area is even larger. The Bosporus Sea channel divides the city into two parts and
connects the Black Sea and Mediterranean Sea through the Marmara Sea. It also
forms the natural boundary between Europe and Asia. Despite the Bosporus’s positive impact on the city’s landscape and historic development, it concentrates and
complicates access within the city. The two sides of Istanbul are connected by two
highway bridges (the Bosporus Bridge and the Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge) and
by maritime transportation (ferries, passenger boats). The demand for maritime
transportation is limited since it serves only certain waterfront locations.
The Bosporus Bridge (also known as the First Bridge) was completed in 1973 and
became increasingly congested in subsequent years. The Fatih Sultan Mehmet
Bridge (the Second Bridge) project started in 1986 and was completed in 1988. The
two bridges accommodate only highway vehicles—cars, trucks, and buses. The
Marmaray project, an underground rail tunnel, is under construction and, when
completed, will also connect the European and Asian sides of Istanbul. At pres154
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ent, passenger transportation between the residentially-heavy Asian side and the
business-oriented European side can use only using the two existing bridges over
the Bosporus, which are congested for many hours each day.
Car ownership in Istanbul is lower than in other European cities. It has increased substantially over the last decade, significantly exceeding population growth (Gercek and
Demir 2008). The current car ownership rate is 134 cars per 1,000 inhabitants; about
65 percent of households in Istanbul do not have a car (Gercek and Demir 2008).
Transportation in Istanbul mainly relies on road-based transportation (92.3%),
followed by rail (5.5%) and water (2.2%) (Gunay 2007). The city’s residents have a
strong dependence on the its comprehensive public transportation system. Overall, 53 percent of the population use one or more forms of public transportation
(Gunay 2007), including commuter rail, metro, light rail, and extensive networks
of bus and minibus services. Minibuses, as the name implies, are small-scale buses
with around a 15-seat capacity. Dolmuş (means filled-up or full in Turkish) is a
larger-scale taxi with about a 10-passenger capacity. Both systems are privatelyowned, but they are regulated by the Istanbul Municipality. Minibuses and dolmuş
run on established routes with undetermined schedules, waiting for departure
at the origin until the vehicle is full. Minibuses pick up passengers en route, but
Dolmuş run mainly non-stop between origin and destination.
Metro (subway) construction has been protracted over the years. This results from
the historic nature of the city, the desire to protect artifacts that are often uncovered by subway construction, and limits to available funding. Therefore, emphasis
was placed on less expensive alternatives such as light rail lines and, later, Metrobüs
BRT to reduce the long journey times.

Metrobüs Development
IETT opened its BRT system, Metrobüs, for service in 2007. A median busway with
center island stations was built within the median of the freeway D100 by removing
a travel lane in each direction. Bus operation is counter-flow to reduce costs and
implementation times and uses conventional buses with right-hand doors. The
entire Metrobüs system has a dedicated right-of-way except for the mixed traffic
operations on the Bosporus Bridge.
Metrobüs has been progressively expanded through a four-phase implementation
plan. Figure 1 shows the three completed phases of Metrobüs system and the
fourth phase that is under construction.
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Source: IETT, 2011

Figure 1. Istanbul Metrobüs System
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Phase 1 of Metrobüs BRT corridor development between Avcilar and Topkapi
started operation on September 17, 2007, after a construction period of eight
months, and is the first BRT line in Turkey. The buses run in completed gradeseparated, dedicated median lanes with no grade crossings.
Phase 2 started operations on September 8, 2008, after 77 days of construction.
This construction period of less than three months is a clear example of the rapid
implementation of BRT service. In Phase 2, Metrobüs started serving the main
business district, which is adjacent to the highway right-of- way that is unused by
Metrobüs. This increased public acceptance and ridership.
Phase 3 opened on March 3, 2009, after a construction period of only five months.
It provides BRT service between the European and Asian parts of Istanbul, making
Metrobüs the first and only intercontinental BRT line in the world. Buses use the
Bogazici (Bosporus) Bridge to cross over the Bosporus Strait. Istanbul’s Metrobüs
system runs on dedicated lanes everywhere except across the Bosporus Bridge. In
close proximity to the bridge entrance, buses run on dedicated lanes, merge with
bridge traffic via underpasses as they enter the bridge, and continue on the dedicated lanes after exiting the bridge (Figure 2). By having dedicated lanes almost to
the bridge, Metrobüs vehicles bypass the general traffic queues on either side.

Figure 2. Merging of Metrobüs median contraflow to mixed right-hand
traffic on Bosporus Bridge
Construction of Phase 4 started on March 15, 2011, and was scheduled to be completed by early 2012, but was not completed until July 19, 2012, after constructions
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delays. Phase 4 increased the system length from 42 to 51.3 km. The cost of the
project was stated as $366 million for 3 phases, which translates to around $9 million per km (Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality press release, March 15, 2011). This
corresponds to approximately $466 million total project cost after the last phase
is completed.
Metrobüs started with about 3,250,000 monthly riders in January 2008; in May
2011, it served 17,300,000 passengers. These ridership numbers represent a 530 percent increase in less than 3.5 years. These ridership volumes make Metrobüs one of
the most used BRT systems in the world. Thus, Metrobüs has become an essential
part of Istanbul’s rapid transit system and provides effective BRT operation.

Design Features
Metrobüs operates on a transitway built in the center of a freeway. Operation is
contra-flow with conventional buses with right-hand doors and center platform stations and is within a constraint right-of-way. The bus lanes are physically separated
from the adjacent general-purpose lanes in each direction. Grade separated U-turn
roadways are provided at key locations to enable buses to change direction. Buses
operate in mixed traffic over the Bosporus Bridge, but they are given priority access.
Center island station platforms provide passenger loading and alighting. The platforms extend beyond the actual bus berths to provide space for off-vehicle fare
collection and bus queuing space and connect with overhead passenger ways that
span the busway and general purpose travel lanes. The platforms are connected
to the overhead pedestrian bridges by stairs and elevators. Figure 3 shows some
snapshots of Metrobüs transitway lanes and stations.

Bus Types
The Metrobüs system uses three types of articulated buses (Table 1). All buses have
four right-hand doors to expedite passenger boarding and alighting. As shown in
Table 1, the vehicles were specified to meet Euro-III and Euro-IV emission standards
(see http://www.dieselnet.com/standards/eu/hd.phpfor specification details) and
to provide universal access. Metrobüs vehicles also provide in-vehicle passenger
information screens and air conditioning. Table 1 presents salient features of the
three buses as reported by IETT. The IETT’s passenger capacity estimates assume
crush load conditions that are higher than those used elsewhere.
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Source: IETT, 2011

Figure 3. Snapshots from Istanbul’s Metrobüs system
Table 1. Summary of Bus Features, Metrobüs System
Features

Manufacturer, Model
Evo Capacity

Number of vehicles

Evo Citero

ATC Phileas

250

50

50

Length

19.5 meters

18 meters

26 meters

Width

2.55 meters

2.55 meters

2.55 meters

Height

2.95 meters

3.16 meters

3.08 meters

Number of doors

4

4

4

Propulsion system

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Emission standards

Euro IV

Euro III

Euro III

Handicapped access

Available

Available

Available

193

136

230

Crush passenger capacity

Source: Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Department of Transportation, 2011

Service and Operations Plan
The five different Metrobüs routes are shown in Figure 4. Each route has its own
span of service and service area. Routes 34 and 34T operate 24 hours a day, and 34Z
runs from ~5:30 to ~2:00am . Route 34A runs only during peak hours. Route 34G
runs from ~5:00 to ~2:00pm and 1:00 to 5:00am with less frequent service.
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Figure 4. Metrobüs routes
An overall summary of Metrobüs operations is given in Table 2. Buses operate at
15- to 20-second intervals at the maximum service point during peak hours, 45- to
60-second intervals all day, and every 30 minutes overnight. The maximum trip
time between terminals for the 42-km line is 63 minutes, an average of 40 km/hour.
IETT reports the maximum passenger volume as 30,000 passengers per hour per
direction. This figure assumes around 125 passengers for each bus with 15 -second
service intervals, ignoring dwell times. Although high passenger occupancies are
achieved during peak hours, the cited volume of 30,000 passengers per hour per
direction is difficult to achieve within the current bus fleet and service frequency.
Such volumes could be possible with double articulated buses (such as the ATC
Phileas; see Table 1); however, these buses constitute a minor percentage of the
total fleet. Hidalgo (2008) has estimated the maximum ridership at about 18,000
persons per hour in the peak direction; this passenger volume is more realistic in
terms of the passengers per bus and service frequency.
Table 2. Summary of Metrobüs Facts
Maximum load point, peak hour, peak direction passenger volume 30,000/hr per direction
Daily passenger volume

600,000

Number of vehicle/service trips

3,300 trips per day

Peak-hour frequency

15–20 seconds

Off-peak-hour frequency

45–60 seconds

Night (1:00–5:00 PM) frequency

30 minutes

Maximum terminal to terminal trip time between (max)

63 minutes

Total length of the Metrobüs transitway

42 km

Total number of vehicles

315

Total number of stops/stations

33

Average distance between stops/stations

1.2 km

Maximum service operating hours

24/7

Total number of staff

845

Source: Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Department of Transportation, 2011
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Ridership
Metrobüs ridership has increased substantially since its opening in 2007. Figure 5
shows the upward trend from January 2008 to May 2011.

Source: Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Department of Transportation, 2011

Figure 5. Metrobüs ridership trend, January 2008–May 2011
Table 3 shows that an average passenger trip covers about 12 stops. Assuming
equally-spaced stops along the existing line, the 12 stops translate to around 15
km as the average distance that passengers travel on Metrobüs itself, not counting
feeders/access-egress modes (IETT 2010).
Table 3. Average Number of Stops Traveled for Each Metrobüs Trip
Number of
Stops Traveled
1–3 stops

Number of
Responses

Percentage

Cumulative
Percentage

86

7.7

7.7

4–6 stops

175

15.6

23.3

7–9 stops

234

20.9

44.2

10–12 stops

164

14.6

58.8

13–15 stops

150

13.4

72.2

16–19 stops

122

10.9

83.1

20–22 stops

87

7.8

90.8

> 23 stops

103

9.2

100.0

Total

1,121

100.0

100.0

Average Number
of Stops Traveled

11.9

Source: IETT, 2010
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As shown in Figure 5, opening of each phase immediately increased the number
of riders. This suggests the high public acceptance and popularity of Metrobüs
system.
Reasons for riding Metrobüs are shown in Table 4. High operating speed and
congestion-free travel account for about 40 percent of the reasons cited for choosing Metrobüs. Comfortable travel and high frequency of service were reported as
other major reasons (each about 7%). Economic advantages and 24/7 operation
both received about 2 percent. About 10 percent of the passengers say “they have
to” ride Metrobüs but their reasons are not given. Overall, about 80 percent of
Metrobüs users are attracted to the system because of its speed, congestion-free
operations, and reliability.
Table 4. Factors Affecting Metrobüs Mode Choice
Reasons for Using Metrobüs

Frequency (Multiple Selections)

%

Fast

731

35.9

No traffic congestion

730

35.9

Comfortable

149

7.3

Economical/cheap

44

2.2

Frequent service

132

6.5

I have to …

201

9.9

Runs 24 hours

44

2.2

Safety/security

3

0.1

2034

100.0

Total
Source: IETT, 2010

Monthly ridership trends are shown in Figure 5. Ridership continues to increase,
especially after the BRT service was extended. There are some slight variations in
ridership between the spring/summer and fall/winter months.
A Metrobüs research report (IETT 2010) shows that boarding passengers sometimes wait for several buses until the arrival of a bus that is not already full. Considering the very frequent peak-hour service, this suggests that Metrobüs system
operates at full (or near-full) capacity during peak hours.
Trip Purposes and Demographics
Table 5 summarizes Metrobüs passenger trip purposes based on gender and age.
It shows that most Metrobüs trips are made for work or school purposes (~54%).
Among younger age groups, school trips have the highest percentage. For middle162
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age/working-class-age groups, home/work commute has the highest trip purpose
share. The 65+ age group uses Metrobüs heavily for health-related trips (49.2%),
e.g., doctor or hospital, and for socializing purposes, e.g., family/friend visits, with
a share of 29.2 percent. In countries with low car ownership such as Turkey, the
older adult population’s means of travel becomes an important concern. Istanbul’s
Metrobüs offers a reliable and safe travel mode alternative for Istanbul’s older adult
population.
Table 5. Trip Purposes vs. Demographics of Metrobüs Users
Metrobüs
Trip
Purpose
(%)

Demographics
Gender

Age Group

Overall

Female Male 15–18 19–24 25–34 35–44 45–54 55–64

65+

From/to
home/
work

31.5

44.6

5.0

20.3

51.3

60.8

43.4

22.5

3.1

38.2

From/to
home/
school

22.0

10.5

68.0

50.0

10.1

0.9

0.6

0

1.5

16.1

Shopping

10.6

4.6

5.0

3.8

8.1

5.6

12.7

8.8

9.2

7.5

Business

4.0

8.0

1.0

3.2

6.7

10.8

7.2

4.9

0

6.1

Entertainment/
social
activities

9.5

8.0

9.0

10.8

8.1

7.3

7.8

12.7

7.7

8.7

Hospital/
doctor/
health
services

6.2

8.4

2.0

2.5

1.0

3.9

7.2

19.6

49.2

7.3

Friend/
family visit

16.2

15.9

10.0

9.5

14.8

10.8

21.1

31.4

29.2

16.1

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Source: IETT, 2010

The percentages of trip purposes also reflect the frequency of Metrobüs use (Table
6). About 29 percent of the surveyed passengers ride Metrobüs every day and 25
percent ride every weekday. An interesting finding is the share of “rarely” users
(10%). This percentage suggests that despite the relatively short history of BRT in
Istanbul, the public is well aware of the Metrobüs system and occasional riders
understand how to use Metrobüs in terms of access points, routing, and schedules.
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Table 6. Frequency of Metrobüs Use
Frequency

# of Responses

%

Every day

326

29.1

Every weekday

283

25.3

Once in 2–3 days

172

15.3

Only weekends

73

6.5

Once a week

116

10.3

Once in 2 weeks

30

2.7

Rarely

121

10.8

Total

1,121

100.0

Source: IETT, 2010

Survey respondents were divided into five groups, based on household incomes
and education level: A (Top), B (Upper), C1 (Upper Middle), C2 (Lower Middle), and
DE (Bottom) socio-economic status. The survey findings show that Metrobüs users
mainly belong to DE (30.6%) or C2 (30.1%) status. Category A constitutes 2.6 percent, followed by categories B (17.4%) and C1 (39.3%). Overall, the Metrobüs system
is used mainly by low-income groups who are less likely to have access to a private
vehicle. Given the relatively low Metrobüs fare, the system plays an important role
in term of transportation equity.
Accessibility, Integration with Other Modes, and Modal Shift
Metrobüs connects with regular IETT bus, subway, and light rail systems. IETT
encourages multimodal trips by offering free transfers between Metrobüs and
other modes. Metrobüs also provides accessibility to the Ataturk Airport (Istanbul’s largest airport) by connecting with a light rail system that goes directly to the
airport.
Access modes to Metrobüs stations are shown in Table 7. A large share (37%) of
Metrobüs riders walks to and from Metrobüs to reach their destinations. Most
walking takes less than 10 minutes, and the share of walking is higher for egress
from Metrobüs. The second highest access mode is dolmuş/minibus, followed by
regular IETT buses. The high share of walking shows that the Metrobüs mainly
serves people living or working near Metrobüs stations. The high share of regular
IETT buses and dolmuş/minibus access shows that these modes function as important feeders to the Metrobüs system. However, there is no special infrastructure
available to make transfers easy to and from Metrobüs.
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Table 7. Access Modes to Metrobüs and Mode Choice Before Metrobüs
Transfer to
Metrobüs (%)

Transfer from
Metrobüs (%)

Average
Access
Share (%)

Walk (less than 10 mins)

27.8

32.4

30.1

Walk (more than 10 mins)

7.0

6.9

6.9

Tram/subway

3.5

6.0

4.7

6.1

IETT bus

22.0

19.1

20.6

55.7

Private public bus

9.0

8.0

8.5

18.1

Commuter rail

0.3

0.2

0.3

0.7

Service buses

0.2

0.4

0.3

0.4

Access Mode

Travel Mode for
Same Trip Before
Metrobüs (%)
1.8

Private car

1.3

0.3

0.8

4.0

Dolmuş/minibus

25.5

21.1

23.3

9.4

Taxi

3.4

5.6

4.5

1.0

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

97.2

Source: IETT, 2010

On the other hand, the share of tram/subway access is barely above the share of
taxi. This suggests a need for additional planning and incentives for Metrobüs-rail
integration. Nevertheless, the survey results show that almost 30 percent of passengers reach their destination within 20 minutes, about 58 percent reach within
half an hour, and 96.2 percent before one hour.
Table 7 also shows the previous travel modes of Metrobüs riders for the same
trip before Metrobüs was available. In addition to the modes shown in Table 7,
another 1.8 percent of the passengers reported maritime transportation (ferries,
catamaran-type sea buses, etc.) as their previous travel mode. Another one percent of passengers reported that they did not make their trip before Metrobüs was
implemented.
The highest level of modal shift is from regular IETT buses (55.7%), followed by private public buses (18.1%) and dolmuş/minibus (9.4%). In other words, the Metrobüs
system draws its users mainly from previous bus riders. However, this modal shift
should be interpreted with caution. IETT and Istanbul Municipality adjusted several IETT private/public bus and minibus lines and schedules after the start of BRT
operations. Eighteen lines were canceled, and 11 were shortened. Hence, the modal
shifts from regular buses are not necessarily by choice, but they also reflect changes
in the public transit network. On the other hand, four percent of passengers report
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shifting from private car and taxi to Metrobüs and almost seven percent from
various rail modes. This shift from car and taxi travel to Metrobüs suggests a high
level of convenience offered by Metrobüs, while for the seven percent shifting from
urban rail (metro, light rail, commuter rail), it shows that the Metrobüs alternative
provides a more convenient service for those riders.

Benefits and Savings
The reported Metrobüs project savings for operator, passengers, and the environment are summarized in Table 8. On the operator side, Metrobüs helped IEET
to remove 113 IETT and 76 private buses. A total of 1,296 minibuses were also
removed from street traffic and the passengers were directed to Metrobüs. IETT
canceled and shortened some bus lines as the Metrobüs system was extended, but
some lines were reported to be reinstated due to demand from passengers. Overall,
18 bus lines were canceled (mainly the ones that cross the Bosporus) and 11 were
shortened. As a result, in addition to lower operating and maintenance costs compared to standard bus operations, 242 tons of daily fuel savings were reported. The
fuel saving translates to 623 tons of reduction in daily CO₂ emissions.
Table 8. Summary of Savings/Benefits after Introduction of Metrobüs

Source: Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, Department of Transportation, 2011
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Operating fewer buses in city traffic and more buses in dedicated and thus safer
lanes achieved a 64 percent reduction in accidents (IETT 2011). The Metrobüs passenger survey found that more than 87 percent of Metrobüs ridership came from
other road vehicles (private car, taxi, private bus, regular bus, minibu, dolmuş),
including 4 percent of car users who switched to Metrobüs. Hence, Metrobüs
encourages greater use of a safer public transportation mode.
The uninterrupted bus flow in dedicated rights-of-way allows the operator to
adjust services based on changes in passenger density and demand. Boarding a
Metrobüs bus is more efficient than boarding a regular bus because the fare is
paid before entering the station area and the tickets are not collected inside the
bus. This makes all bus doors available for passenger boarding movements, thereby
reducing dwell times and increasing efficiency. Furthermore, the predictability of
bus arrivals and the restricted access to bus stops make it possible to provide reliable passenger information displays and use advanced fare collection technologies.
From the passenger perspective, Metrobüs guarantees fast, safe, and reliable ontime travel. There was a recent fare increase throughout the IETT-managed public
transportation system, including Metrobus, effective by September 1, 2012. Before
the increase, Metrobüs charged 1.45 Turkish Liras (TL) for an adult fare for up to 3
stops of travel and 2.10TL for traveling more than 3 stops. After the increase, IETT
also changed the Metrobüs fare structure to be distance-based. Currently, Metrobus charges 1.60TL for an adult fare for up to 3 stops of travel, 2.40TL for traveling
more between 3–9 stops, and 0.10TL for more for each additional 6 stops up to 39
stops, e.g., 2.50TL for 10–15 stops, 2.60TL for 16–21 stops, and so on. The maximum
fare is 2.95TL for 40 more stops. IETT offers discounted student fares and other
discounted fares for older adults, teachers, and so on. Student fares were kept the
same after the last increase, paying flat fare of 1.00TL for more than 3 stops.
Integration with other transportation modes allows additional time savings.
However, the main cost saving arises because regular bus lines that cross the Bosporus charge double fare, whereas Metrobüs does not. Hidalgo and Bulay (2008)
estimated 31.5 minutes per passenger travel time savings in 2008 following the
opening of the Metrobüs line. As of 2011, IETT reported an average of 52 minutes
of daily travel time savings per passenger, which corresponds to 316 hours of yearly
travel time reduction per user. Table 9 shows the travel time savings for Avcilar and
Sogutlucesme (see Figure 1) travel and fare savings for short- and long-distance
trips for different fare categories. IETT reported average passenger cost savings of
61 percent before the September 2012 fare increase and opening of Phase 4. As
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shown in Table 9, the average savings per passenger could be less than 61 percent
based on the distance traveled with Metrobüs.
Table 9. Travel Time and Fare Savings with Metrobüs
Travel without Metrobüs Travel with Metrobüs
Start to end
travel time
(mins)

180

Savings (+)

63

65%

September 12 Increase
Fare Type (TL)

Before

After

Before

Adult

5.25 (4.50
discounted
transfer)

5.85 (5.15
discounted
transfer)

2.10

Student

3.00 (2.75
discounted
transfer)

3.00 (2.75
discounted
transfer)

1.00

Discounted

3.60 (3.00
discounted
transfer)

4.05 (3.45
discounted
transfer)

Short Distance
Adult

1.75

Short Distance
Student
Short Distance
Discounted

After

Before

After

50–59%
60% (53%
(43–53%
2.40–2.95 discounted
discounted
transfer)
transfer)
1.00

67% (64% 67% (64%
discounted discounted
transfer)
transfer)

1.20

1.40-1.60

60%-65%
67% (60%
(54%-59%
discounted
discounted
transfer)
transfer)

1.95

1.45

1.60

17%

18%

1.00

1.00

0.85

0.85

15%

15%

1.20

1.35

1.00

1.15

17%

15%

Source: IETT, 2011

Passenger Satisfaction
IETT’s Metrobüs passenger survey includes a long section on passenger satisfaction. Satisfaction levels are categorized as “Not satisfied at all,” “Unsatisfied,” “Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied,” “Satisfied,” and “Very satisfied.” The survey findings
show that Istanbul residents report a 58 percent positive response (“Satisfied” and
“Very satisfied”) for overall satisfaction. Negative responses (“Not satisfied at all”
and “Unsatisfied”) constitute only 5 percent, with the remaining 36 percent being
neutral (“Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied”). Similar positive reception rates are
also valid for specific facility and trip concerns. For example, Metrobüs travel time,
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passenger waiting time, and trip frequency received 56, 45, and 49 percent positive
responses, respectively, as compared to 5, 13, and 16 percent negative responses.
The least satisfaction is reported for Metrobüs trip costs and crowding of buses.
The survey reports that 31 percent of the passengers are “Satisfied” or “Very satisfied” with the travel cost, whereas 41 percent of the passengers are either “Not satisfied at all” or “Unsatisfied,” and 28 percent are “Neither satisfied nor unsatisfied.”
Two questions in the survey provide important information regarding mode
choice. In the first question, respondents were asked about their satisfaction with
Metrobüs travel time compared to making the same trip with another public
transportation mode. In the second question, the same comparison was asked for
the same trip using a private vehicle or taxi. Most of the passengers responding
to the first question (57.9%) favored Metrobüs rather than other public transportation modes, 35.7 percent were neutral, and only 6.4 percent were negative.
The responses to the second question showed that even a higher percentage of
Metrobüs users (64.4%) favored Metrobüs over making the same trip in a private
vehicle or taxi, with only 4.5 percent giving negative responses. These two responses
indicate that the higher speed and reliability of Metrobüs travel on dedicated lanes
has the potential to alter the mode choice of travelers, including the shifts from
private vehicles to public transportation.

Comparison of Metrobüs with Other BRT Systems Worldwide
Although Metrobüs has a relatively short history, it is one of the most highlyused BRT systems in the world. This is apparent from Figure 6, which compares
Metrobüs with other BRT lines. Currently, Metrobüs carries approximately
600,000–800,000 passengers per day (EMBARQ 2011). Bogota’s multi-line TransMilenio serves 1,600,000 passengers per day and has the highest total number
of passengers, followed by Metrobüs. On the other hand, TransMilenio has 1,027
passenger boardings per bus per day compared to Metrobüs’s 2,255 boardings per
bus per day. Guayaquil’s Metrovia and Guadajalara’s Macrobus have the highest
number of passenger boardings per bus per day (Hidalgo and Carrigan 2010).
Bogotá has the highest total cost (infrastructure plus equipment) at $12.5 million
per km, and Istanbul’s Metrobüs has the second highest cost at $8.9 million. In
terms of commercial speed, Metrobüs operates at 40 km/hr, followed by Bogotá’s
TransMilenio at 28 km/hr commercial speed (Hidalgo and Carrigan 2010). On the
other hand, based on year 2009 user fares, Metrobüs charges slightly lower fares/
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Sources: Hidalgo and Carrigan, 2010; Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, Department of
Transportation, 2011

Figure 6. Comparison of Metrobüs and other BRT systems worldwide
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km than the worldwide average. Overall, since starting its operations, Metrobüs
has earned high rankings compared to other BRT systems in the world.

Conclusions, Concerns and Possible Improvements
The long history of civilization in Istanbul raises the challenge of dealing with the
built environment in transportation planning. For instance, construction of the
Istanbul subway was stopped several times by the discovery of new archeological
sites during excavations (Landler 2005). There also had been fatality incidents due
to failures at structures above subway construction (NTVMSNBC 2011). Another
structure failure at the French Consulate resulted in a court case that suspended
the project (Hurriyet 2000). The slow progress of subway construction led to placing more emphasis on at-grade, surface public transport such as LRT and BRT, and
several new light rail lines were constructed.
Accomplishments
Metrobüs BRT implementation can be regarded as significant transport improvement with more immediate results. Built in a few years, Metrobüs has expanded
several times since its opening in 2007. Construction complexities were simplified
and costs were lowered by operating in a freeway median and in mixed traffic
over the Bosporus Bridge. Off-vehicle fare collection and the use of multi-door
articulated buses expedite passenger boarding and allow high passenger capacity.
Metrobüs is a heavily-used intercontinental BRT line that carries about 18,000 to
20,000 passengers per hour in the maximum load section per direction in the rush
hour at its busiest point. This is considerably more than the passengers carried by
automobile in the adjacent general purpose lanes. Thus, it dramatically increases
the total person capacity of the freeway.
Considering its ridership and positive public reception, Metrobüs is a successful
BRT project. The reasons for its success are summarized as follows:
• Fast, convenient, cheaper, congestion free travel: Metrobüs provides
considerable time savings for passengers and offers more convenient and
cheaper rides than modern buses. IETT reports average travel time savings
of 52 minutes per day per passenger.
• High public transportation rider potential: Istanbul is a transit-dependent
city with low car ownership. Although the forecasts anticipate rapidlyincreasing car ownership, the city’s high density makes public transport a
viable and essential option, even for car owners and private taxi users.
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• Politically-favored and supported: Although Metrobüs received some
initial resistance, particularly from car users, the high demand for public
transportation makes most transit investments in Istanbul (including BRT)
politically acceptable when the new mode increases passenger convenience.
The resistance from car users was not strong enough to reclaim the two
general purpose lanes that were occupied by Metrobüs.
• Phased construction to balance public acceptance and available
resources: Metrobüs was implemented phase by phase. This allowed
assessing public response and planning accordingly. The first phase was not
constructed through the middle of the business district where it would likely
receive more resistance. After first phase increased ridership, the second
phase was opened and the line then passed through the main business
district. The third phase further reduced travel times for passengers commuting between the European and Asian sides of Istanbul.
The main concern for Phase 3 was how to sustain a high level of service
across the Bosporus Bridge without dedicating lanes to BRT—whether
buses using the general traffic lanes on the Bosporus Bridge would delay the
Metrobüs services. However, the priority access provided on both sides of
the bridge allowed Metrobüs vehicles to jump ahead of the bridge-related
queues and largely eliminated the problem. Thus, a phased implementation approach helped build political and popular acceptance of Metrobüs,
leading to even higher increases in ridership than otherwise would have
been expected.
• High-speed, reliable alternative for intercontinental travel: There is a
debate regarding BRT’s effectiveness and cost compared to a light rail system
alternative. However, the main problem for an uninterrupted LRT system
appears to be the connection over the Bosporus. It is neither practical nor
possible to add a rail system on the existing bridges that were designed
without considering a rail system on the bridge.
There are plans for building a third bridge over the Bosporus in the future; however,
the new bridge will not directly serve the existing commercial districts. A tunnel
under the Bosporus along the Metrobüs corridor would be costly and, because
of maximum permissible grades and the great depth of the sea, long approach
distances would be needed. A rail line between the two sides of the strait is under
construction (the Marmaray project). However, more time is needed before the
underground service will be operational. A ferry system, no matter how well inte172
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grated with the rest of the public transport system on both sides of the Bosporus,
would require double transfers of most passengers. Hence, Metrobüs emerged as
the only viable, readily-buildable, uninterrupted travel option to increase passenger capacity and save passenger time, in both the short and medium terms. In the
near- and mid-terms, Metrobüs faces no real competition from other modes and
attracts a large number of passengers, especially during peak hours.
Concerns
The Metrobüs project was criticized mainly during the early stages of development.
Concerns were expressed over the rush of its opening, thereby not providing sufficient design and infrastructure for large bi-articulated buses (Şişli Gazetesi 2008).
Some purchased buses were not able to satisfactorily operate on steep grades (Hurriyet 2009). There was insufficient signage and lack of directions at stations. Also,
there was inconvenience created by canceled regular bus lines (Cumhuriyet 2008).
Controversy about the malfunctions of Phileas double-articulated buses was cited
to be a major factor that increased the cost of the project (Hurriyet 2009). IETT
cited the very high loading at peak hours as the reason for malfunctioning rather
than the road slope and dismissed the criticisms regarding the insufficient planning
(Hurriyet 2009). IETT’s general manager also cited Phileas’s high fuel efficiency and
high passenger-loading capacity as justifications for the purchase of these buses
(Sonsayfa News Site 2009).
As previously discussed, the high passenger volume capacity estimation of
Metrobüs is based on high passenger capacity buses such as Phileas, which could
not be fully used in Metrobüs operations due to the aforementioned technical
difficulties. Nevertheless, IETT responded to the criticisms by reinstating some
regular bus lines with popular demand, improved the physical appearance of
Metrobüs stations, added more signage and directions, and built additional necessary infrastructure for safe bus maneuvers. On the other hand, the overall safety
of Metrobüs operations was also questioned, because several accidents happened
after vehicles at regular lanes crossed over to the counter-flowing Metrobüs lane
and crashed with Metrobüs (Chamber of Mechanical Engineers 2011). However,
IETT reports that the number of Metrobüs accidents since 2007 is significantly
lower than the number of accidents previously reported for the regular bus lines
that were replaced by Metrobüs.
In IETT’s own evaluation, complaints from public due to traffic delays, and disruptions in commercial operations during the construction phase are highlighted.
It is reported that although the infrastructure along the Metrobüs line has been
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reconstructed, the temporary service disruptions created inconvenience for the
public. In addition, other public services such as garbage collection caused temporary suspensions in Metrobüs construction and consequently increased the project
costs (IETT 2011).
Possible Improvements
Despite the cited concerns, Metrobüs receives very high passenger satisfaction
ratings and stands as a popular and effective mode. Meanwhile, there are still
opportunities for further improvements. Hidalgo and Bulay (2009) identify several
key points of improvement, including efficient pedestrian access, disabled accessibility, better bus stop design and increasing capacity, and better physical transfer
facilities between Metrobüs and other modes. Currently, an envisioned automatic
docking system is not implemented, use of hybrid bi-articulated buses show some
difficulties, and level passenger boarding has not been achieved. Better transfer
facilities from/to Metrobüs from other modes are also needed for more efficient
flow of passengers. Pedestrian access via overpasses works efficiently at locations
with appropriate alignment; however, access for passengers with limited mobility remains a major problem. Possible system improvements include extending
the Metrobüs line to the west, progressively replacing the Metrobüs fleet with
bi-articulated buses, and providing more efficient pre-payment technologies.
Using bi-articulated buses that provide level, no-gap boarding and alighting could
substantially reduce dwell times and increase capacity. Longer-term improvements
should also include providing high platform stations to be used with high platform
buses and providing places en route to pass buses.
In Prospect
From a transportation planning and operations perspective, Metrobüs shows that
converting general purpose freeway travel lanes to BRT use is viable where there
is high passenger demand and an existing high volume of surface public transport
users. The operation of Metrobüs on both dedicated lanes and in mixed traffic is
consistent with BRT operations in other cities. This type of treatment uses the flexibility of BRT and can be applied to BRT systems elsewhere throughout the world
(Bulay 2011). As a future research direction, analyzing socioeconomic indicators
and conducting an economic cost-benefit evaluation may shed more light on the
economic feasibility of Metrobüs.
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